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Cleaves and Congressman Boutelle, was
read by Chairman Robinson,
Commander-elect Carver was the next
speaker, and he was warmly welcomed by
\
THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
the audience. He expressed his deep appreciation of the honor that had been con! can
ferred upon him by the Maine G. A. R., and,
in the course of various interesting remarks
ou the Grand
past and present, he
O.rculation in O'ty and County. declared that, Army,
in case of need, there was
considerable “tight” left in the old soldiers
yet.
•» ruK paper for Maine seaHon. Llewellyn Powers of Houlton was
received with great applause. He spoke of
faring people."
the magnitude of the struggle to preserve
s
Iirms. In advance,$2.00a year; the Union, and declared that the result fully
82..T>i»; at the expiration of the I justified the immense sacrifice, for this was
now, not a mere confederation of States, but
I h.ms.
For one square, one inch a great and firmly united nation,
respected
mo. SI.00 lor otic week, and 23
all over the world.
We had been a nation,
Sequent insertion. A traction he said, little more than a
century, but that
cd it- a full one.
century was the best the world ever saw.
Thirty years had elapsed since the war, and
the brave soldiers had returned to their
<>f To-Day’s Journal.
homes and lived the lives of good citizens;
page l.
they ban been, these American citizen sol\r.uy From Armenia. Ohit- diery, conspicuously successful in the arts
t peace—of peace which “hath her victories
';i
Meal Lstate. .Washington's
no less renowueel than war.”
>« !
.Tim l« c Si; mu ion T<
Inn..The Hit 1-' I, me NYwMr. Powers declared that none of these
.ice n. the Day..A Ltcture on
old s Tlicrs who upheld our flag should he
Personal.
allowed to suffer from want in their declinPAGE 2.
ing years. It was no charity, but deserved
W hat Maine has Done..
recognition of bravery and faithful service
nil < half.. Kailrt atl ( ompftitiom m time of greatest need,
by a great nation
that <-ould well afford it. He had no patience
PAGE 3.
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things about Maine—her people, her characteristics and opportunities, and closed with
a poetical tribute to the soldiers.
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week a report of the first
of the Maine G. A. R. at Ban-

last,

sday, Feb. ll'th, general busilasaeted during the forenoon, in
u diicers were elected, and in
there was a rousing cauip-tire in
Crowell,
Galley, Leavitt
i Emerson of Lewiston invited
meiit to Lewiston in 18M7, and

asked that the meeting he
.cist.
A vote was taken and rer of Lew iston.
o
Chaplain J. W. Webster offeri;"
regarding the Woman's Relit- asked tliat both State and
ps hold their conventions at
ever

0

Mrs. Ella Jordan Mason addressed the audience at some length, in her well-known
style of fervid eloquence, on the general
subject of women’s work during and since
the war in the support and advancement of
the various noble causes with which they
had been identified.
Mrs. Harriet L. Reed, who bad long been
the friend and associate of Clara Barton, delivered an interesting address upon the
work of noble women in the Red Cross and
other crusades of mercy, with special reference to Miss Barton’s own efforts and her
present mission in Europe.
The next speaker, P. H. Gillin, Esq., was
introduced by Chairman Robinson as one of
Bangor's most eloquent citizens, and in the
patriotic address which lie delivered Mr.
Gillin proved that the compliment was well
deserved.
Comrade Leroy T. Carleton of Winthrop
w as the next
speaker and his remarks, ranging in sentiment from the humorous to the
sublime, from happy to heroic, stirred his
; hearers by turns to laughter and excited ap-

from the Maine G. A. R., as
oinmodatiou cannot be ohtile delegates and those who !
tings. The resolutions were
«

with the pvliey that would cut down the
The pension expensions of the soldiers.
pensi- did not impoverish the country. The
nciiey was spent- at home and circulated in
a thousand channels.
These sentiments on
the subject "f pensions won great applause
lor the earnest orator from Aroostook.
Again, when he said, “In all that constitutes true greatness Maine is the
peer of any
State in the Union,” there was a round of
and
further on, when he referred
applause ;
To Mames prominence in various departments of government—the navy, ways and
means, public buildings,
concluding
with “And there are many who are confident that, we are about to take charge of the
aitairs of the nation by electing as President
Thomas B. Reed,” then there was an uproar
'’f cheers and hand-clapping that might have
been heard down in West Market square.
Mr. Powers went on to say a great many
other pleasant, hopeful and generally true

plause.

Charles A. Southard sang Good Old
j Maine, much to the pleasure of his hearers.
Then the Apollo quartet sang America, the
Gatley moved that hereafter the, j audience joining, and the camp lire was
■

printed and sent to the comtd "I delivering them at the ont!i«- time for business was very
tie motion was adopted.

Rev.

over

|

«

The Sons «.f Veterans attended the camptire, and at its close escorted Commander
Carver and other G. A. R. officers to their

Mi.hkeii reported-lor the coin- j hotel.
CHt
1' rej-reseiiratives and al- !
Boih branches of the Relief Corps held
The grand eueampnient in St. |
meetings Wednesdav morning and voted to
report was accepted. The as- adjourn to City Hall, where Mrs. Pascal of
aut general cast a vote for the !
th»- Stale and Mrs. Small of the National
s and alternates as follows
:
Corps made addresses. Meetings of both
ve at
large—A. S. Bangs of j Corps were held in the afternoon, and offija-T.a.
cers were elected and installed as follows:
es—Robert A. Carey, RockSTA'l i-: woman’s RELIEF < 'OR I’S.
1 R. Sargent, Portland*; Aldcn
F. M
Robinson, Phiihay
President, Mrs. Sarah I.. Pascal, Rockrsoii, Searsport E C. ParkI't'it : N ice President, Mrs. Lydia A. BiekHeiiry M. Colby, Bumford : 1 «»rd. Auburn: Chaplain, Mrs. S. A. Brawn,
Lewiston.
Bath: Secretary, Mrs. Georgie 1). Small,
Tints. Daggett, Foxeroft
H. Camden: Treasurer, Mrs. Grace M. Austin,
la ri > field JL R. Millett, GorRockland; Conductor, Mrs. A. M. Hull',
W’-.rhe.-, Madison; F. O. Beal, Portland : Guard, Mrs ,J. L. Swett, Iv.ttery ;
W.
Woodbury, Thomaston; Past President, Mrs. S. L. Miller, WaldoBangor: M. A. Salford, Kit- boro: Installing Officer, Mrs. A. S. Spauld'd Ilooper, Castine.
ing, Portland; Inspecting Officer, Mrs. Ira
on pensions, JL A. Sliorey,
P. Wing, Monson.
JL CL Staples, A. W. MeCausNATIONAL WOMAN’S RELIEF CORPS.
Sumner, reported as follows:
Mrs. Belle J. Palmer, Monroe;
s lor State
pensions in 185*8, 1 ,.",.82 ; S. President,
V. P., Nancy Colby, Rumford; J. V. P.,
saued in 185)8,1,802; applications
Sarah Woods, Bangor; Treasurer, Mrs.
~>4!‘; certificates issued m 185*4,
Ritchie, Monroe; Secretary, Mrs. Nealey
ations in 18!if), 2,008; certificates
Bessie Clark, Bar Har1,788; appropriations for 1807, Monroe; Chaplain,
mHi cates issued to the amount of bor: Instituting a: d Installing Officer, Mrs.
Orilla
Whitcomb,
Searsport.; Inspecting OfThese were distributed among 840
ticcr, Mrs. Annie Bryant Emerson, Foxcroft;
es and plantations.
Delegates to National Convention, Mrs.
relief corps were notified of tlie
Clara B. Leavitt, Mrs. Sprague, Barigor;
*ti by the department at tlie foreMrs. Grindle, Blueliill: Mrs. Jennie Baker,
"ii. and the Woman’s State Belief
Springvale; Mrs. Bishop, Herinon; Deleirned thefollowiug resolve:
at large, Mrs. Abbie Robertson, Skowgates
as, it has never been our wish to
hegan.
same time and place of tlie deThe
officers of the National Corps were inbelieving it to he crowding the stalled
Harriet L. Reed of Boston, naas the
hospitality of any place is tional by
secretary, ami Mrs. Ella Jordan Mautmost on such occasions, therenational instituting and installing ofleerfully and gladly accede to your son,
ficer.
at. the Woman’s Belief Corps hold
ire conventions at some other time
Transfers in Keal Estate.
than that of the encampment of
•
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■
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iitment.

Bespectfu

1 ly

submitted,

Mrs. Sarah L. Pascal,
President.
afternoon session comrade Geo. M.
f Portland nominated Col. L. D.
f Rockland for
department comand the nomination was seconded
mrade William H. Simmons,
lame of Hon. L. T. Carleton of Winvas put before the
encampment by
l,!'' J- D. Anderson of
Gray, and the
nation was seconded by Comrade E. S.
pade F. M. Drew of Lewiston
presentiiame of Rev. C. A. Southard of LiverI alls. The nomination was seconded
fade 1. S. Bangs of Waterville and
1
F. Poster of Hannibal Hamlin
N> h»o, of Bangor, and Comrade John
■

of Capt. Hillman Smith of Aupresented by Charles S. Phnerson

name
Aas

This nomination was seconded
1
L. C. Bateman of Auburn, Col.
T. Fastis and William F. Pinkham.
•iii lots were taken for
department
u<-r, and on the third Col. Lorenzo
<■1 Post lb, Rockland, was elected
sit.iou by 229 votes against 195 for
A
Southard of Livermore P'alU.
Ft-nuelly of Post 154, Bar Harbor,
m
**leeted senior vice-commander,
Chase of Wilson Post 17, North

1

chosen junior vice-commander
■ iiiation.
Comrade Chase is blind,
■u tin* sight of both
eyes as the reMinds received in the Burnside
i "Sion, July 30, 1804. The other
•''-n- then elected.
A list follows:
1
tinier, Lorenzo I). Carver; S. V. C.,
M
PVnnelly ; J. V. C., J. J. Chase;
wus

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Feb. 26, 1896: Edwin

Brown, Palermo, to Geo. W. Fish, do.;
land and buildings in Palermo. Ernest L.
Sprague, Isiesboro, to Lucenia D. Sprague,
do.; land and buildings in Isiesboro. Geo.
H. Rankin, Lincolnville, to Edgar L Lunt,
do.; land in Lincolnville. William Cobbett,
Belfast, to Ella E. Cobbett, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast. B. F. Brown, Liberty,
to W. J. Knowlton, do.; land in Liberty.
Leslie E. Brown, Liberty, to W. J. Knowlton ; land in Liberty. Rebecca Bean, Searsmont, to Willis J. Knowlton, Liberty; land
in Montville. M. W. Swett, Knox, to Willis Richardson, do.; land in Knox. D. B.
Johnson, Freedom, to Eugene A. Boulter,
Unity; laud in Unity. Jennie A. Stevens,
Montvill
to A. J. Skidmore, exr., Liberty;
land aud buildings in Montville. Burton E.
Paul, Searsmont, to A. P. Paul, Boston ; land
in Searsmont.
Asbury B. Staples, Monroe,
to Fred H. Putnam, do.; land in Monroe.
Julia C. Mudgett, Stockton Springs, to
Ansel Smith,do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Win. H. Sylvester, Lincolnville, to Beulah
Sylvester, do.; land in Lincolnville. Wilbert S. Bartlett, Belmont, Mass., to Clement
II. Reed, Boston; land in Stockton Springs.
A.

From
MAINE

PASTOR

Armenia.

RECEIVES

OUTRAGES

ON

INFORMATION

OF

RELATIVES.

Director, W. H. McGregor; CliapRev. S. A. Aprahamian, pastor of the Con1
VV
Webster; Council of Adminis- gregational Church at Green’s Landing, re•' B. Carson, J. F.
Day, G. B. Has- ceives letters confirming the report of the
F
11. Blackwell, W. R. Stackpole.
sufferings of his near relatives in Armenia.
» arver
has appointed William H. Some weeks ago Mr. Aprahamian received a
as assistant
(piartermaster general. letter from a missionary saying that his sis''<er appointments will be made
later, ter, with her live little children, were in
amp-fire in City Hall in the evening utter destitution. Later Mr. Aprahamian
attended by an audience that filled received a letter from his sister
confirming
seat and most of the
standing room. the w’orst. The husband and his brothers
1
Robinson, Jr., presided, and with were shot down before the eyes of the wife
upon the platform were seated Mayor and
children, and when the grief-stricken
'.
Commander-elect Carver, ex-Corn- wife cried out in suffering to her Saviour,
ii u.-r
Green, Hon. Llewellyn Powers of one of the murderers with an oath struck
.bjn, Commander Beal of B. H. Beal her,
saying: “Do you still call on Jesus?”
arious other G. A. R. officials and Two
younger sisters of Mr. Aprahamian are
Mrs. Harriet L. Reed of Massa- robbed of all their
possessions by the Mos^Mits

national secretary of the Na- lems who protect them. An uncle of Mr.
and Mrs. Ella Jordan Mason
Aprahamian writes: “We are sitting naked
P»*t department president for in our shops, our house plundered and rev
**f ule National W. R. C.
1 duced to ashes. Read the 79th Psalm if you
'*r
bugle call, and invocation of divine would get a faint idea of our condition.”
Bev. John S. Sewall, Mayor I Mr. Aprahamian is a recent graduate of
s.
^
a graceful address of welthe Bangor Theological Seminary and the
tucovered
G. A. R. in behalf of the people | Green’s
Landing church is his tirst charge.
| He
frequently preached and lectured in BelI
Connor
was unable to be
fast while studying in Bangor. He has sent
r.C! *
reerJtu
i11 <?ent a telegram conveying his money to his relatives in Armenia, but hards
which, with messages from Gov. ly dares to hope that it will reach them.
past

1 it

1

Obituary.

Washington’s Birthday

whose loss would be mourned in the same
as
Father Sargent’s. For about 27
he had walked these streets and been
identified with the good works of the city.
With his cheerful, genial spirit be never became old.
To the last he retained his membership in the Y. P. S. C. E. of the Baptist
of
which
he was a revered and honchurch,
ored member. In many senses he was an
ideal minister of the olden time; yet he ever
kept pace with the present. His ministry
was always fruitful and often
remarkably
so.
In tlie city of Belfast, where he was
settled for several years, the accessions to
the church were very large, about 100 individuals united during one winter. Of these,
17 sea captains joined on a siugle occasion.
Of him it could always be said truly: The
people heard him gladly. His gifts' fitted
him for real usefulness. But the great work
of his life was not performed as a
preacher.
In his early life he taught much, but fur 17
years he labored as the secretary of the
Maine Baptist State, convention. There he
wrought nobly, laying the foundations m
the days of smaller things. In his home he
was always
the same, genial, courteous,
loving, patient. He hail a deep interest for
all, but in the work of his gifted daughter,
Mrs. Anna Sargent Hunt, his interest was
intense, and in the many departments of
her public work, he followed with willing
feet.
Appropriate memorial services were
held at the Baptist church, Augusta, Sunday morning, and the funeral occurred at 2
p. m.
[Kennebec Journal.
Ill April, 1838, the Rev. Sylvauus G. Sargent, a graduate of Waterville College in the
class of 1834, accepted a call to become pastor
of the Baptist society, Belfast, at a salary of
$400, and was publicly ordained June 13,
18.‘>8. In 1844 Mr. Sargent requested and received a dismissal. “Under liis labors,"
remarks the author of the History of the
way
years

tions

band, Georgia Triggs,

Emma

Dickey,

Lu-

ther Hammons, Maurice Towle, Percy Clifford, Lizzie Stickney, Austin Fernald,
Sumner Frisbee.
John Clement
Recitation, Washington,
Gen. Washington,
Lizzie Stickney
The Story of Our Country,
Maurice Towle
Flag of Washington,
Ernest Wood
Our Own Dear Washington,

|

Milly Darby

The Birthday of Washington,
Fanny Robertson
School
Song, “Columbia,”
Recitation, “What was the True Source
of Washington’s Greatness,”
Percy Clifford
Questions on the Flag
School
Song “Our Flag is There,”
I).
Marjorie
Pilsbury, May Robbins, Georgia Triggs, Lizzie Stickney, Ethel Thayer.
Recitation, “February 22d,” Lillie Johnson
Recitation, “Barbara Fretchie,”
Gertie Strout
Song, air Yankee Doodle,
John Clement, Andrew Willband, Charlie
Reid. Luther Hammons.
Washington Memorial exercise, ten boys.
Recitation, “Washington and I,”
Walter Anderson
Recitation, “Union and Liberty,”
Edna Cain
Ode to Washington,
Ralph Gould
School
Song, “America,”

present at the ordinatiou of Rev. J. F.

Jesse B. Edwards, an estimable citizen,
died at. his residence, *»4 Bridge St.., Salem
Feb. 9th. He was born in Belfast, Me.,
Sept. 25, 1822, and had been engaged in business in Salem since 184(>.
For several years
he was under contract with the Eastern railroad company to do all the moving along the
line of its road.
Among the more notable
jobs done by him was the moving of the
brick office of the Naumkeag mill, 125x55
feet, 22 feet, high ; also Devlin Bros.’ factory
chimney, 90 feet high, moving it 25 feet an
turning it around; the. John Woolbridge
residence at Lynn, the superintending of
the hotel Wentworth at Portsmouth, N. H.,
he being its architect; building the residence
and reconstructing the brewery of Frank

To

Rebuild

the

LOWER

GRAMMAR,

DIVISION B.

Bertha I. Bird, Teacher.
School
Singing, “America,”
History Lesson, “George Washington,”
Hattie Coombs
“Crowning Washington,”
“Dates in Washington’s Life,” By the pupils
Washington Geography,”
By the pupils
“Washington when a Boy,” Several pupils
“Johnny Speaks His Piece,” Frank Condon
Song, “Washington’s Christmas Party,”
Helen Dilworth, Evelyn Morisou, Alice
Nickerson, Lillian Jones and Lillian Smalley.
A Letter from a Playmate, and Washington’s Reply,”
Norman Read and Wilbur Blodgett
“The Hatchet Story,”
Bertie Stevens
“The Story of the Bells,” recitation and
sung, Nettie Perkins, Ethel Wood, Ella
Twumbly, Grade McIntosh, Maud Sawyer, Mabel Coombs, Flossie Myrick, Lulu
Patterson, Lennie Colby, Florence Clough,
Ada Cunningham, Inez Hanson, Sophia
Staples, Alice Heath.
Concert recitation, “Union and Liberty,”
By the school
INTERMEDIATE, DIVISION A.
Juliette A. Wig'in, Teacher.
In this school a ue: feature was introduced. one of the pupils, Faunce Woodcock,
presiding during a portion of the exercises.
The program included:
SOUTH

| Song, Washington”

|

School

Questions and answers: Teacher and pupils
School
Sung “Birthday of Washington”
Miscellaneous speeches,
Scholars
Faunce
Woodcock, president, Harry
Stoney, Lulu Smalley, Alice O’Brien, Jerry Hayes, Ciarence Hall, Mildred Gray,
Wesley Dickey, Earl Talbot, Charlie Collins
“How Wasliingt n Grew,”
“Warrior Washington,”

Bertha Staples
George Dunton

I

:

Bucksport Congregational church, Jan. 19,
§17.00; at Newport Free Baptist church,
Jan. 20, §4.50; at Orono Congregational
church, Feb. 2, §8.75; at Brunswick, under
the auspices of the King’s Daughters, §4.00;
at Scarboro Beach, under the auspices of the
King’s Daughters, §19.63; at Bangor Uuiversalist church, under the auspices of
Bethany Circle, King’s Daughters, §9.00;
at Castine, Feb. *23, 26 annual
contributing
members, §26.00. From individuals she has
received as follows: Mrs. Asa Warren, Bangor, §5.00; Mrs. G. A. Lewis, Stillwater,
§1 00; Mrs. Geo. A. Barter, Milford, §2.00.
Other recent contributions to the Home
follows: Unitarian Alliance, Castine,
by Mrs. C. H. Hooper, 6 outing liaunel

are as

skirts, 3 outing flannel night gowns, 2 pillow cases; King’s Daughters, Pittsfield, ad-

ditional, 2 rugs, 2 white spreads, 1 sheet, 3
p.urs pillow slips, 2 pairs towels ; Givers and
Gieaners, Searsport, a class of little girls,
£3 00; Mrs. Janies G. Pendleton, annual
contributing member §1.00; Head of the
Tide Sewing Circle, §5.
News of

the

Granges.

—

It is thought that the total cut on the
Hudson will be about three-quarters of the

usual amount.
The Bangor

Daily News says that no ice
has been stacked on the Peuobscot this season, as the market prospect did not warrant
it. The Penobscot harvest is about 200,000
tons.
A

Richmond special of Feb. 21st says:
“Work was discontinued, Friday, on ice
stacks at all places owned by the Morse Ice
Co. This will reduce the cut nearly 100,000
tons below what was anticipated. The recent gain of ice on the Hudson is assigned
as the cause for the above action.
It means
a loss of many thousands of dollars to labor
in this vicinity, but everybody is hopeful of
a good summer’s work.”

hall in the T. A.
Elliott building_Mr. B. F. Stantial and
wife of Knox are about to move to our village. Mrs. Stantial has leased the Rose

soon move

into

their

new

building, formerly occupied by'Dr. Kilgore
office, where she will conduct a dressmaking business. She is a first-class dressmaker, and very popular at her old home in
Thorndike, where she was favored with a
large patronage.Mrs. T. A. Elliott, who
has been quite ill, is now out again-A. E.
Kilgore has returned from a business trip to
several of our large cities. He is a busy
as an

man-Mrs. E. W. Dow is still under the
care of the physician-J. C. Lane is at
home, his family being nearly all sick_
Mr. E. P. Gilson of The Great Eastern Fertilizer Co., Rutland, Vt., was in town last
week, the guest of A. B. Stantial, who represents the company on the road.

Lecture

A

on

Sidney

Personal.

Smith.

Rev. E. P. Parker of Hartford, Ct., who is
always heard here with pleasure whether
from the pulpit or platform lectured at the
North church last evening upon the
subject,
“Sidney Smith: His Wit and Wisdom.” He
said that the play of the humor of Sidney
Smith was held more in popular estimation

H. H, Carter went to Boston Monday
business.

on

N. S. Lord went to Brooksville Monday
for a short visit.
Miss Harriet
bilious fever.

Hook is quite

with

ill

a

than its power. He was known as the witAlbert Cobbett went to Portsmouth, N. H.,
man of his generation and all
genera- J Saturday ou business.
lions, but had he nothing more than art he
A. C. Sibley went to Boston Tuesday fora
would not be entitled to their consideration
few days, on business.
that evening. The faulty impression reAlpheus Dyer went to Portland Tuesday
garding his character and work which has
prevailed has directed attention from the to visit bis brother William.
which
he
public questions
treated and the
Mrs. C. S. Webber went to Boston SaturMoore said his
2.
That assurance shall first be given by way he treated them.
natural character was grave and serious, and day for treatment of the eyes.
a majority vote of the voters and
taxpayers
of said city of Belfast, or by vote of the city many friends confirmed that statement. The
Mrs. Daniel Jones went to Winterport
and wit, were frequently
council, passed at the written request of a '■ words, wisdom
last week to visit her daughter.
in speaking of him.
majority of the voters and taxpayers of said coupled
He was born in England in June, 1771.
Belfast, that said corporation shall not be His father was
A. K. Paul of Boston visited friends in
required to pay taxes on said property on a came, from his an eccentric man and his wit Belfast and Searsmont the
mother, who was of Huguenot
past w eek
valuation in excess of six thousand five hunblood. He distinguished himself in school
dred dollars.
t Miss Maud Gammans left Monday for a
3. That a contract can be made with a at Winchester, but of his nine years' life at
Oxford almost nothing is known. At the visit to friends in Pork land and Boston.
responsible party to rebuild said Crosby Inn,
solicitation of his father lie gave up his con- ;
so that the entire cost of said lot and buildMrs. S. L. Brown left by train Saturday To
ing complete, shall not exceed twenty-six template*! alegal life and entered the church, visit friends in Boston ami
becoming curate. Afterwards he went to !
Plymouth, Mass.
thousand dollars.
Dated this twenty-second day of February, Edinburgh, Scotland, where he laid the j
Miss N. J. Leach aim Miss Flet<her of
foundation of his fame. There he met many
A. I)., 1890.
young Englishmen who went there to study Berlin, N. II., are visiting friends in Belfast.
A sub-committee of five has been
ap- and who afterwards became famous. The
Messrs. C. I». and B. P. Ilazeftine arrive !
pointed to solicit subscriptions under these condition of society in Great Britain at that
last evening’s train from Jacksonville,
conditions. They are Messrs. G. C. Kilgore, time was one of such agitation and alarm that by
we can hardly comprehend it.
Some were ! Fla.
A. C. Sibley, J. F. Wilson, J. II, Howes, F.
struggling for liberty ami others resisting
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Ivalish and daughter
G. White. Any number of the full commit- the movement.
There was corruption in I
tee is prepared to
explain the prospects of official circles and great distress among the ! l«ft Monday for a visit to friends in New
poor.
York.
returns from the investment and receive
The young men formed an organization
Miss E. M. Pond returned last week from
subscriptions to the stock.
which they called the Friday Club, and
The Board of Trade meeting, which was
Sidney Smith proposed that they publish a a two weeks’ visit to her sister in Andover,
review to express to the world their
opin- Mass.
adjourned to next Tuesday evening, will be ions. St> the
Edinburgh Review came into
postponed one week, to give the committees existence in October, 1802. It was edited by
Miss Anna M. Coombs went to Portland
further time in which to report.
Sidney Smith, and thus appeared a great Tuesday forenoon to visit
relatives, for two
light in a darken* il time. The influence
which the review had in moulding new weeks.
The Girl’s Home.
British opinions can hardly he overestimatArthur F. Brown was at home from Aued, and while Smith not
afterwards left
Mias Lucy E. Ryan is temporarily acting as it, he continued to write long
articles for it for 2,r> gusta for a short vacation; he returned yesmatron of the Girls’ Home and the manyears. The articles show the seriousness of
terday.
his labor and have been called the perfection
agers are glad to report that she is doing of
Miss Mary McTaggart of Brooks visited
His pages are strewn with
journalism.
highly satisfactory work. One little girl, sparkling epigrams and his articles correct- her brother, John
McTaggart of this city,
Miss Vera Peasley of Pittsfield, has been ed abuses by such powerful wit as few men
last week.
taken into the home of Mr. Moses J. Wilson, have had command of. He was one of the
best British friends America had and his
Miss Grace Pendleton arrived home Mona
well-to-do farmer of East Parsontield. articles on
America are well worth atten- day from Castine Normal school for a vacaThere are now five applications under con- tion.
tion of ten days.
As a preacher and lecturer men flocked to
sideration for girls to be received into the
hear his brilliant wit and earnest
Mrs. H. A. Hayes of Portland visited
words, for
Home; two each from Farmington and wit was to him not a means of
wounding but friends in Belfast the past week, and returnRockport, and one from Newburgh.
of healing. The speaker gave, numerous
Mrs. Florence C. Porter is doing excellent examples of the humor of Smith which well ed home Tuesday.
showed his sparkling wit and apt sayings, j
work throughout the State iu the interest
Thomas D. Barr arrived home frmu IbisThe lecture was one of exceeding interest
of the Home, as the following list of collecton last Friday. He has beeu mate of seh.
to all and was heard with great pleasure and
tions will show: From public meetings—At
Willie L. Newton.
profit.

Seaside Grange lias conferred the first and
Clarence llall
“Boys we Need,”
Lulu Elwell second degrees on seven candidates, four
“Something to Remember,”
“A Puzzling Question,”
Sewell Staples men and three women.
The third and
Euna Tyler
“George. Washington,”
Clarence Wight fourth will he conferred next Saturday, with
“America,”
“Our Country's Father,”
Frank Black a harvest feast.
“Who Knows?”
Willie Black
Hon. Edward Wiggin, Master of the Maine
“Good Old Times,”
Earl Talbot
Jurdin Smith State Grange, has announced his appointWashington,”
Jere Hayes ment of State and county deputies. FollowJones, Portsmouth; righting up "and plumb- “Hero Washington,”
ing the Jacobs factory at Peabody, turning “Like Washington.”
Harry Stoney
are the
Waldo county appointments:
the water cure institute at Brattleboro, Vt.,
“A Song for School,”
Faunce Woodcock ing
State: deputies, M. B. Hunt, Belmont, Geo.
SOUTH INTERMEDIATE, DIVISION n
around, and score of others. For three years
he was under contract in Gloucester, after
W. Ritchie, West Winterport; county depIda B. Carter, Teacher.
the big fire, removing buildings, etc.; raisuties, J. G Harding, Waldo Station, W. H.
ing the roof of Naumkeag mill, 200x90 feet, Song, “The Birthday of Washington,”
ocnooi
Ginn, Prospect.
15 fi et, and placing a 1,500 horse power enQuestions and answers concerning the life
gine. He was at one time a member of the
of
teacher
and
Honesty Grange, of Morrill, is enjoying a
Washington by
pupils.
Salem Mechanic Light Infantry company,
Thomas Davis season of prosperity, as old members are reRecitation, “Our Hero,”
and the Ancient and Honorable Artillery
“The Reason Why,”
Carroll Caiter
For five years he was
and new ones are initiated at each
company of Boston.
Kate Quirnby turning
on the staff of Col. John Brown.
He mar- “The Story of Our Flag,”
At the same time an interesting
meeting.
Motion
“Our
Hatchets,”
rec.,
ried Eliza, daughter of Capt. William GreenHarold Parker, James Shute, Grover Dun- and instructive program is carried out.
leaf, who survives him, as do two sons.
ton.
Some Brother or Sister, previously appointGrace Hayes
We received last week announcement of “Our Flag,”
School ed, recites each evening the current events
the death of Mrs. Helen D. Steele, wife of Song, “Guard The Flag,”
James Shute of the preceeding week as gleaned from the
Rev. Joel A. Steele, a brother of Rev. Dr. “A Promise,”
School newspapers. This proves a very entertainG. M. Steele, and a member of New Hamp- “The Star Spangled Banner,”
shire Conference, who lias resided for some “Too Bad,”
Ralph Coombs ing part of the
program. The program for
of
Gem
School
Washington,”
“Memory
years in Vermont and is now living in St..
Feb. 20tli, was as folJobnsbury. Mrs. Steele was a woman of “Our Country’s Flag,” with Lizzie Quirnby Wednesday evening,
“Song of Washington,”
lows : Music ; Reading, Sister Henry Rogers ;
Hag drill,
many excellences of character and life, and
Herbert
Cora Monson,
Hanson, Lizzie Quotations from all
her death will be widely lamented. [Zion’s
present containing the
Quirnby, Harry Carter, Kate Quirnby,
Herald Feb. 19.
word man; Current events, E. Merriam;
Ralph
Sylvester.
Rev. Joel Steele was pastor of the M. E.
“Our Country,”
Arthur Coudon Short talks upon the following values:
for Liberty,”
Chester Worthing Value of
j church of this city in 1859, the first pastor “Ring
system in farming, I. Woodbury;
Reproduction stories by A. Division.
after the present church was dedicated.
Value of mistakes, Henry Rogers; Value of
SOUTH PRIMARY.
money, D. O. Bowen; Value of friends, F.
Misses Wadsworth and Piper, Teachers.
Wilson Grant of Frankfort died at his
home there Feb. 10th, at the age of 54 years. Singing, “America,”
School A. Grey; Value of enemies, Gracie Bowen;
Song, A. M. Daggett; Topic, What is the
He was a native of Frankfort and has al- Greeting, “Birthday of Washington,’
Lewis Turner |
greatest evil that threatens our young peoways lived there, following the occupations “Ours,”
Alice Newell
of farming and teaming. He was highly “Something to Remember,”
Lee Howard ple? Rev. H. I. Holt and Frank Hatch.
Comet Grange of Swanville has adopted
respected in the community and leaves “Finger Play for Washington’s Birthday,’’
Miss Piper’s school
many friends. He was a brother of AdoWillie Farrar the following resolutions:
“We'll Love the Truth,”
niram and Wilder Grant and Mrs. Willis E.
Isa Lowe
“Our Fiag,”
Whereas, The Supreme Disposer of all
Nira Cross eveuts has been pleased to call from her
Flag Colors,”
Wight of Belfast. He leaves two daughters, “Our
VVe Love Our Flag,”
Hattie Colcord earthly labors our late associate and sister,
Mrs. J. M. F. Blackwell of Bangor and Mrs.
School Nancy M. Marden, therefore, be it resolved,
Flag Soug,
Will Hamilton of Frankfort.
Charlie Decrow that in the death of sister Marden this
“The Stars and Stripes,”
“A Famous Sword,”
Ernest Yates Grange has lost an earnest, intelligent and
Ice in the Bay.
Rice Black active member and the community at large
“George Washington,”
School a kind and sy mpathetic helper in the hour
Lesson,
History
The recent cold snap closed both Fox
of need.
Island and Deer Island th troughfares with “My Country’s Flag,” Lynwood Thompson
“Who Knows?”
Luvilie Nickerson
Resolved, That in her faithful and conthick ice.
Feb. 19th, the U. S. revenue
“A Puzzling Question,”
scientious discharge of the various duties
steamer Levi Woodbury cut a passage
Stanley Chamberlain and trusts committed to her she has left an
through Fox Island reach, released tlie Salutation of the
School
Flag,
example of fidelity well worthy of imitation.
schooner Genaral Grant, ice bound, and tow“Old
Song
Salute,
Glory7,”
Resolved, That to her husband and chiled her out to clear water. Feb.20tli the steam“Six Little Flags,”
Six little girls dren in their loss of so kind, thoughtful and
er released
the ice bound British schoonand
Mabel
Hanson
devoted
a wife and mother, we tender our
I,”
“Washington
er Silver Wave in Deer Isle thoroughfare and
it is of Thee,”
School siucerest sympathies, and direct that our
towed her to clear water. Steamer Silver Song, “My Flag
altar and charter be draped for thirty days;
Star at Rockland Saturday from Bar Harbor
Brooks. There will be a masquerade bal- and furthermore, be it resolved: That these
reported considerable inconvenience from
resolutions be entered upon the records of
at (Jr. A. R. hall Wednesday evening, March 1
ice along the way. The thoroughfare is imthe Grange, and that a copy of the same be
passable and so are York’s Narrows. The 4th. The music will be by Bert Tozier, 1st i forwarded
by our secretary to the family of
course at present lies south of Vinalhaven
vio in; John Leonard, 2d violin;
! and
L. C. the deceased ; also to a'local paper for publiMerchants’ Row, and pretty well over
cation.
to Isle au Haut. Captain Archibald thought
Jones, clarinet; A. C. Mosrnan, piano. F.
Mrs. H. P. White,
D. Walker will be floor manager.The
it might be necessary on the return to Bar
)
Mrs. E. E. Clements,
the
! Harbor to go to the southward of Swan’s
ofticers
are
busi[-Committee.
settling up
municipal
Miss F. E. Mark,
)
ness of the town preparatory to printing the
Island.
j
town reports_The Knights of Pythias will
I
The Ice Situation.

NUMBEK 9.

Crosby Inn.

The committee of ten members appointed
by the Board of Trade to canvass for subscriptions to stock for the purpose of building a hotel in Belfast have prepared the following as the conditions of stock subscrip-

evergreens, etc.
Song, “Battle Hymn of the Republic,”
School
Life of Washington,
History Class
Recitation, “Under the Old Elm,”
Ola Tlriyer
Chain of Dates, Marjorie D. Pilsbury, Ethel
Thayer, Fannie Robertson, Alma Colby,
May Robbins, Milly Darby, Andrew Wil-

Tilton, and had always manifested an interest in the place aud in the church here.

present.”

the School*.

We, the undersigned, severally agree,
each with the others, that we will subscribe
for, take and pay for, stock, to the amount
schools:
set opposite our respective names, in a corLOWER GRAMMAR, DIVISION A.
poration to be organized for the purpose of
purchasing the Crosby Inn lot, so-called, in
Mary A. Bickford, Teacher.
Belfast, Maine, anil rebuilding the “Crosby
This room was very appropriately deco- Inn” thereon;
and
rated with pictures,
Provided: 1. That the city of Belfast will
drawings on the
abate all
blackboards, by the pupils, with flowers, said lot. taxes which are now a lieu upon

Baptists in Maine, “the church had refreshing seasons. In 1840 a very pleasing revival
was enjoyed, and three years after a still more
general work.” In 1869-70 the church edifice
was renovated and remodeled, and June
24,
1873, it was rededicated to the service of God,
Mr. Sargent taking part in the exercises.
He has visited Belfast many times since,

Mrs. Charles A. Rose died quite suddenly
Feh. 19th at her home in Rockland. The
Daily Star of that city says: “The shock
was almost overwhelming to her husband
and her mother, who were both with her at
the time. It was only less painful to her
many friends who were speedily made aware
of what had happened.
The trouble was appendicitis. Mrs. Rose was a very interesting,
amiable and lovely woman, devoted to her
husband and her home, yet widely and
warmly esteemed in the circle in which she
moved, as well as by all who had the privilege and happiness of knowing her. Mr. aud
Mrs. Rose had only recently moved into
their new and beautiful home built the last
season and had every human promise
of
years of happiness before them and her
death, when she seemed to be so milch needed in her home, and to have so very much to
live for, is peculiarly sad. Mrs. Rose was 82
years of age, was born in Isleshoro, was the
daughter of Lincoln and Lavinia Coombs of
that town.
She leaves beside her husband,
two little children, her mother, who was
With her, and one sister, who was in Massahusetts, Mrs. I. L Burgess. The funeral
took place from the house, Beach street extension, Friday afternoon at 2 80. The attendance of friends was unusually large.
Rev. Thomas Stratton of Immanuel church
otiieiated. The tioral tributes from loving
friends were numerous and beautiful.
The
remains were placed in the tomb for the

in

Washington’s birthday was observed in
several of the city schools by exercises of a
patriotic nature, having special reference to
In the various
this important holiday.
schoolrooms were pictures of Washington
and scenes in his life, and other pictures relating to the early history of the Republic.
Following are the programs in the various

Many throughout the State were shocked,
Friday, by the news announcing the death
of Rev. S. G. Sargent.
It is safe to say that
there are few members of this
community

was
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Prospect Village.
Miss Isabel Littlefield and Mr. Goodwin Graut are on the
sick list. They are attended by Dr. O. S.
Erskiue-Mr. Richard Kill man of Bangor
is visiting his old home. His mother will
return with him this week_Mr. C. H.
Partridge and Miss Della Pendleton were
united in marriage Feb. 19tli.
May they
live a long and happy life is the wish of
their many friends... .Mrs. James Haley of
Winterport is visting her son, James A.
Haley, and family-Mrs. Ella M. Littlefield is iu Frankfort visiting, the guest of
Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Erskiue_Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Davis of Stockton Springs spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac F. Gould_
Mr. Isaac Cummings is selling sleighs for
Isaac Staples of Brooks.

tiest

Concerning

Miss Lydia Spring left yesterday for Elmira.
New York, to spend a few months with Mr
ami and Mrs. Fred Barker.

Industries.

Local

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is
on full time on
job work. The
manager reports a marked improvement in
general repair work.

running

Mr
is to

E. A. Wilson left hy

and Mrs.

Saturday

Burlington, Vt.,

for

resume

Mrs. Margaret White left
Mich., yesterday, to visit her da
e :peets to he absent until April.

Sherman & Co. are running their three
leather-board mills on the East Side 10 hours
There is a brisk demand for their
per day.

to visit friends in Belfast and M•

goods

and the

upper

mill will

soon

he oblig-

run night an 1 day.
Mayo & White are putting up a medicine
called Pepsin, Wine and Iron, w hu h is inerting with a good sale. They are manufacturing this under the name of the Waldo Medi-

Misses
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are

to

set

lip

i
train
u

Hayi.es

guests of Mrs. E

are

to

give

pul

a
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'i.
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<

P.
a

1

soon.

Hattie

Miss

Bramhat! is an h-n,,
She is emj

f•.r

week’s vaeat io n.

central
Co.

igho-r

*ri

arter and Stella

They expect

Frost.

Co., hut have not yet deeid< d to become
II.

Myra

Wollaston, Mass.,

incorporated.
J.

Mrs. .John Liver and
Acton, Mass., arriveil Momi

?.

She

Jessie M
Sargent left hy the l.-J.'
last Friday, l*. M
for .1 short v's-o
friends in Portland and K't’oi.y, Mas,.

ed Lo

cine

Petto
i,

Mr. and
West

W.

medical studies.

his

J. C. Thompson & Son arc having a large
of custom in their upholstery department, a large portion being repairing family
heirlooms, by mending broken parts and fixing minor defects.

run

train

where Mr

the

telephone

M 1

station, No

street, Boston.

steam

engine at their new huibung on Main
Messrs. P. F. 1 Minton, Janus S. Harr.mun
week. They w I have a h-horse I
and F W Brow n went to p. *ng.
stei d u\
which
at
histwill
run one
power engine,
to attend tlie annual meeting and hampieT
surface polisher, one col:.mu lathe and
of the Maine Bar Association.
grindstone. Other machinery will he added
There are living at, the present time t we I v,
as occasion
Street twis

requires.

nephews

Mathews returned from Boston recently with orders for the doors, etc., of six
very tine residences. The order will require
many varieties of the most fashionable and
expensive woods. The buyers informed Mr
Mathews that tlie orders were giveu on acS.

II.

count of the

firm,

high reputaion the work
Bros., has attained.

whom

and nieers of l>r.

Ludwig,

E.

Groton of
Mr.

Lucy

Mrs

are

W.

Ludwig, among
Bliss. Miss Susan

Mrs. Julia lvuhn

and George K

Wahlohoro.

George

1>. Otis of Boston, owner o*
Stock Farm, East Belfast. -pt-n. a
few days m town the pas* week.
He was
accompanied hy Mr. George Smith, yardmaster of the Boston & Maine K. L. at Bos-

Bay

of his

Mathews

The Wiuterport Water Company was organized Feb. 15th, with the following officers
President and general manager, Fred Atwood; treasurer, Seth H. Morgan; secretary,
Amos F. Carleton; directors, Fred
Atwood,
Seth H. Morgan, Parker SpotTord, Amos F.

View

ton.

Department. Communder-eleet Carver was
at the wharf by a large delegation from
Edwin Libby Post, (1. A. B., on his arrival
at Rockland from Bangor Thursday.
11*
was escorted to the Grand Army headquarters where a rousing reception was held.
met

Carleton. If sufficient income from water
takers is assured water works will he established the coming season.

Woods. Wesleyan ’SO, v ice director
Storers’ Agricultural Station at Middletown, Conn., has been elected dean of the
C. I>

of

Municipal Nominations.

agricultural department

citizens’

of the Maine State

caucus was held at the Court
College at Orono and director of the experiHouse Tuesday evening, with a large at- ment station then
He will take
office
tendance. The meeting was called to order I
July 1st. Prof. Woods is the s >u of H. i
by L. H. Murcli. Dr. G. C. Kilgore was ! Woods, and well known here.
chosen chairman and John S. Fernald j
Rev. David N. Utter of Salt Lake City,
clerk. Edgar F. Hanson was nominated for
of the Unitarian Clutreh,
Mayor by acclamation. After the adjourn- formerly pastor
Belfast, lias received ami accepted a call to
ment of the general
the
ward
caucus,
become pastor of Unity church of Denver,
caucuses for wards 1, 2 and 3 were held, and
ami will move there on March 1st.
the following candidates put in nomination: Colorado,
Mr. Utter has been in Denver for the past
For Aldermen, Ward 1, Francis H. Welch ;
few weeks, and in that time we hear that he
2, Frank H. Mayo; 3, Gustavus C. Kilgore.
has made many warm friends and created a
For Councilmen, Ward 1, Jesse E. Wilson,
most favorable impression with the Unity
B.
Redman; 2, Charles B. Farrar, EdPercy

The

|

ward A.

Jones; 3, Edgar

M.

congregation.

Cunningham,

William W. Cates.
For School Committee, Ward 1, James H.
Howes; 2, Norman Wardwell; 3, John F.
Tilton.

With the present month Capt. Ephraim E.
Pendleton begins his twenty-tifth year as
express messenger on the Belfast branch of

Constables, Ward 1, Charles T. Richards; 2, Charles W. Follett; 3, Llewellyn
H. Jipson,

1872

the Maine Central.

For

afterwards

During

Stockton Strings. Mis. Irene Hatch,
who arrived home from Be stt n last w eek, is
in Searsport with her sister, Mrs. Adrian
Trundy, who is in poor health... .Mr. Clif-

began

He

in

February

Eastern Express Co., which

merged in 1.11*■ American.
Capt. Pemlicton has never
money, ora piece of express

was

that time

a

matter

the railroad hands.

or

C. Hill went, to Lewiston Mono
business for the King Richardson I’uh.
M.

Logan.
ward caucuses for wards 4 and 5
were held
Wednesday evening, after The
Journal had gone to press.

the

dollar of
entrusted to his care, nor as he had
any trouble with the company, its employes
lost

Wardens, Ward 1, Edwin P. Giles, 2;
T. Edgcomb; 3, John T. Frost.
For Ward Clerks, Ward 1, Austin W.
Keating; 2, Nathaniel J. Pottle; 3, John A.
For

Sylvanus

The

with

[
!

of

Springfield,

Mass

of which lie is

ger for Western Maine.
of Albany, N
V., and
Co.

of

Springlield,

»n

mana-

The

Eagle 1'ub. C<•.

King,

Richardson \

two

rival

houses have

consolidated in one corporation under the
above mum ami with a paid up capital of
£200,000. Mr. Hill employs ami manages
the canvassing agents in his territory

ford Fletcher, who has been con lined to the
house with a severe cold, is able to be out
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Paul and C F. Swift
Mrs. C. S. Griffin arrived home last week
went to Portland Saturday to attend the refrom a visit to relatives in Saco_Mrs.
union of the Quebec excursionists.
The
John Randell lias gone to New York to join gentlemen returned Monday, and report a
her husband, Capt. John Randell, in sell. most enjoyable trip and hospitable enterCelia F-About 20 couples attended the tain neut. Mrs. J. G. Paul and Miss Annie
dance last Thursday night at Denslow Hall. Kalish of Belfast were among the directors
-The Current Events Club will meet } elected.
Charles E. Paul came on from
with Mrs. Ralph Morse to-day, Thursday.
Boston to attend the reunion, and Mrs. Paul
A public meeting in the interest of the In- returned with him for a visit to the Huh.
dependent Order of Foresters will beheld at The party next September will omit MontColcord’s Hall March 2d at 7 p. m. A lec- real on their excursion and will, instead,
ture will be delivered by Thomas Clark, the
take the trip up the Saguenay river. The
instituting officer, explaining the aim and next reunion of the excursionists will be
object of the order. All are cordially invit- held on Lincoln’s birthday, at the Penobscot Exchange hotel, Bangor.
ed, ladies included.
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inflammation
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accompanies bruises,
bites, cuts, stings, burns,
scalds, chaps,

as

Send us at once your name and address, and we will send you
“Treatment for Diseases,” caused by inflammation. I. S.
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in which I)r.
w e

“As far

Toronto:

Thursday, April 16, 1896,

book is not

can

judge,

faultless—that is but

merely

Each of those

except its novelty.

the demands of a few men, whose primAnd
ary object is self-aggrandizement.
it makes no difference to the intelligent,

meu
J>r. H. F. Merrill.

Results Astonish

Unable to

pay for what was, to them, a luxury, economy would have said, go without it until

MEN OF SCIENCE.

Whether
you are able to buy and pay.
these men were Populists or not, 1 did not
but the illustration holds

learn,

well shows what

|

good

men’s idea of

some

AYER'SH

and

good

management is.
At Ele\en o'clock A. .M.,
Individual ideas of economy are not more
negative; it is a mine of information. But
f.»r the purpose <>f selecting six candidates for
!
President and Vice--President of the that is a bad comparison—what 1 admire i at variance than are the ideas of political
Ho t<11s .it>. and four delegates at large and
o.o
is its admirable arrangement, and the ! parties on the same subject. Democratic
jour aben.ates to attend the Nat ioiial Republican
clearness and orderliness with which each economy has become so well known in its
to be held at Sr Louis. Missouri, on
< .invent i--t
Tuc-day. .1 uue 1 d. 1 Slut, and transacting any ether
part of its subject is set forth. It seems workings and its aftereffects that it needs
business rh it may properly coin.* before jr.
The ba-is uf representation will be as follows: to me there is
absolutely nothing left out but little comment. When the first Cleve.op
r>. Town aid Plantation will be entitled to
delegate, and lor each -events-ti\ e vutes cast
which we need to know, and yet the whole land administration went into power, they
m
for
Governor
,r the
Repu lican candidate
found a prosperous country and a surplus
isop. m uditiohal dc’egate. and fora fraction is presented in a form so condensed, so
d forty Mites in t-xce-s of -event}-iive votes, an
manageable, that the busiest man can in the national treasury. It was one of ;
a blit ioiial nelegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of a in City. Town
make use of it.
You have done what their ideas that the
money of the country
tilled b\ a re.-ident of
or Plantation ran oi.lv be
Horace seemed to say he could not do,
to the people, and hence the surthe County m which Tin; \:manoy exists
Slate committee will be in session in the
room of tlm hall at nine o'clock, on the
morning of the cm cut i<>n. for the purpose of
:.-cei\ii g tl e credentials ot delegates, he egates
ier to be eligible to participate in the conin
v,.|,!ioii. ii nst be elected subsequent to tin- date
,v
1;all for t! i- convention: and delegates,
his call, shctild mn be elected to the State
undet
convention to be hereafter called for the purpose
t non mating a candidate for Governor.
Ali cl.*. !■>!•- of Maine, without regard to past
p.Uin, ;,: differences, who are in sympathy with

The

reception

expressed in the .all of the ReNational Committee "or the Republican
'-nvcniioii. are cordially invited to
National
unite with the Republicans of the State ill electmg delegate- ;<> tin- < '.invention.
rdei R.-pul-iican State * ommirtfe.
dosEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
p.YRON POYD. Secretary.
\ ii ;i;-:a. Maine, dam 12S, lspi;
■I,,

-01111111.10-

j.el.In

an

Presidential Electors Must all be Chos=
en in State Convention.
H 1 Al»Ql AI5TKHS
'M MIT"I KK.
Mi ATK (
I’.l.K
At t.i >ta. Mk.. dan. 28, 1890.

\

[

Ki

)

Prior to 181*2
1., tin- lb-pci licans "f .Maine:
iu<, l'!»->n:« ntial electors at large, corresponding
In ill,- ;\\n Pnitcd Stages Senators, were munimiieii in State convention, and the remaining
eleetois, correspomlii g to the lnenihers of the
I uiii-h States House <d
Representatives, were
nominated 1>\ lie several congressional district
conventions.
The passage of the Australian lia lot law enI
der the law,
tireU changed the procedure.
.,11 ci»n\eiiiioiis are a 1'ortion of our election systhat
candidates
ct
requires
ten:, ami this ballot
to in- \ott d for by the voters throughout the whole
in
nomination
must
be
Stale
by a convenplaced
tion representing no less a constituency than the
Hence, all the candidates of a party
•» li ile State.
l.,i presidential electors must be nominated in
Stall- Convention, and 1 have therefore included
in the < ad six electors.
J. H. MAN LEY, Chairman.
"Waldo county is entitled

to

55

delegates,

....

A
tains

a

fresh

Authors.

ompbook made in the fifties conpoem clipped from a newspaper of

the time, authors name not given,
titled “The Alarmed Skipper.”
It

signed

then

Dr.

with

G.

it

able to give a
Bourinot has
P.

to write “The

in the well known and

Putnam’s

hand,

are

delighted

j opening chapters.
El well,

published

w

the work, but it is inevitable that
there should be omissions in such a compilation; and in a recent contribution to
the

Whig and Courier Col. J. W. Porter
| of
Bangor points out quite a number
;
worthy of a place who have been left out.
Among them we find Rev. William Frotliingham and Miss Rebecca Palfrey, both
identified with Belfast, and many others
who will be recalled with interest.
We
give Col. Porter’s article in full in this
issue.

by

a

this

subject mention may be
dainty little volume, handed us
friend the other day, entitled “With

made of

on

a

Birds and Flowers.” It is from the Home
Journal Print, New York, and the author
is Isaac Bassett Choate, a native of Maine.
Has he a place in “The Poets of

Maine,”

wonder?

Mr. Choate’s book poems
on birds and flowers
alternate, aud as appropriate to this season, when we have
we

In

the bird described with us,
opening poem:

we

quote the

1MNE GROSUECK.

Beneath the lowering skies
Low-hanging, cold and grav,
The frozen runnel lies
A voiceless stream to
day;
Its life went with the summer bird,
In nature now no song is liei.rd,
No strains of music rise
1'n.m spirits light and gay.
The falling flakes of snow.
On driving pinion’s white

Light dancing
fleet

to and

fro,

mimic flight;
They gather as tin; birds in flocks,
Low h< ver over sands and rocks
Uncertain where to go.
Uncertain whereto light.
A

a

One

night ’twas .tothani Maiden’s watch,
curious wag—the pedlar’s son—
Ami so lie mused, (the wanton wretch,)
•To-night I’ll ha\e a hit of fun.

Warm hearted northern bird,
A new-year’s wish you
bring.
No other song is heard,
Is seen no other wing;
How warm the colors of your dress!
This gloomy day our eyes they bless;
Had I the fitting word,
Your praises would I sing.

We're all a stupid set of fools,
To think the skipper knows by tasting,
What ground he's on—Nantucket schools
l>on t teach such stuff with all their hasting!”
Ami so he took the well-greased lead,
And rubbed it o'er a box of earth

“Uncle Lislia’s

ing

in

chapters

Outing,”

now

in Forest and

appear-

Stream,

means no doubt a new book in the near
future from the pen of Rowland E. Robinson, a writer who will be more highly

appreciated when the public become better acquainted with him.
Two of his
books now grace our shelves and are

ditty was recalled on reading j much prized. He depicts certain
phases
Cosmopolitan for February a sea of New England life untouched
by
any
song l»y Gustav Kobbe, entitled “Obediah other
author, and his touch is true. His
‘of the whaling
Folger.” Obediah was,
reading of character is only excelled by
n*rk A poller,’
whether captain, mate his
reading of Nature, and the lover of
o.
.oremast hand the writer does not out-door
sports will be specially charmed
state, and he used to taste the lead as did by his writings.
the Nantucket skipper mentioned above.
in The

Two of Mr. Kobbe’s four

verses

are

suf-

ficient to tell the rest:

only

not

remains to be said that

think the

magazine poet

of

we

to-day

do
lias

“How Canada is Governed” is the title

handsomely printed volume by J. G.
Bourinot, a widely knowu Canadian aua

The sub-title reads:

thor.

“A short

ac-

of its (Canada’s) executive, legislative, judicial and municipal institutions,

count

with

an

historical outline of their

origin

and development, with numerous illustrations.’’ The book while intended pri-

being introduced
into their colleges and high schools—is a
valuable contribution to the history of
governments, and appeals alike to the
marily

for Canada—it is

Has

acres, the total value of

improved upon the work of the newspaper
poet of nearly half a century ago.

of

Maine

Done.

ture

’Twas Obediah Folger
Of the whaiing hark “Anoller,”
Who. when he’d tasted of the muck,
Straightway began to holler:
“Heave-ho the lead ! Heave-ho, heave-ho!
Nantucket’s sunk, I know, i know!
Mann Star buck’s squash-bed is just below !
Heave-ho the lead ! Heave-ho!”

It

What

The United States Department of Agriculhas issued a report in which the crops
of the different States for 1895 are
given.
This shows that Maine raised during the
last year 596,904 bushels of corn on 14,212

’Twas Obediali Folger,
'Whose .shipmates thought it very slick
With rich Nantucket garden muck
To besmear the lead quite thick.
••Heave-ho the lea« '. Ha-ha! Ho-ho!
Will Obediah Folger know
This time the taste o' the mud below!
Heave-ho the lead! Heave ho!”

in

as

a

62,203

acres

of

land ; and 1,127,031 tons of

hay, worth $10,909,660, on 1,104,932 acres.
By the tables given Maine leads the New
England States in the production of oats
and hay and only Vermont exceeds her in
the production of barley, the Green Mountain State raising 619,778 bushels of that grain
last year on an area of 18,688 acres, making
the total value of the crop $291,296. Vermont also has a fine showing in potatoes,
being the second of the New England States,
with 5,134,052 bushels, worth $1,334,854 on
33,338 acres. In hay Vermont also was second witli a total tonnage of 893,959, worth
$10,950,698 on 935,476 acres. Although the
hay crop of Massachusetts was only 049,838

535,480 acres the total value of the
product exceeded the value of the Maine hay
crop by nearly a million dollars, Massachusetts hay being valued as a whole at $11,
372,165. But the Iqgher value of products
accounts for the high figure placed also on
other agricultural products raised in the old
tons

Bay

|I

od

State.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

a

Well Known Doctor

“Ayer's Sarsaparilla is without an equal
blood-purifier and Spring medicine, and
cannot have praise enough. 1 have watched
its effects in chronic cases, where other
treatment was of no avail, and have been
as a

astonished at the results. No other blood
medicine that I have overused, and I have
tried them all. is so thorough in its action,
and effects

so many permanent cures as
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.”—Dr. II. F. Mkkkill.
Augusta. Me.

Admitted at the World's Fair.

a

Ayer9a Pills for liver and bowels.

for the support of schools and it has
been expended so and so; we raised a sum

stun

for support of poor and it has been used
for such and such purposes; we raised so

the

ccc

the government and what
people
keeps the government secure keeps the
are

people
principle
is always

Consumption caused by

catarrh is

Acting upon the
that something held in reserve

secure

likewise.

given.

do not intend to make

a

comparison be-

the two old parties; their records
will speak for themselves.
I have mentioned the above fact simply to show the
difference which may exist between partween

ties, each of which claim to be economical.
What is economy, as applied to the af-

government? If the money of the
country belongs to the people, how is it
best used for the benefit of the people?
by all,

that whatever

revenue

California
Catarrh
Cure.

to meet all

provement.
The

larger

national income

our

and which makes

nues

my and national

powerful with
Some

people

will

no

doubt

to

see

follow

the

they

will

what

do.

Wanting plenty of money and nothdo, they are curious to learn if the
Peoples’ party can give it to them. Hence
their reason for joining said party. Dickens says: “Curiosity is, and has been from
ing

to

the creation of the world, a master passion. To awaken it. to gratify it by slight
degrees, and yet leave something always
in suspense, is to establish the surest hold
that can be iiad, in wrong, on the unthinking portion of mankind.” It is doubtful
if the Populists appreciate Dickens, yet
they no doubt understand human nature
sufficiently well to realize the truthful! ness of the above quotation.
A superficial view may give this plank
1 the
appearance of wheat, but a closer inspection shows it to be only chaff, and
poor chaff at that.
My next paper will
treat of postal savings banks.
|
Railroad

Competition.

merchants of Augusta are complaining that a large amount of trade has been diverted from them hy the building of the
Wiscasset & Quebec railway. Western corn
can l>e bought in Albion 5 cents a bushel
cheaper than it can be purchased in Augusta, while Hour can he bought in Albion 25
cents a barrel cheaper.
The more progressive of the Augustans urge the immediate
development of a project, for a line to connect. with the Georges Valley railroad terThe

minus at Union, less than 50 miles away, or
another to swing a road out to connect with
the Wiscasset road and thus secure the trade
of the towns along that, line before a distributing organization has been effected
that will make competition close, as well as

G. T. READ,
MACHINIST,
SPECIAL

ATTENTION TO...

The fact that he is still alive is a
wonder to his friends.
In the fall of 1889 he began to suffer indescribable miseries from stone in the bladder.

physician
offered to the voters of the country in the Consulting
delphia, he was told that a surgical operation
shape of the plank which I have quoted was necessary. So much did he dread the
result, for if unsuccessful it meant death,
at the opening of this paper.
As subse- that
he put off the evil day as long as possidemands
are
taken
and
quent
up
impar- ble. While in this frame of mind, he heard
'
tially dissected, it will also appear that a
eminent

SEfflHG MACHINES.

FAVORITE REMEDY

measure, it is contradictory of their
first demano.
For a national currency
a

by government directly to the peo- Although disheartened, on July 1,1893, he
a bottle of it, and within a month
peoples’ demand, at a two per bought
had
beneficial

Waldo

automatic

355 & 357 Bovlston Street,

Stock

and wants

County for an
burglar alarm
a few working

I.ivrrpool, 1'vgI;iml.
Incorporated in 1803.

Companx

UNITED STATES

A CARD.

BRANCH,

\s we have had ;i large number of our t
ami customers ouisitle oj Boston
fret|uen:
i.'
to buy goods, get
advise an

New York.
51 Wall street,
JONES &. WHITLOCK, Managers anti Attorneys.
UNITED STAJES BRANCH STATEMENT,
December

31, 1805.

ASSETS.
Stocks ami Ronds, market value,
Cash in Rank anti offii
Interest dm ami .t. uu »l.
Due from Reinsuring Companies.
Premiums in course ot colb tion
and Rills Receivable.

1!
1

SOI. 5l»
1151.74
l.'o.SO
Id'-.01

37.3-0.59

$591,1(14

assets

I.IABII ITU S
Unpaid T.ossc-.
Reinsurance Rest ve.
All other claims,

surplus in Uniicd

Slal

JOHN C PAIGE, General

$st

i. 75
I l.*i

11

Ml.si

DRY GOODS.
Ri ADY-MADE GARMENTS.

>147,<» 15.71
441,1 111 -.'!

FURS.TRIMMINGS, MILLINERY

$501,104.5 >4

CARPETS AND RUGS.
UPHOLSTERY GOODS.

Agent.

FURNITURE. WALL PAPE

BAGGAGE and Personal Property INSUR
ANCE against all the dangers of loss incident to travel, being in Hotels or away from

BRIC-A-BRAC, MCrj IE
ftnti other

home.
Can be

procured of TICKET AGENTS of
Maine Central, Boston & Maine, and other
Railroads.

proof rests upon the
As

tion is superior to that which he opposes.
He has no right to demand votes unless
he

first show that the voter and the
country will be benefited by accepting
can

what he represents.
It is not enough to
show that evil exists and demand that
such evil be overcome, they must show how
to cure the disease—must prove that they
are competent to make a cure before the

country
abilities.

can

be

The

safely trusted
physician who

to

does

their
not

understand his patient’s sickness does not
know how to go to work to cure him.
A
may be effected, but the chances are
that the patient will pay for the experiment with his life.
Neither is it enough

cure

that the doctor knows how to

diagnose disease,
cure as

well.

!

j
i

D i»E ft O si
Q
^ |j[

»et

from
rible

a

most

hor-

blood disI had spent hundreds of dollars
trying various remedies and physicians, none of which did me any
good. My finger nails came off and
my hair came out, leaving me
perfectly bald. I then went to
ease

GEO. T. READ,
BELFAST.

46 MAIN STREET

Mutual l-ire Insurance

Quincy

OF

QUINCY,

FIDELITY AM) CASUALTY CO.
of New

Comp’y
Geo. F.

Seward, Pres.

Capital paid
Chas. A.

Howland, Pres. William H. Fay,Sec
ASSETS DECEMBER

31, 1895.

Real estate owned

by company, unincumbered.*. $17,600 00
Loans on bond and mortgage (first liens) 61,300 00
Stocks and bonds owned, market value, 355 497 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
121,800 00
..

Cash in office and in bank.
Interest due and accrued, and rents—
Premiums in due course of collection...
....

York,

38,118 20
7,756 53
12,881 17

up in

Koivr. J.

Hillas, Secy.

cash.$250,' 00

31, 1895.
Real estate owned, unincumbered.
Stocks and bonds owned, market value
Cash in principal otlicc and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection,
All other assets.

00

ASSETS DECEMBER

$554,034 73

1,393,251 10
70,093
2,055
307.318
13,132

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
the company at their actual value. .$2,341,085

10
10
05
80

72

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims
Amount required to safely re-insureall
outstanding risks..
All other demands, viz: commissions,
etc.
..

—

Shreveport,
the

Address.

on

Disease an d its Treatment mailed free to any
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga,

correctly

he needs know how to

It has not yet been shown
that they correctly un-

WANTED —To take orders on the road during
the coining spring and summer.
Unequalled
derstand the needs of the country.
They chance for beginners and experienced men. We
show, what is apparent to all, that trouble want your help and are willing to pay liber2m2
exists.
They have neither proven their ! ally for it.
Do not fail to write at once for full information.
|
to
ability
diagnose national disease nor to j
WHITING NURSERY CO.,
cure it.
No sensible man will discharge 457 Blue Hill Ave.,
BOSTON, MASS
1

by

the

Debtor.
Notice is hereby given that said Debtor has filed
in the Court of Insolvency in said County, a petition for the discharge from all his debts provable
under the Insolvent laws of said State, and for a
certificate thereof, and a bearing noon the same is
ordered to had at the Probate Office in Belfast,
in Slid County, on Wednesday, the 11th day of
March, A. I). 181)6, at two o’clock in the afternoon, when ami where you may attend and show
cause, if any you have, why the prayer of the
petitioner should not be granted.
Attest:—JERE’ H D. PARK Kit,
2w8
Register of said Court.

TO TAX PAYERS!

Populists

•

shall be at my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 p.m.,
until January 1, 1896.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two per centon their taxes must pay by January 1 1896.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 1,1896.—29tf

I

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar,
water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
Utf

SWAN & SIBLEY CO,
JOBBERS

The undersigned hereby gives notice to all
PERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that he Will
be at his office in McClintock Block, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday, May 20tli, from 10 to 12 a. M.,to receive
payment.

May 13,

N. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
For Belfast Illuminating Co.
1895.—23tf

OF

CRAIN,
FEED.

K.RKAS FD \V A 1 D H < ASS .,| Han-.
his tnorlg a4*' feed, dated the bill V...
September, A D. is?.', and recorded in the M
County Registry ol Deeds, Hook 1st;. Cage 4511
vexed to me, the undersigned, a certain par
real estate situate in Northport. in the « dun:
Waldo, and hounded as followOne undr.
half of two certain pared- of land, since
Northport, Waldo < unt y. Mat tie. which xver*
vexed to said Fdward H.< -s bx .lonathan I
of said Northport. hy deed of xvarantee,
September lf>, 1ST;*, and recorded m Velum.
Cage J41. Waldo Registry d Deeds, and dcs.
as follows, to wit
two certain parcels ot
situate in said Northport. commencing ,ti
southeast cornet <d land of Howard Morph
on
tin* westerly line of a contemplated
thence southerly hy said westerly line of
street four
ds and five feet, to’kmd torn,
oxvned by Allen D French; thence at right a.
westerly hy said French land about nine mm
six feet, to a stake and stones; thence imrti
parallel with said street, lour rods and tin- 1.
land ot said Murphy, theme easterly h\
Murphy’s land, to the place of begin! iu’g. mi
ing one-fourth acre.
Also one other pared of land, situate n
Northport, and hounded as fnlb.xv- t«» wo
ginning at the southeasterly cornel ot land c
W lodnian ; thence southerly Ic. the wester1'
<d said contemplated street'fourteen rods
yvesterly. at right angles eight rods t hence 1..
crly at right angles, and parallel with tin
xvesterlv li e of said street fourteen r.» is 1
sout ixvesterly corner <d
said Wo.idniaim
thence easterly by the southerb hn.
Woodman's laud to the place of i.r-innna
taining one hundred and twelve sipum* mdTin* interest hereby come' d is the —n.n
divided half of said parrels’
ih. tirst nidi
half h. 1 in- been his ax cmimol b\ -ail
to said IVrneal (j. Drexv, by deni id u
And w liei eas the n.ndiiion o| said mm!
has been hroketi, now the rfoiv. i•
tea-..u
breach of the condition therm!. 1 claim 1 :
closure of -aid mortgage
I’FRNFAI.D DRKW
;\\s
H.v Iter Attorney. F. .I M Ah’I IN
Dated at Rangor, Ale
February r: V D 1
AIT II
It

1

STATE Ol

SEEDS and

Waldo SH.

GROCERIES.
Iiuporti'i-N
Dealers in tlie finest

Blacksmith

<>(

quality of

Anthracite and

p

.

l*OcllSa

33, 33, 37 Front St,, Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

MAINE.
Four! ol Insolvent

y

111 the rase ol KRKI> (I dt>Y< I ..I Thonulik.
the County of Waldo and State .»! Maine.!'
vent Debtor.
Notice is hereby given that said Debtor hain the < ourt of Insolvency m said t
ounty
tiou for his discharge from all lus debts
pro\
under the Insolvent laws ol said Stale ami t
certificate thereof, ami a hearing upon the-,,
is ordered to he hail at the Probate oiliee it
fast, in said County on Wednesday, the 111 h
of March, A D 18t>i>, at two o'clock in the atnoon, when and where you may attend and
cause, if any you have, why the prayer ot
petitioner should not he grai ted
Attest
JERF'll I) PARK IK
2w8
Register of said t in'
.1

•BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

1

1 f

STATE OP nAINE.

STATE OF MAINE.

city

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.

INFORMATION BEREA

Notice of Foreclosure.

N. Y.

Incorporated and Commenced Business in 1870.

MASS.

Incorporated and Commenced Business in 1851-

Hoping

Our book

of art.

THE COEBY SHOPPING AM1
•bn.'D

3w7

HOT SPRINGS

to be cured by this celebrated
treatment, but very soon became disgusted
and decided to try S.S.S. The effect was
truly wonderful. I commenced to recover
at once, and after I had taken twelve bottles I wasentirely cured—cured by S.S.S.
when the worldjg^ g/^
^
renowned Hot
Springs had failed,
Wm. S. Loomis, t. M L ■ k. ■

A

■

j

burden of

tro

In fact anything whndi
n,
local shops and requires c\, r
igment.
We do not charge to: getting sample^
fm*
ut
.•!•
all
1.
charge
per
purchases
tanee must accompany all orders, or goods
nt C. O. D. if desired. except tin>sf know i.
-.

at the

The

1

514

20 KILBY ST.

BOSTON OFFICE,

samples,

a id
detailed information, in rcg
Gowns, (' ills. Garments, Wraps, and M
where ii has beer, impossible for them to ,•
Boston, and where the nature of ml h pm
and enquiries require'I good taste, know;,
styles, and judgment, and, while offering
ns well for smdi irouhle, we could not un
the responsibility without detriment to w
lished business as Dressmakers, with tin
ties which we had then
Ha\ ing recently a*
sueh additional facilities as to make it* pm
practical to undertake such business in
tion with our DresMnaking and Tailoring,
now at your service to do such shopping
require in

genera!

409,547 56
Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
the company at their actual value
$614,352 90
and be1,342,629 07
experienced
results,
cent, interest rate, would of necessity be- fore he had finished the third
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
bottle, the
19,913 83
come an unliuited volume.
Unlimited gravel was completely dissolved and his suf- Net
amount of unpaid losses and
;
at an end.
ferings
until the crash came—when it did come it I
claims.
4,543 43 Total liabilities, except capital stock
Mr. Neill feels that he, owes a lastiug debt
and net surpbis.
1.772,090 46
Amount required to safely re-insure all
would leave the people with plenty of cur- of gratitude to Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite
250,(KM (H)
outstanding lisks. 255,485 94 I Capital actually paid up in cash.
and for disorders of the bladder All other demands, viz: commissions,
Remedy,
318,995 20
Surplus
beyond
capital.
but
no
rency
government behind it. And and urinary organs, says “it will effect a
etc..
4,100 00
3w8
national currency, as such, is worthless cure if one be possible.”
Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus
$2,341,085 72
Favorite Remedy is prescribed with un- Total amount of liabilities.$264,129 37
without a Nation behind it.
While the !
JAHES PATTEE, Agent, Belfast.
3t8
failing success for rheumatism, dyspepsia
people are not told wh it the Populists' and nerve troubles in which it has cured
STATE OF MAINE.
.tiie.
idea of necessary expenses may be, they many that were con-idered beyond the aid
Waldo 88.
Court of Insolvency.
of medicine. All druggists, 51.
are left as much in the dark as regards an
In the case of SILAS P. BRYANT of Knox, in the
economical administration.
County of Waldo and State of Maine, Insolvent
1 cou^ci

ple,

J

BOSTON, MASS.

agent■. ftZ H3f

in Phila-

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

limited revenue, be it great or small, is
not consistent with the party platform.

BUREAU,

GRANTED BY THE

pinion jttliTvim- iltteitrnttrc
©mnViUtll, Liimited,

Net

Druggists.

an

I S

>

Standard and White

search.
constant

if another load of chaff had been

Baggage Insurance,

v

_DEALER IN_

Agent for

definite and well defined ideas are of value
in any political party, it will appear to the

AND
The SHOPPING
INFORMATION

>

BOSTON, MASS.
All

;

Of

Latest time table of all railways, population of all important stations, maps of principal lines, express companies, etc. etc., in
current issue of the Raud-McNally Railway
Guide.

California Catarrh Cure Co.,

we

colby

unprofitable.

Gravel Cured.

issued

honesty. Nothing is so
people as curiosity.

some

Populist leaders just

mean by the
necessary expenses of
government? Putting two and two
together and calling the sum four, and not
five as some political schemers would have
us do, it will be readily seen that there is
(Philadelphia, Penn., Item.)
A healthier, heartier, happier man than
a great deal of uncertainty in this matter
John J. Neill of 2437 North Eighth street,
as presented by the Populists.
As only Philadelphia, could not be found in a day’s

In

state-

Balt anfl Pips Tiraiing.

which the government may make economical appropriations.
What do the Popu-

as

explicit

the

may be as a Nation.
A large income does not of itself mean
economy, but it provides the means with

reader

no

the necessary expenses
of the government. They have never even
shown what they mean by national econo-

regarding

Total

Send for testimonials to the

economical

give place to the needs of the many.
This plank reads well, but it is meaningless for a party which has not shown
what it means by State and national reve-

...WILL GIVE

nocessary expenses, and at the same time,
have a sufficient surplus ,for national im-

more

Many complica-

catarrh, with its attendant
and entailed evils,bykeeping the nasal passages
clean and the breath pure
and sweet with

is paid out by the government for public
buildings, improvements of waterways,
army and navy supplies, life saving service, pensions, etc., goes directly into the
hands of the people,
lienee, the more
government pays out for these services,
the more it benefits itself and the people.
National economy demands, then, that we
should have sufficient

verdict often

tendency to pulmonary
consumption.
Avoid ail forms of

fairs of

It will he admitted

a

tions may be caused by
the attacks
of acute
catarrh following every
cold, or by the constant
insidious advances of
chronic catarrh; which
certainly accelerate any

mark of power, they have
looked upon a surplus of moderate size as
an
advantage and not a menace. But I
a

an advocate of new
Peoples’ party.
political ideas and an opponent of a well
tried policy of government, it devolves
the product being
upon the Populist to prove that his posiof wheat

$322,328 ; 83,808 bftshels
on 4,.‘565
acres of land, the money value of the wheat
being $68,723; 5,551,484 bushels of oats, w'ortli
$1,887,505, on 138,441 acres of land; 19,258
bushels of rye, worth $16,369, on 1,003 acres ;
468.467 bushels of barley, worth $212,403, on
12,607 acres; 907,908 bushels of buckwheat,
worth $422,238, on 23,780 acres of land; 10,139,089 bnshels of poiatoes, worth $3,477,290,
on

1

regard

WITHOUT AN EQUAL.
Statement of

leaders. In this country, the selfish greed
of the few, be they rich or poor, must

ments

Ayer’soS? Sarsaparilla

it

certain town,
to which the annual report of
tax

the

A

This old

highway

surplus,

A MEDICINE

honest voter, whether these demands come
or from
the Populist

from Wall street

lists

To bramble by the wall,
Dry grass and golden-rod,
Sweet fern and thistle tall,
Milk-weeds of silky pod,
There comes another flock so gay
Of grosbecks from the north
to-day;
With merry note they call,
Greet us with wink and nod.

would taste the lead and tell them ‘‘how

*•

well in tlieir

so

said of the

I was Democratic economy.
Pickard
Co. of Portland,
j Republican economy lias been the rein 1888 a volume entitled “The verse of this.
It lias said in practice that

seen

on

The .-kipper stormed and tore his hair,
Thrust on his hoots and roared to Marden,
.\anf nelect's sunk, nnd here we are
Ifiijht on old Mann H ickett's garden."

of the

succeeded

was

ith the style of the ij much for the
repair of highways and God
; only knows what has become it.’* That

Poets of Maine,” intended to contain the
names of native writers and of those who
had resided in the State. We have never

re-

Where are we now, sir? Please to tas e.”
The skipper yawned, put out his tongue,
'Then opened his eyes in wondrous haste,
And out upon tlie floor he sprung.

was

Story of Canada,” |j
widely circulated !!

series, “The Story of the Nations.” It
j will be illustrated, and we hear that the
pub ishers. who already have the work in

en-

deck, (a parsnip bed,)
sought the skipper’s berth.

work that it
in

many miles they went ahead.” We will
let the poet tell the rest of the story:

That, stood on
And then he

They

again.

the town officers read: “We raised such

deck would now and
down and wake him and he

run

are

be got rid of in some way, and
must not be allowed to accumulate

London,

skippers of long
ago, who were able to tell t>y tasting the
earth brought up by the sounding-lead,
greased for the purpose, just where their
vessels were. This particular skipper used
to
he snug in his berth at 8 o’clock,
“After, of course, his ‘something hot,’
the watch

item.

contract

a

we

belonged
plus must

ob-

Sons of New York and Fisher Unwin of

lates to the Nantucket

amt

literary

While

Morrill.1
Belfast...
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and

In this connection

being

fol-

as

lows

Hooks

j

you have been brief without
scure."

*

one

It is too much to ask of the people of
this country, that they radically change
their methods of business to meet with

they supposed to be
was in reality the

economy,
worst kind of wastefulness.

de-

voluntarily

of

short time since, and within ten

but what

the

the

a

will not

to

others.

and get trusted for it.
were practicing what

Bourinot has perdo better than

I

good management
might look like the height
as

affairs,

form of government for the express purpose of trying in its stead something which has nothing to recommend it

minutes of each other, two men entered to
buy one-half of a ten-cent plug of tobacco

cannot

as

national

For instance, I stood in
of the stores in one of our Maine
to

cities

quote the words of Rev. Prof. Clarke, D.
C. L., F. R. S. C., of Trinity University,

HALL, PORTLAND,

CITY

manner

formed his work

WILL RE HELD IN'

As to

the statesman.

and

lightened people,

stroy

one

free, our New Illustrated Book,
Johnson & Co., Bostou, Mass.

scholar

A nation, made up of civilized and enwho have the power to

national

plank

some men

nervous system
manv forms of

shown,

fifth

folly

breathing organs have

never

legislate for themselves in all State and

would appear

Known Disease!

who has

shall be limited to the necessary
expenses of the government, economically
and honestly administered.*’ So reads the
of the Populist platform. Men
have different ideas of economy.
What

embraces the brain spine, bones and muscles. The
inflammation: such a' colds.,coughs, pleurisy, bronchitis. tic. The organs of digestion have a multitude of inflammatory troubles. The vital
form
one
mutually
dependent: therefore inflammation anywhere is felt
plan
complete
organs
The late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashioned
more or le>s evervwhere. and impairs the health.
Familv Phvsician. originated JOHNSON'S ANODYNE LINIMENT, in 1S10, to relieve paiu
It
is
of
inflammation.
and cure every form
today the Universal Household Remedy.
Inflammation of the

and hence

people,

that all State and

some man

who carries any evidence with him,
that he is qualified to successfully practice his profession.

nor

revenues

W

F&

Every

demand

we

Internal inflamchiefS«T.inger therefrom.’
outward swellings:
mation

Causes

doctor who has proven his ability to succope with disease and employ in

bis stead

ble in the hands of the

frequently causes

a

No. 2.

External

RAPP1

Chad.

“We believe that the money of the
corn cry should be kept as much as possi-

cracks,^strains,

f

with

cessfully

instances familiar to all we mention pimples, toothache, stiff joints and rheumatism. Yet the great majority
of internal inflammations make no outside show, for which
reason they are often more dangerous than the external forms.

flBfl fl

*

fl

gg
H

9 fl

^fl

^redness,

the btood
seis and growti:
sound tissue.
ing paiu and
disease.

^k

^conquered

vou^

outwardly by

|

.

■
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the
It is not generally known, but it is a fact readily proven by
from every
investigations of science, that the real danger
known ailment of mankind is caused by inflammation;
have
cure the inflammation and

manifested

Catching Birds

You Please

as

WALIIO SS.
OHKT OK IVSOLVKM V.
Ill tlie case of CHARLES L. FOGG of Monroe, in
the County of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor.

Waldo SM.
I ourt of Insolvent1)
In the ease of RI’RTON I) PARSONS ol S
ville, in the County of Waldo. Insolvent I >•

You
of the

You are hereby notified that with the appr
the.lmlgeot the Court of Insolvency f.u
County ot Waldo, the second meeting ol
creditors of said Insolvent is appointed to he
at the Probate Court Room in
Rellast, m

are hereby notified that with tlie
approval
Judge of (lie Court of Insolvency for said
County of Waldo, the second meeting of the creditors of said Insolvent is appointed to he herd at
the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in said Conn
ty of Waldo, on Wednesday, the eleventh day of
March, A. D 1896, at two o’clock in the afternoon.
You will govern yourself accordingly.

Given under my hand and the order of said
Court this 19th dav oi February, A. I). 1896.
AttestJERE’H D. PARKER,
2w8
Register of said Insolvent Court.

of

County ol Waldo, on Wednesday the eleven11
ol .March, A. D. ]8!Mi, at two o’clock in the
noon.
You will govern yourself accortlingly
fiiven under my hand and the order oi
Court this 12th day ol February. A. D. IK’.ir.
Attest: -.IKRE’lf i> PARKER.
2w8
Register of said Insolvent Court

Look at the people you
.pass on the street. Their

the mountain are thatched cabins of the !
rudest construction, each
one

having only
by straw-mattings.

(faces tell the story of their
lives. They tell the
story
of penury or plentv. of refinement or
coarseness, of
health or disease.

room,
partitioned
There is considerable infusion of African
blood in their veins, for
slavery once existed in the island, and after its abolition
the freed

men

married.

Their

and the peasantry interlanguage is an odd patois

Make

Pie"

a

tone,

which

i.

«
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rspondenee

Funchal it is

by

the

at

->

■

no

capital.

means

and

may

one

go amiss of
Nowhere in the world

rowded
a!

charming

into

so

this small

miles of

area

Wherever

views

narrow

a

mostly

set

'till

one

down, and the scenery
From this point,
y changing.
undiscovered mountain lifts
or

a

rope
a

goes in the
of Funchal the path leads

;

1

is

kind of

a

t'li

1

shaped

aud the

spider
incubating.

sits

the

All the way, up hill and down dale,
past quintas and barren lands and through

j

the ravines, a rapid, noisy stream of icecold water dances along one side of the

1

road,

often

on

ficial channels

a

both sides,
foot wide.

toms.

toiled, like traversing

we

through artiThey are the

a

new

of

..><

■

There is

in

r

.Madeira,

rmometer

Of

at

sea-level,

rises

above 7<»

even

never

the coolness of the
-clicre increases in proportion to the
course

reached,

and

may regulate
suit himself by merely

;><T.itinv to

one

which

main

several

down

water

conduits

the

to

lower

take the

whence many branches are directed down
the steep streets of the town and iuto the
fountains and courtyards.
The law al-

Little

The

lows each land-holder 1(3 hours iu eveiy
use of the current which dashes

a

stage

at

which

of

ghastly

terror

con-

HALES
HONEY

sumption
stares

a

in

man

OF

HOREHOUND

face who
lects

nee-

up or lower down.
_]<itt many of the best quintas are

higher

past his grounds; and he

must

TAR

be

jost

of it would be

thought impass-

As to the method of transit,
in

favor of the familiar

took in tow

y

heir

a

couple of

debut

hammocks

for use in case of

erner-

!.«-v.

rode out of town, in the warm
air which gives one an unaccustomwe

of

feeling
buoyancy and exhilaration,
usual concourse of begging gamins folup the steep street; olive-skinned
peered curiously behind latticed

d

us

■ ■s

•lows and

baby

hands

were

out-

time.

Her life has

tunnelling through it, catching the waterin its descent and making it Mow been somewhat lonely; but no doubt it is
a comfort to her to know that she
is
through to the north side where it is most
needed.
To accomplish the undertaking smoothing her father’s lonely pathway
it was necessary for the workmen to lower down the declivity of life.
There have been a number of occupants
themselves over the edge of the precipice,
The aged and
and thus, suspended in the air by ropes, in the little white house.
000 feet from the top and 400 feet from the youthful have lived beneath its roof,
A married couple in
the bottom, pursue their perilous task, and called it home.
constantly drenched by the ice-cold cata- the prime of life occupied it for some
Three sons and four daughters
ract.
When blasting, those unrecorded years.
fall

heroes swung themselves to one side
the fearful face of the crag and held on

The
and daughter died in infancy.
After years of happiness passed in the
eldest

their

any bush or projection that met
hands until the explosion had taken

son

family moved to a
place.
tclied lor money.
The way led
Several men were killed before the work neighboring town. Not long after the two
ugh a region of many quintas, up past was completed. At last a trench was ex- eldest daughters settled, and after a few
church of Our Lady of the Mount,
cavated in the hard rock of the cliff, by short years of married life they passed to
even

L. F.” does it.
L. F.” will do it.
“L. F.”Medi:ir.e, 33:. ab:tt’_e.
vTlie True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.)

!

“A New Broom

Sweeps Clean”

little white house the

IS A X OLD

•

DO feet above Funchal,
visited

onica and

few

whose shrine

Coffee trees
ago.
the spaces between the houses; every
oryard is adorned with the Camilla jaa

days

which

part of the waterfall

means

!

the evergreen shore. Soon after the father’s health failed, and after weary months

was

intercepted and conducted to the tunnel
bored through the mountain, and thus
reduced to service.

"gin, arched from wall to wall above the
•adway, making a leafy bower under
rode for many miles. Some of
trellises are covered with great

hick
ie

we

!.asses

>

of

bougainville

in

full

bloom;

iiiers with squash vines, the enormous
iHashes upheld by straps; but most of
in

support grapevines, the huge clus-

purple

and

their

brought

to

bride. It

was

There

sugar-cane.
terraces

and

on

the

sweet

hundreds of these

are

between the shore

route

our

mountain tops,
above

thousands of feet

of them

some

the

sea.

We

screened within its vine-covred lattice, may at all times see what is
_oing on in the street; and nine times out
he

family,

■

sults.

So

few and

sc

tut

forms, often overhanging precipices.

Up

and down these fearful declivities

men

and

is, for the currency of Portugal deals in
magnificent figures which represent small

than

values.

stall', and sings as he, or she,
rily along. The Madeirans,

hedges of
Agava Americana, (century plant) whose
blue-green bayonets bristle on either side
of the path; or eucalyptus trees, trembling above banks sprawled over by the
snaky leaves of that other member of the
numerous Cacti family known to us as
■prickly pear.” Millions of honey bees
and golden winged insects rejoice in the
Anon

we

wind between tall

sun, but the traveler may console himself
if

a

bee

now

and then

drops

down his

level

spaces on this side of the island that even
the threshing-floors are terraced plat-

of ten, if the musical senhorita be of the
peasant, class, her small brother w ill rush
ut of the quinta gate and solicit a few
re

the

are

day, bearing heavy
heads; and always at a walk
rapid, graceful and apparently easier

women

loads

on

more

one

other

travel all

their

often

Each

relatives in the

carries

Azores,

are

a

mer-

like

their

a

musical

continually challenging each other
as
they meet on the
road, or while the oxen are treading out
improvisation

the wheat.

To be

lugubrious, and
a funeral dirge;

sure

as

serves

dolefully
to

as

indicate

the cheerful spirit and practical philosophy
of these simple-hearted people. The dwel-

lings

of the peasantry

for

and

sister

his little
but

a

home

some

Stoves,

he

youthful

a

Tin

few short years before

failed, and after months of patient suffering she was laid to rest in the
village cemetery. Her companion now
resides in an adjoining town caring for

Furnaces,
Steam or
Hot Water

Boilers,
Pumps,
Piping and
Plumbing.

his mother.
The

present occupants

white house
soon

are

of

the

aged people,

little

who may

pass to the great unknown.
J.

Stockton

Springs,

c.

on

the north side of

I--

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria*

Ware,

and all goods usually carried in a first-class
stove store, ever shown in Belfast. In addition. we deal in

her health

We can handle any
job from a

M.

BATH ROOn
to a SEWER.

Feb. 17, 1890.

understand that you have relies of thy
for sale, my little man,” said the Northtourist to the tow-head. “We did have,”
replied the boy, “but they done bought m
out, an’ the swords daddy buried last week
won't git rusted ’fore summer!”
“I

war

ern

£

Easy

to

asy to

Operate J

peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small in
tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man

Arc features

size,

Take

the music is rather

rendered
but it

life

mother

stout

trots

race,
to

1

enjoying

his

the level roads of

sees on

countries.

with

years

potatoes and

white fruit

little rustic house which is elevated on
Milts close behind the high wall, so that

After

mother.

grape-vines,

and that a new store at the corner of Church and
Franklin streets, (Fierce building, opposite the
Post Office) has been fitted up expressly for our
purpose. We are prepared to show you the best
line of

The next occupants of the little white
house were a young man and his .aged

from 30 to 40 feet wide, and the people
have walled them and planted thereon

dangling passed peasants at work in their poor litSometimes the tinkling of tle
within reach.
patches on the narrow shelves and
guitar was heard overhead, and looking marveled at the amount of labor and
■;}• we saw a dark eyed senhorita seated in daily climbing necessary to such small reof

ters

!

mother.

New sties if a New Fin

A. K, Pierce & Smalley,

<

too, are terraced to the very top, like a
succession of steps.
Most of these are
natural terraces, 3 or 4 feet apart and

BUT THE

We take pleasure in announcing to our friends in
Belfast and vicinity that we have formed a copartnership under the firm name of

with

with scarlet hibiscus and the snowy bells
the tulip tree. Presently the trellises

ADAGE,

IS CLEAN' FROM THE START.

he joined his loved ones in the better
land.
His companion was left with the

The hills of Madeira are all cultivated three surviving children to mourn in her
fuschias, helioropes and geraniums.
Spreading plane- from base to summit, some of the finest great sorrow'. The eldest son and daughes and
gigantic willows droop over- vineyards and gardens being 2,000, even ter are married; the youngest one remains
bid, and the splendid coral tree mingles 3,000 feet above the sea. The mountains, single and resides with his widowed

hedged

has done it.

L. F.

welcomed to the little home.

were

on

by

Hood’s

said:

You

know you
till it is all

over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,
Proprietors. Lowell, Mass.
The only pills to take with Hood’s

JOHN F. SMALLEY

A. K PIEECE.

Belfast, Dec. 1 9,1895.—3m51

The Nose and Throat,
No.

S4i)

Newbury St.,

(Near Corker

!
Sarsaparilla.

We have a corps
of first-class and
competent workmen, who are capable of doing any
kind of a job in
our line.
We cordially »sk you to
visit our store and
examine our stock

I GEO.F. EAMES, M.D., D.D.S.,

never

have taken a pill

bottle

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, Xew York.

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhoca, Psoriasis, Scroiula, Liver
and Kidney Diseases.
A positive Cure effected in from 6 to li days,
the

Lure of Acute and Chronic

FOR SALK BV A. A. BOWKS A 10.

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES
WI

LI,

BE

ANNOUNCED

IN

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
NOVEMBER ^4 111,

O*"

1MK5.

Public interest will steadily increase, and the question how the men whose
vote turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied with the results under the administration they elected, will make the campaign the mot intensely exciting in the history of the country.

success

of the

new

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

loan is

I

of

Fairfield

St.)
HASS

BOSTON,'
Other hours

Hours, 12 to 2.
Oct., 1895.-lyr45*

by appointment only

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $2,00,

j

To say that Hon. Llewellyn Lowers is The
?
Journal
the first choice of Knox county Republicans for the
gubernatorial nomination j
would be hardly candid.
Knox has sev-j Write jour name and address on a postal card, stnd it to Coo. W. Best, Roo
eral distinguished men within its own j
Tribune Building, New Ycr' City, ard a sample copy of 1 HF N t W Yi R K vV t F. KI Y
borders, either one of which it would j
1 Rl
UNt will be mai ed 0 vou.
have been glad to see. nominated.
Rut j
with this fiank admission it is only just j
to say that believing in Mr. Lowers as 1
the logical, natural and now certain
choice of the Republican convention and i
recognizing bis universally conceded and |
eminent ability, his loyalty to Republican :
principles, his firm and persistent devotion to the best interests of the party, his
long expeiienee in State and national politics, his popularity in his own section,
where he has been trusted and tried, and
where he is best known and lias been
most honored, it is safe to say that no
county in Maine will give him a more
hearty and unremitting support from this
time on till election than grand old Knox.
[Kockland Daily Star.

Publishing Co., Belfast,

Republican

Tobac o

bearers,

we

donkey,

mean

a

COUGHS and COLDS

White House.

avail himself of the

father in the

,o cts. and

number,
papers, foreign
loans necessary in a time of peace. Withwith at
in less than three years now, three loans comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman’s attire,
varied
and
attractive department of household interest.
The “New York Weekly
by druggists.
have been made, aggregating $202,000,000,
"ther
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
for replenishing the reserve that the gov- Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of any
weekly publication in the countiy issued from the office of a daily. Large changes
ernment is obliged to maintain for the reare
made in its details, tending to give it greater life and variety, ami especially
demption of its notes. This has increased morebeing
interest to the women and the young people of the household.
the national debt bearing interest to j*47,000,000. It is not a heavy debt proportionally for so large and rich a nation to
A SPECIAL COJSTPAt T enables ns to offer this splendid join ml ;rd
ELY’S PINEOLA BALSAH is a sure Remedy for
owe, but it should rather shrink than
coughs, folds, sore throat and for asthma. It swell.
lit publican Journal” for
For three years it has been growsoothes, 7 n i /«■ / y
abates the eou<ih, ing at the rate nearly of *00,000,000 annuand renders expectally, and will soon amount to a round biloration easy.
lion if the process is allowed to continue.
Consumptives
It will be folly to allow that.
^
Something
J will invariably de- must be done
to stop the drain on the
CASH IK ACVAKC E.
rive benefit from its 1
use.
[Portland Advertiser.
Many who sup- gold reserve.
;
pose the ease to be
There is already talk of another bond
(The regular suhseripti^n piice <»!' tin t• j-apeis i> s-:>.U'.)
are ;
consumption
only suffering from issue.
a
chronic cold, or
M lM ian iuN" MAI liKtilN AT AM TIM K.
deep seated cough,
Address all orders to
often aggravated by
Knox County for Powers.
1 'vx

is

;ated Toiriuhas Gorge, is considerone in Madeira, but anywhere

t

gratifying beyond expression, several facts the
leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
are not to be lost to sight.
The loan must
be repaid, by the next generation if not political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of party
affiliations.
by this, and in the meantime the amount
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering the news
of the principal and more must be paid in
of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the country, market reinterest.
This is part of the penalty for
which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
maintaining a system which renders such ports
the cream of the humorous
and domestic, with their best

It’s so simple to get rid of a cough or
throat trouble by Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar. Acts like magic. Sold

■

-ood

While the

AND

cold.

a

ScoiS SnuiSteru

of Cod-liver Oil, with
hypophosphites, comes to the rescue,
because it supplies a peculiar food in a
pleasant and easily
digested form. This oil has medicinal properties not found
m
any other fat; while the hypophosphites have sustaining
and life-giving
properties of their own. Don't let yourself
get thin.

The Piper Must be Paid.

the

its builder still survives,
ready to ago,” although
and has already reached the four score
privilege whenever
In early manhood,
notified that his turn has come, or his limit of human life.
•ven
year to wealthy foreigners
held will go without water another 40 with “the choice of his youth” he made
me to pass the winter on the island.
the little white house their home.
Two
days. It is a common thing to see men
:he majority of them are English
After
about their gardens with hoes children were born to them there.
gioping
■■•ay he inferred from the fart that
and lanterns at midnight.
One of the a while he built a larger home; and there
money is as current here, and demain irrigating conduits is drawn from they reared four sons and four daughters,
For catarrh
nioio jdentiful, than the coin of
j use Fly's <' earn Bdm. Bothcatarrh.
ren edies are pleasthe cataract of Rabaeal, where has been Alter reaching matuie years, two of the | am touse.
Cream Balm, 50cts. per bottle; Pineola
min.
The latter is the same as in
sons passed away.
After years of toil the Ij Balsam. ~.V. Sold hv Druggists,
one of the most dating enFFY BROTHERS, 55 Warren St., New York.
..«i. the Lisbon reis representing accomplished
mother’s busy hands were folded to rest, i
the
of
age.
The
feats
wateroi value.
During the financial gineering
while
her
was left to bear life’s
companion
fall is on the north side of the island,
"i' n caused by the failure of the
and the surviving children to
away up in the mountains at the head of burdens,
the
Maderians
a
few
•■op
years ago,
feel the irreparable loss of a kind loving
a narrow gorge, and has a sheer descent
•d almost entirely upon the gains I
mother.
Some years later, one of the
of 1.000 feet.
During most of the year it
mporary visitors, without which
sous joined the loved ones in the
is a rather meagre stream, slipping lazily surviving
add have been reduced to absolute
and left a childless comdown the side of the cliff.
The ridge, great beyond,
and alone.
The daughters
which here divides the northern and panion lonely
vu.i i y otujJiUi
have been making a visit to the
are settled,
with the exception of one,
southern slopes of the central Sierras, is
>i Sant' Anna, on the north side
who
has
been
an
invalid
for
years; but,
only about 1,400 feet thick, and a native
Dyspepsia edste.
island.
The load thereto, via the
wonderful to say, has cared for her aged
engineer conceived the bold project of
iittle

with three cars over.
The most skillful gold-beater can spread
a grain of gold over 75 square inches.
Applying his art to the gold offered the
Treasury, he could produce leaf enough
to gild 209.08 square miles, or a glittering road 50 feet wide around the world,
or a pathway of gold over 5 feet wide to
the moon. A grain of gold can be drawn
into a wire 500 feet long.
Reckoning this
upon the basis of the amount bid forgives
a
total length of 1,303,954,747 miles,
which would give an ample relay of fourteen gold wires to the sun, or one wire to
Saturn and half way back again. It would
not quite reach to Uranus, and would fall
considerably short of Neptune, the outermost member of the solar system, but it
must be remembered that the present Administration has a year to run, and Secretary Carlisle may get the w ire to Neptune yet.
[St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

send 21 cts, to covpostage and wrapping
only, we will send free a
book of 1000 pages that
tells exactly what
Golden
Medical Diseoverv
will
do —what it has done in
hundreds of cases. World's
Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

the

of remedies and
Many persons take a
try many
novel procedures to reduce their
weight. W’e do not refer
to these.
If you have been in fair health, with a normal
amount of flesh, and
yet have been losing weight of late,
there is something wrong. If there is an inherited tendency to weak lungs; if your cold hangs on, or if you are
weak, without appetite, losing color, and easily exhausted;
this loss of flesh is the signal of distress. Heed
it, promptly.

pounds, or2,04S,615 pounds avoirdupois.
Stated iu avoirdupois tons, the figure is
1023.8. One hundred and three railway
freight cars, w ith a capacity of ten tons
each, would be required for the load,
making five trains of twenty cars each,

If you

To the Editok-of The Journal: The
little white house was built in “the long

-todays

most

er

descent of 7,000 feet to the surf in which
its feet are set.
Faxnie B. IVaku,

table-lands,

the

heed the signal
variety

probably

consumption is incurable.

c

heat which drives them from the

is

Big Pile of Bold.

physical dimensions of the amount
of gold just offered to the United States
Government by its citizens can be comprehended only after a little comparative
figuring. The sum tendeied was $55S,- i
269,850. In cubic bulk this would more
than fill a room 12 feet long, 12 feet wide i
and 12 feet high.
The world’s greatest i
giant would not come within 4 feet of
seeing the top of it. To be exact, it would
make 1,858.37 cubic feet, or a cube of
12.2 feet.
Measured in a single line of
double eagles, laid fiat, the distauce between the end coins would be 594,74 miles.
In eagles the distance thus covered would
be 925.16 miles, and in gold dollars
4,846.09 miles, or farther than from St.
Louis to London.
Stacked in double
eagles the column would reach skyward
33.92 miles, or in gold dollars 158.6 miles.
The total in gold coin would build a
wall 3 feet high, 2 feet wide and 319 feet
long. A man would witness three Presidential elections while he was
counting
the money in gold dollars, working ten
hours a day, including Sundays and holidays, at the rate of 200 dollars a minute,
never stopping for meals or
missing a second of the working time.
He would finish the job in 12 years, 272 days, 2 hours
and 29 1-2 minutes, ami
refuse to
take another like it at any salary.
In weight the gold tendered is tantalizing rather than tempting to the train robber.
It would tip the scale, with considerable
emphasis at 2,500,583.8 troy

It is not
consumption.
guaranteed to cure consumption of long standing.

Levadas,” a part of Madeiras fine system
irrigation, by which the town and
k'.scd; beyond, an unsuspected holds and
gardens are all supplied with
But alyawns beneath tlie feet.
water.
Cultivation is largely dependent
picture of violet-tinted hills and 1
upon irrigation, for while there are plenty
profusion. The walls of the more pre_"iges is dominated by the group of streams
at all seasons, their
running
tentious houses are covered with ficus
apped central mountains, with sources are
high up in the mountains and indiem and shaded by magnifient chestxcuisite graduations of light and
the water, falling from great heights into nut
trees, and the vineyards are sprinkled
i:id festoons of mist trailing from
deep ravines, cannot be made available with salvias and Guernsey lilies. There
crag; and always, far below, the
for watering the arable lands except by is a
good hotel in the village, and on it regsea stretches to the horizon,
skill.
So the streams are ister are inscribed
engineering
many names well
red all over the hills near Funchal
near their sources, and
known in Europe and America.
The inn
villas which the Portuguese stopped high up
diverted iuto narrow channels meanderoccupies a ledge on the brow of a preciall their‘•quintas."'
In the sumthe vertical sides of stupend- pice, 1,100 feet above the sea.
From its
all those who can afford to oc- ing along
ous precipices, then
windows the panorama is glorious—of
coursing
by
easy gra■ir i-wu estates retire to
for
them,
dations along the gardens and terraces of Ruvio, to the
of full enjoyment of that proud
south, in its ever-changing
the island; or springs are collected into robes of
;sive way of living which the
mists, and to the east the turrettanks far up on the heights, from ed
peak of Courtado, which has a sheer
t<-se gentry affect.
It is not ex- great
the clouds: from that,

d>

It

dreadful of all diseases,
but it can be cured if you
begin in time. Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery
will cure it.
It will cure
all the things that lead to

saw

a

all

sallowness and bad blood.
Consumption doesn’t come
all at once.
It is a creeping disease. It comes on
gradually under cover of a
hundred differing symp-

lengthwise, mounting
by zigzag trails up the sides of precipices,
only to go down again by inclines so nearly perpendicular as to take the breath
away, when the faithful little donkeys
generally put their forefeet close together
and tobogganed to the bottom, we
hanging
on regardless of
grace or dignity.
The parish of Sant.1 Anna is a
large,
straggling village, spreading over a plateau broken by ridges.
Nearing it, the
road becomes wider and less
precipitous,
over-arched by trees, with here and there
a picturesque
grist mill covered with moss
and ivy.
The thatched huts are
equally
pleasing, clasped in the arms of grapevines and half hidden behind hedges of
fuschias and geraniums growing in rank

like

ou

and down

not

constipation brings
The most pitiful of all
faces is the
consumptive
one.
Very likely it has
been through the other
stages and has at previous
times shown dvspepsia,

on

the teeth of

"exactly

are

that

the left the magnificent gorge of
the Ribeira Metade lost itself in the heart
of the mountains.

big, spotted spider,

The latter is

cocoon.

kettle-drum,

il.it side of it when

island, whose
are

and

uot

ly pear, where it weaves thick, strong
lopes from thorn to thorn, like suspension bridges, and on the middle of each

never

di-ay.
multitude of

but he is

called the “zebra,” which is quite harmless despite i-‘s blood-curdling appearance.
It confines itself exclusively to the piick-

iiuhtfui exeuisions d> points
each, a new jaunt for every
u.

back or explores where angels fear to
tread, by remembering that there are no
snakes and not a single dangerous creature of any kind in Madeira.
The only
thing to be dreaded is a small tarantula,

though
ly. There

Madeira, but merely the gateFicus.
Having established

their jests and idle banter.

uplands are most inspiring.
Straight ahead of us towered
the sharply pinnacled
group of the central range—Ruvio, Sidrao,
Torres, Tortorrinhas, Canario, Arriero and Pico
Grande, all 0,000 feet high and clustered
within a radius of three
miles, and each
cleft to the base by gorges of tremendous
depths. On our right rose Piozo, another
lofty mountain, and close by our feet
yawned the mighty canon of Ribeira Frio,
(Cold River), a narrow, winding gorge a
thousand feet deep, clothed with
verdure,

common, and his bite,
sometimes painful, is never dead-

Madeira, Jan. Otb.

char-

The views in the

Cottoleve"
everywhif• in tins with trade-marks
t.i cor -on-plant irreath—on every tin.
Made only by

SAW-

ludicrously pathetic

a

acter even to

CHICAGO. 22-T State Street, BOSTON. PORTLAND, ME.

A

gives

They

sick,” perhaps, but r.iauv
of them are, and few are
quite hale and hearty.
Consumption has set its
stamp of pallor and emaciation on many of them.
Dyspepsia has drawn lines
of fretfulness and worrv
about
their eves,
and
mouths.
Impure blood is
showing itself in blotches
and pimples.
One man
has "a little trouble
with
his kidneys. Some of the
women have chronic constipation, and the other ills

Portuguese, subdivided into as
many dialects as there are valley parishes.
They speak with a shrill rising inflection
and a plaintive, pleading sort of

f Shorten it with Cottolene instead of lard and see what a
-list it will have : how delicious and wholesome it will
Do
Pie made with Cottolene will do a dyspeptic good.
There is only one secret
ev : body good because it is good.
thing with Cottolene—use but two-thirds as much as you
Follow this rule and Cottolene
1 naturally use of lard.

not

are

well.”

of the

■

fourths of these

Three

people

A

The

In its issues for February 22d, 29th, and
March 7tli, Harper’s Weekly contains articles of uncommon value, some of which
The New York
may be mentioned now.
State Library will be described by Melvil
Dewey, and, accompanying the descriptive matter, over two pages of illustrations w ill be given.
An interesting paper
on the
Genealogy of Abraham Lincoln
will be contributed by L. E Chittenden.
“Cathode Photography,” a striking article on the new method of securing
shadow pictures through opaque substances, will have illustrations furnished
by Professor Wright, of Yale, and others.
An article entitled “How Long and Lofty
Bridges are Built” will be copiously illustrated.
Kenyon Cox’s decorations for
the new Congressional Library will be reproduced. An article on the possibility
of utilizing the semi-arid region of the
West will be found under the caption
“The Redemption of the Plains;” and
Lieutenant S. A. Staunton will contribute
a paper on the Naval War College.
One of the more noteworthy articles in
the March number of Harper’s will be
Professor Woodrow Wilson’s sketch entitled “Colonel Washington.” “Arcadian
Bee-Ranching,” by Miss Ninetta Fames;
“Where Fancy was Bred,” by Owen Wister, “Jane Hubbs’ Salvation,” by Mrs.
Helen Huntington; “The ‘Boss’ of LingFoo,” by Julian Ralph; and “The Nerves
of a War Ship,” by Park Benjamin, will
also appear in this number—together
with instalments of the serials.
“On
Snow-Shoes to the Barren Grounds,”
“Briseis,” “Personal Recollections of
Joan of Arc,” and the “German Struggle
for Liberty.”
The February issues of Harper’s Bazar
will be valuable for their suggestions of
early spring fashions, as well as for useful hints for appropriate toiletts between
seasons.
Tea gowns, reception toilettes,
and daintily elegant wraps will be depicted in each issue. Among the literary
features the weekly critiques on Music
and Mrs Wheeler’s papers on Embroidery
may be ^mentioned, the latter indicating
pleasant occupation for Lent. What We
Are Dong in Lent will be told by several
bright w riters. An article on Fancy Skating will be pleasing to young women.
The

Grand

Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

FRED
Over

ATWOOD,

Thirteen

Millions

lire

($ 13,000,000)

Insurance

Assets.

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insi range Co Kirk
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn
DESIRABLE

RISKS

WRITTEN

Travelers Life
TORNADO

HATES.

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, a! low rales

on

buildings acceptable.

CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE.CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLO.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLO.
^^-Correspondence solicited.

BEFORE

AFTERS

SB. E. C. BEST’S m?£ AND BRAIN TREATMENT
is sold under positive written gun mu tee, I»>’
authorized agei i.. only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Drain at d Nerve I’uwt r: I ost Manhood/
Quickness: Night Losses: F.vil Dreams: Lack of
Confidence: N1 rviMisness; Lussitud •: aD Drains;
; Loss of Power of the (ienerat i ve Organs in either
i sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Ilnurs, or
Kxeessi
Use of Tobacco. Opium or Li'iuor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption. Insanity
and Dt*aih. Hy mail, -51 a Itox: six for £5; with
written guarantee to cure or rcfurul money.
five days’treatment,
Sample package, containr
with full instructions. L'.'i c i.t
One sample
only Hold to each person by mail.

j

R. H. MOOIM. BELFAST.

THE ART AMATEUR
Best and Largest Practical Art Magazine.
(The only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the

World’s Fair.)
Invaluable to all who wish to maki /heir living by
art or to make their homes beautiful

Army Veterans.

COD inr we will send to any one ■
The statistics presented at the annual enrun
IUb. mentioning this publi- A B 1L.
campment of the Massachusetts department cation a specimen copy, with superb III’*
of the Grand Army of the Republic at Low- | color plates (for copying or framing) B
ell Feb. 12tli showed the same gradual thin- and 8 supplementary pages of designs iregular
Prhte, 35c). Or we will send also
ning out of the r«:nks by death as has of late CAD
run 1f|r
lUb. “Painting for
bcglnnc rs”(‘.»o pages
been so noticeable in the reports of the naMONTAGUE
MARKS, 23 Union Square, N. Y.
tional organization.
While the department
memand
otherwise
1.142
muster
For
Over
Fifty Years.
gained by
bers during the year, it lost bv death and
of
net
loss
609.
other causes 1,751, making a
The department appears to be in robust
shape, but these figures are solemn reminders that the veterans are growing old, and
■ ■
For Particulars Address with Stamp,
that their ranks are being rapidly thinned
2w8f
THE RUDDER, 155 Broadway, N. Y.
out by death. [Boston Herald.
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WATCHES!
Are

Very

Low in Price and

Got d in

Quality

at

LOCKE'S,
li you want a watch now
is the time to buy—you
never will get them as low
again. Come in and see
how good a trade you can

get

at

LOCKE'S,
Belfast National Bank
(1‘. O. Square.)

Building,

PUBLISHED EVERY T1IUK-DAY MORN IN*: BY THE

CHARLES

a.

pt-oj»le

The

of

j bcmxSm^oek

lions!

patronized and satisfactory

mil-

two

Tins does nut indicate hard times.

That is true, unless he raises rye, and
runs ii through a distillery.
'1 lure is trouble in the Salvation Army.
Ball’! gt< n Booth, in command in this
y, refused to go to England, and
with his wife has resigned from the army.
could

appointed

com-

It looks
mander of the American army.
like a division in the ranks, with an inde-

morist.

The incidents of his life and his

writings

Charles Baker will be lioor director,
Dauce tickets 50 cents. Supper will be furnished by C. A. Mahoney. The concert will
begin at 8.30 o’clock. The Central Club
parlors will be open for the use of ladies.

_o-ueial regret.
vi

sin

known,

alike well

are

hu-

as a

and the

A wife and four children

him.

vc

March

j

j
j

Some

i.ither

Ji.ro-

htm

omitted
ii

■

s]

Martha

The sentiment is all right, blit
hardly up to the mark.
lines

spirited

from

received

a

Tom lieed
writer who

sign liis name. The verses are
ugh to print, except fora disre-

to

:

■

President,

!in! .illusion to the

n

on

but the

mi'-sioii above noted is fatal.
the

Aii

delaulte« 1

bonds have

been

Secretary Carlisle to the Mor1 lit i-iit e of bonds in the open
11*. i_2.
This difference,

if.

market is
.'a

;

It

ei

mfortablc little

be made

liis i<

bid tit is.’

8201,-

sum

to

tbe default of

by

Carlisle

Secretary

seems

to

so.

rl !;e election of Col.
::iand

>

of

Has Mr. Morgan
and exclusive right to this and

;

thinks

lb

profit

iiei.leol';. week.

r

oil

a

means

veiy

a

<ii\im

a

now

').()(0.

r

bid was

Morgan’s

Mi

nub ate.
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1).

Carver of

commander of the

as

of the

depart-

hung

of Maine, C. A. i!., was very gratit<> his many friends in this city and

ment

fying

.section.

The honor

was

worthily

bestow-

leaders,

our

but

a

record will be of interest at this time.

He

was

mustered into the United States

service .lime lb, 1861, as Captain of ComFourth Maine; for gallant con-

pany L>.
duct he

rose to the rank of Lieutenantf'olonel of bis regiment, in which capacity
be served until physical disability com-

pelled liis resignation Dec. 16, 1863, having been in active service two years, six
months and one day.
He personally par-

ticipated

in

the

following engagements:

as

First Hull Pun, .Tub 21, 1n;1. Apnl b to
b
M.i
1 s.p; siege of York
town, May 31,
hr<u
:
■

6-

1S,;L:

si]

!.

a

great success.
in

were

About

twenty-two

mask.

Captain Cuttle,

a

looked the character to the life. T. B. DinsJ. S. Hardman, F. T. Chase, T. N.
Winslow, Arthur Mitchell, Joseph Thombs,
F. C. White and Dr. Stevens wore dominoes

of various

designs. Dr. Libby wore a dress
put on back side to, his mask on the
back of bis head, and his low cut vest and
shirt bosom on bis back.
He appeared to be
a man walking backwards.
Ben Field was

3, l8*5L; Chantilly, Dec.

suit

Fredericksburg.

by Rev. J.

sermon

M.

Norfolk ( lub of Boston celebrated
tin1 i'irlliilay of the
a
Republican

AVoodtord

and Col. J. C.
The latter said:

Wyman

also j Uon. Irving Dinsmore, dressed as a woman,
was excellent. If he was the coming
woman,
i’h.* Republican
party stands on this j stop her! Your reporter asked him who
gioujiO, that the rational credit must be
he represented and he said, “I’m a Loo loo’’
preserved. Because we have got a Re- j! —and we think he was. C. W. Wescott had
publican Party, I teel a great confidence on an Indian costume of
buckskin.
He
that a hen the Republican
party regains very little resembled the gentlemanly cashier
<*n.i •], trade will feel
the confidence it
of the First National
now lacks.
Bank, who stands be\\ e have got a Democratic
hind the grating and smilingly tells you that
and
party,
the only thing that
they will he distin- your account, is overdrawn. Cashier Frank
guished for is that, with the whole coun- R. Wiggin of the People’s Bank, was
richly
behind
it
could borrow money. enveloped in a
it,
try
hand-embroidered, handhe\ pay no debts—simply borrow.
painted, high cut, non decollete en train,
‘Ihev might as well
attempt to draw Princess Metternich Mother Hubbard
wmici w ith a sieve as
night
to go on as they are
dress, with a baby’s sun bonnet on his head.
doing.
He
looked
too
sweet for anything. Assistant
Is it possible that we have
people in Treasurer Will
control that fail to see that we have
Quirnby of the Savings
a
Bank gave us a glimpse of what we
method of raising
may
money to encourage see when the new woman arrives.
We
manufactures and give laborers an
trust, however, that William represented
oppor* unity to earn their
daily bread? All we the last of the species. He wore a bloomneed to stop this-incessant
er uomiiio.
Let
us
uraw
the curtain.
borrowing is I 4 Our
t,;iMt the Republican
George,” as Trilby, was there as she
party shall once more first made
her appearance at the
t tke the helm and conduct
studio,
the ship. That
dressed in the old military coat and belt,
f me is
corning. (Applause.)
with epaulettes on her shoulders, a short
skirt, and her feet shoved into some
big
I hree gentlemen of this
city met recent- slippers. As George was at once engaged
an artist present for a
by
for
the
a
in
social
sitting
ly
the converway, and

spoke.

j

during

the question came
up as to what
Belfast, most needs. That our
city’s greatest need to-day is modern
schoolkouses
w as the unanimous conclusion.
The present buildings are
notoriously unlit and inad< qiiate.
In the schools of to-day are
the men and women of the
future, and
while their education is an
sation

important

matter, it is no less important that their
health should he considered.
Many lives
have been wrecked by poorly
ventilated,

wretchedly heated schoolrooms. Impaired eyesight is often due to poorly lighted
rooms.
In the modern schoolhouse all
the sanitary requirements are observed.
The

rot ms

and desks

are so

arranged

that

the light fads over the left shoulder of
scholar, the heating and ventilation

each

by

the most approved systems, and
provision is made for perfect cleanliness
are

everywhere. In visiting a building of this I
description not long since, the school in- i
eluding all classes, the principal spoke of
the effect the cleanliness and order had
not only upon the poorer scholars themselvis but in their homes. Could the people of ilelfast have the opportunity of in-

specting such

a

school

building they would

be unanimous in the demand for improvement in this direction; and no investment
the

city

could make would

returns as the

yield

such rich

building of modern school-

houses.
The Lewiston Daily Sun attained its third
birthday last week and no doubt the people
of the twin cities are wondering how they
existed so long without this breezy and
new sy morning daily.

“altogether,”

Chas

every

R.

inch

comments
in a

Coombs

Below is the list of musical
lections to be given:

EVENING.

Gounod

Selection, “Nothing But Leaves,” Emerson
Obligato solo for soprano.
State

Granite
MR

Provident

Association.

a

king.” Norman Wardwell

was

ermine, representing Princess Flavia) Miss
Me Leilan, Flossie Wells, Mrs. Geo. I. Keating, Josie Thumbs, Josie Burkett, Mrs. J.
S.
Harriman, Miss Milliken. Mrs. R. P.
Chase and Miss Alice Shales wore dominoes
over evening or
fancy dresses. Mrs. C. H.
Field, as the President of a Woman’s Rights
Club, was very energetic and caused much
amusement by her “hustle.” Miss Ethel
Knowlton represented the Sunflower, and
her dress was trimmed
accordingly. Miss
Louise Knowlton was very breezy as the
summer girl.
Gene Thompson went as a
Slower girl. Miss Louise Hazeltine as a
Colonial Dame was excellent. Her dress
was a lavender silk, with Martha
Washington fichu and powdered
hair, and one could
not help feeling that there has not been
much improvement in woman’s dress since
the days of the Revolution. Miss Maud
Ellis wore a white dress trimmed with
Easter Lilies. Miss Lena Ellis represented
Good Luck, as indicated by the horse shoes
with which her dress was adorned. Lou
Littlefield, as Maud Muller, looked as
though she not only could have raked the
hay but also have raked in the Old Judge
had she been in the
original Maud’s place.
Louise Bicknell wore a pink dress and
slippers and represented Little Bo Peep;
only she didn’t fall asleep under a hay stack,
but was very wide awake and had an
eye
on all the lambs
most of the time. Ada
Mitchell and Lucy Keating made us almost
forgive the man who wrote the song Two
Little Girls in Blue when we saw their representation of it. Besides those in mask
quite a number of the ladies appeared in
evening dress, which added greatly to the
beauty of the party. Including those looking on about 120 were present. The music
was by Sanborn orchestra and as usual was
excellent.

j

CRAWFORD SAYS THE WALDO COUNTY SUB-

the

Editor

of

has

snow

The Republican Jour-

Thursday evening

and

upon pure blood.

nerves

are

Secret Societies.

George E. Johnson, Esq., went to Boston
Monday to represent Enterprise Lodge, A.
O. U. W., in the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, Maine being under the jurisdiction of
that Grand Lodge.

Of

you do—evedoes. It is the

rybody

staff of life. You want
the best, too, and you
can’t have that with
poor flour. One b. and

'
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PILLSBURY’S BEST
Is made by the best millers in the
best mills and by the best machinery.

IT

IS
Sole

THE

District Deputy Grand Master Redel A.
Packard of Northport installed the officers
of Phoenix Lodge, F. and A. M., last Monday-

evening. He
of Northport

by M. G. Black
as Grand Marshal.
Every officer was in his place for installation. The
list of the elective officers was published in
was

assisted

The Journal at the time of the election. Rev.
S. L. Hanscom was appointed Chaplain and
C. E. Tibbetts, Marshal. There will be a
special meeting of the lodge Thursday evening, March Pith, for work in the third degree.

Mount

Desert

Correspondence.

South West Harbor, Feb. 24, 189G. Mrs.
Edward Spurling, wife of the assistant lightkeeper of Duck Island Light Station,
has passed away after a long illness of consumption. She left four little children.
Lewis Robinson and Miss Agnes Maud
Newman were united in matrimony last

R. Keene has the small steamer which
is going to Waldoboro
nearly completed,
and next week will lay the keel for a
larger
one to he used in tins
vicinity.
Rev. Mr. Johnson (the colored pastor) and
wife, recently from Union, have been holdW.

ing some very interesting meetings in this
place and vicinity. He came in the interest
of

revival

work

with

Powlesland, and later
was

Revs.
a

cozy

Vinal
little

and

bethel

fitted up for him and he is calling out

good congregations.
Sick stomach

Why

means

sick

man

not be well?

Sick stomach

(or woman).

from poor food, poor
nourishment; means poor health, poor comfort. Shaker Digestive Cordial means health
and

comes

well stomach.
could examine our
understand why it is that
out of order.
If

a

we

stomach we would
little will put it

so

But, unless we are doctors, we never see
stomach. We only feel it. We would
feel it less if we took Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Shaker Digestive Cordial makes your
stomach digest all the nourishing food you
eat, relieves all the symptoms of indigestion,
acts as a tonic and soon makes you well and
strong again.
The more you take, the less you will feel
of your stomach.
At druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.
our

Funeral of Dr. Ludwig. The funeral
of the late Dr. Gardner Ludwig occurred
Wednesday morning at 10 o’clock from his
late residence, 601 Congress street. A large
number of friends were present to pay their
last tribute of respect to the deceased. The
services were conducted by Rev. Dr. Blanchard of Congress Square church, and Rev.
Wm. M. Kimmell, of the Church of the Messiah. Appropriate music was furnished by
the same choir which sang at the funeral of
Mrs. Ludwig, less than two weeks ago. The
remains were taken to Belfast Wednesday
noon for interment.
[Portland Press, Feb.
20th.

Stock

f

\

foot.

The brood mares include the following: Miss Expectation, by Gen. Withers;
she was the dam of the bay mare Anticipa-

tion, 2.31, by Silver Spray, sold last year
from this farm for $1,000. Phillis, by Young
Golddust, dam a Montgomery mare, the
dam of A. L. 2.23. Phillis has a road record
10 miles an hour. Goddess of
Liberty, by
Phil Sheridan; she is a full sister of Com-

ARE

YOU
GOING
TO

Reefers

Forepaugh.

Among the young stock
are Molly R.,
by Silver Spray, dam, Black
Susan, by Champion Black Hawk; she was
driven in 2 38 as a 2-year-old, and, barring

the farm. There is one haudsome
pair of black fillies, one by Watson, son of
Wilton, dam, Minnie West; the other by
Col. Osgood 2.18 by Nelson Wilkes, dam,
Annie Page, 2 27 1-4, by Daniel Lambert.
During the past year several horses have
been sold from the farm, including Anticipation, Electrolight and G. L. C., all for
good prices. Mr. Clark keeps all the horses
and colts in good training. There is a halfmile track on the farm where much of this
work is done.

[Rockland Tribune.

HOOD’S

Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
X pleasant laxative. All Druggists*
PILLS

cure

11 to 2. 1
of these shoe

regular price
SI.50. Our price,

sizes on the above goods
run as follows: on the B's. 3 to d:
C’s, 2 1-2 to 4; IVs, 4 to li.
LOT

the op

on

Es,

13 to 1 1-2;

The

NO. y.
LOT

150 Pairs of Ladies'
Kid Ruttton iiiid
Lace Bools,
$2 OO,

Closing

NO.

We have
which

1.

number of driv
offer in this

a
we

VERY CHEAP

:

Ladies’ Storm Rubbers,
Common

out

belt Sole

29
23
25

Slippers,

Button, warrm, 68
Sole, Lace, 53

This is the “bonanza’' lot of the sale.
The shoes in this lot, are made on
stylish lasts, nice wearing stock. The
only reason for closing them out so
cheap is on account of the SIXES
NOT BEIXt; KEUULAB. The above
lot is in the following styles and si/., s:

Misses

Heavy Grain

But-

ton, 11 to 2,
Misses Rubbers,

50

!9

Children's Rubbers,
12
Men’s £?,!,? Rubber Boots,!, 9Q
Storm King
2 98

50 PAIRS BUTTON ROOTS

only on (he Opera and
“Needle** toe lasts, patent leather tips elegant wearing anil line looking shoes in three
widths, l 0 and K; from 2 1-2 to 4 only

Rubbers,

150 PAIRS LADIES’ BOOTS on the “Philadelphia
toe,” only in small sizes, made of extra line

39

As we have one of these sales ea,

stork, In the following sizes: As, 2 1-2 to 5:
Bn, » to 4; (s, > 1-2 t0 5 1-2. (Many ot the
above lot have heavy “Goodyear’’ welt soles.;

year we always get our stock clean
up before Spring, therefore tilt- sh

OF LA DIE s' ROOTS In button, laee and
congress,on different lasts and sty les, medium
widths and sizes. These are mostly
SAMPLES,

moth eaten stock, but nice clean go,
and are sold at such a sacrifice on

and

therefore made in

are

the nest

possible.

offered here

not “way out of dab

of the sizes and widths 151 !

count

manner

2w9

are

BROKEN UP.

A
Sizes 4 to S, with
wide sailor collar,
trimmed
with fine
Mohair braid
to
match goods.

SUIT

FOR

and $6.00.

Fur Boys’ Cite
(the good kind)

GOOD TI TIES ARE RIGHT
ON YOUR HEELS.

write

Stiike out fr^m the shoulder

ROCKLAND,

,ast;ain,

Wake Up!
Buckle on Your Armor,

$5.oo

BOY

"

B. C. Dinsmore,'

$3.oo,
$3.50,
$4.oo,

YOUR

ith

w

one

of

our

SUITS

He.

that beats the world. You will not make
*
on us for VALUES in
*

mistake

a

calling

by
*

*

OVERCOATS.

ULSTERS,
REEFERS.

Yes, our goods are really
lower in price than ever and
as fine in quality,

HEAVY SUITS,
SOLD AT THE VERY LOWEST FIGURES.

-§§°§§-

We are the Agents of the Celebrated

Our stock of

DRUGS

-

MEDICINES

*

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS.

The Spring

has never been so complete, and we say
to physicians that we keep supplied
with all the new preparations on the

Styles

are

-§§o§§Another Lot of that

CHAS.

They

Lasting

Vaseline at lOc.,

14, 1896.

Insurance Compan

Commenced Business March 10,
Lyman Jackman. President.
L. Jackman, Secretary.

undersigned, having

The

selves into

a

formed them-

corporation under the

name

of the

John I Ames Company,

take this
tomers

opportunity to
and the public.

this time to thank

our

inform their

cus-

We also desire at

valued patrons for

their generous support in the past and

spectfully

solicit

a

continuance

re-

of

the

is-

Respectfully

yours,

J. M. AflES & SON,

respectfully requested

to

settle the

us

ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1895.
Beal estate owned by the compam unincumbered
..$ 100. AS:
Loans on bond and mortgage tirsr
I
liens!
57,‘J.;:.
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
170,400 11'
Loans secured by collaterals
\, m<
Cash in the company’s principal ollice
and in hank.
38,740
Interest, and rents due ami accrued
2.2 •:
Premiums in due course of collection,
51,217
Due from other companies
'. as-i
..

..

....

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
the company

their actual value...
31, 1895.

at

$422,ss:

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net

amount

of

28,421

2

135,913

.'

42.155

1.'

Total

amount of liabilities, except
capital stock ami net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus beyond capital

S. B. MERRITHEW.

All persons having accounts witli

Capitol Paid up in Cash. $200,000.00

unpaid losses and
claims.
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.

in the future.

are

same

at their earliest convenience.

Surplus for

protection

of

policy-

206,489'
200,loo
16,392

5

$422,882

holders..$216,392
Policies written
rates

25 HEAD Of IOWA HORSES 25
horses are acclimated and thoroughly
broken, and will weigh from 1,000 to 1,500
lbs. They will cousist of drivers, work
horses,
and some very nice matched
pairs. They will
arrive on or about March 9, and can be seen at
the scabies of the Belfast
Livery Co until the
day of auction.
‘3w9

Fire

Ch arles

of

MARCH

equal.

OF CONCORD. N. H.
i Incorporated March 10, 1886.

same

AUCTION ** SALE
Horses

no

The Capital

both great sellers.

POOR & SON

have

O’CONNELL, Proprietor.

Delicate
and

all in.

*

White Store, 81 Main St.,

market.

mares on

With Col. Carver at the head of the Maine
Grand Army, Col. Chatto at the head of the
Maine Sons of Veterans and Mrs. Sarah L.
Pascal at the head of the State Relief Corps,
Knox County has honor enough for one

price,

$1.48

BUY

-§§'>§§accidents, expects to enter the 2.20 list this
season. Miss
Don’t stay out when you can save
Expectation, by Silver Spray, is
a promising bay
filly. Silver Moon isa3-year- money by coming in.
old chestnut gelding by Silver Spray. The
Personal attention to prescripyearlings and weanlings are all fine looking
stock, nearly all by Silver Spray, from the tions.

year.

Marked down

made

serviceable shoes for childr
The widths and sizes are
follows: Cs, 11 to 13;!

50 PAIRS

Alice O. by Braintree
monwealth, 2,22.
Wilkes, dam of Annie Allen, 2.35, by Ethan
Perfume
Allen. Jessie Wedgewood, by Wedgewood.
dam
Bella
dam
2.19;
of Wild Eyes,
Westou,
At 2!ic, an ounce, just received.
2 22. Minnie West, by Col. West.
June
Also A oz. Screw Top Jars
Dawn, by Day Dawn, dam Clytie, dam of
Adam

of

98c.

Don’t fail to write to
us for sample suits.
Just drop us a postal
stating what you
want, we will ship
them by first express
C. O. D. with privilege of examination.

A representative of The Journal visited
Bay View Stock Farm in East Belfast a few
days ago, and was courteously shown by the
superintendent, Mr. Fred Clark, the many
excellent horses and colts kept there. There
are now in the stables 31 head,
including 2
stallions, 10 brood mares, 5 3-year-olds, 2
yearlings and 3 weanlings, all blooded stock,
the others being work horses, boarders, etc.

4-year-old, by Cartridge, 2.14 1-4; first dam
Adina, by Dictator; 2d dam, Lady Light-

:s.

lasts, patent leather tips, ni,

Sense Joes.

Farm.

The head of the stud is the well known
stallion Silver Spray, 2.28, with a
yearling
record of a quarter in 40 seconds and a 2-yearold record in 37 seconds;
he is by Guy
Wilkes, 2.15 1-4, dam, Blanche, who had, a
short time ago, 7 of her foal in the 2.30 list.
Blanche is by Atherton, a full brother to
Hazel Wilkes, 2.11 1-4, Una Wilkes, 2.15,
Rosebud Wilkes, 2 31 1-2, and Gina Wilkes,
2 28. The next stallion is
Torpedo, a black

Opera and Common
Regular price
these goods 83.00.

both in the

Agents for Maine.

ARE

SPRING?

View

rvo.

175 Pairs of Misses
Fine Kid Button and
Lace Spring Heel

BEST.

|F YOU

THIS

Bay

lot

Tforton-Chapman Co., Portland,

laige salary, which at present averages
the magnificent sum of three dollars a year.
By all means let us have a sexton.
to

1.

We h,

course

a

Visit

LOT NO.

(

thirty-two articles in the town
warrant, and not one of them of any great
importance, except perhaps, the article relating to the choosing of a sexton, and that
seems almost to be a superfluous official in
a town where there is neither a minister,
lawyer or doctor. Still, perhaps, it is well
to be prepared in case such a combination
might arise, then of course a sexton would
be the right man in the right place, for then,
no doubt, there would be an inducement for

A

push these goods out REGARDLESS OF COST.
divided these into lots, as follows :

the best after-dinner
aid digestion. 25c.

Do You
Eat
Bread?1

Seymour Chap-

are

we

Boots,

I want to say to the people in Belfast
adjoining towns who subscribed for

There

1

Co., Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.

j

j

j

shall during the next
TWO WEEKS have our annual HARK DOWN SALE.
has been our custom for several years to have this sale to dUr
up all of the odd lots and sizes, which accumulate during thyear. We have about $3,000 of these goods which must be u
during the NEXT TWO WEEKS to make room for our spring
goods. In order to do this we have got to “'get a hustle on”

flood S PlllS pills,

as soon as

Mr.

Having just completed taking stock,

Sarsaparilla

barn and house
leaves and the wvather permits.
a

|

and sustain the disease.

Hood’s

hiring

a

j

walk for weeks.

Cures of That Tired Feeling by restoring
strength. Send for book of cures by

Capt. Wainsville Chapman of the sch.
Kitty Lawrey is carrying kiln wood this
week to Rockland, where at present it brings
•S3 a cord. This looks like a pretty fair price
for soft wood, but when it costs oue dollar
per cord to ship it, and 75 cents per cord to
haul it to the wharf, and 80 cents to cut it in
the woods, it is plainly seen that the farmer
gets only just about enough to pay him for
chopping it, while he gives the wood away,
see! That’s the beauty of free trade between
Last

cause

feeding the

suc-

man entertained a number of his friends at
Mrs. R. T. Herrick's. It was a very enjoy:
able occasion.
Everything was done for
shares in the Granite State Provident Asso- i
the pleasure of the guests, and games and
ciation, that their fears of losing any cash
plays interspersed with music and singing
are entirely unfounded, as no promises have
made the hours pass too swiftly for all presbeen made but will be fulfilled to the strict
ent.
Ice cream, cake and confectionary
letter. Mr. Hosmer and myself as agents of
were plentifully served.
Like all good times
the Ass’n we.nt to Belfast to start the Waldo
the end come altogether too soon, so taking
county branch in just the same way we have their
departure at a reasonable hour the
started other branches in the State, making
guests bid the genial Seymour good night,
no promises to any “legal gentleman” of big
and are jubilant over the evening’s enjoyfees for helping us, nor anything of the sort,
ment.
and but for the malicious attacks on the
Probably the present board of selectmen
Ass’n the branch would have been started
will be retained, but as the second and third
there long ago. It is only within a short
are not very particular about
serving antime since the Ass’n decided to issue no new
other year, perhaps there will V»e a change
shares that we gave up the idea of organizof one of them. There seems to be considing the branch at Belfast, and the delay in erable
difficulty in procuring good, sharp bussettling with the subscribers has simply iness men to fill the office. Those who
would
been due to the fact that the time and atlike to the people don’t want, and those the
tention of the officers and directors has been
people want will not take it anyway, so the
occupied with other matters which required only alternative is to
keep in the present
their immediate attention. The matter will i
board, and let the tail wag the dog, or vice
soon be settled without any trouble or loss
j versa. It will make no difference, for they
to anyone.
M. T. Crawford,
are all good men and serve the town to the
Treasurer of the Camden Branch.
best of their ability, which is all that can be
Feb.
1896.
21,
Camden, Me.,
asked of them.
nal:

which

the Provinces and the State of Maine.

SCRIBERS WILL HAVE THEIR MONEY RETURNED TO THEM.

To

understand,

or

Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and

move

begin building
the

se-

Anthem, “O, How Lovely is Zion,” Winslow
Solo, selected.
ye the Father,”
Chorus.

able to work

the Elwell house and will
there,as his lease of the Pioneer
house expires soon. Mr. Shaw is getting
material together as rapidly as possible to
ceeded in

shortly

MORNING.

Selection, “Praise

we

posi- !

—

Cures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities

town treasurer.

John J. Shaw,

Sarsaparilla

tive, perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures of scrofula in severest forms, like
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in the eyes.
Cures of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures of Roils, Pimples and all other eruptions 'lue to impure blood.
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
Cures of Rheumatism,where patients were un-

position by appointment, since the former
treasurer, Mr. M. C. Hill, resigned. Therefore look well to your ballot, and be sure
that it bears the name of F. A. Dickey for
Mr.

Annual Clearance Sale.

Cures

Prove the merit of Hood’s

To C. T. TTood &

For town treasurer it appears that the
present occupant of the office is by all odds
entitled to an election, as he now holds the

At the Universalist church next Sunday,
morning worship with sermon at 10:45.
Subject, “The Restraining Pow r of Christianity.” Sunday School and Pastor’s class
at 12.
Young Peoples’ Meeting at 6 P. M.
Topic: “Our pledge.” No evening lecture.

Sunday.
A delegation of Tremont Lodge of F. & A.
M. visited Mount Desert Lodge and witnessed work on the third degree, last
are
Saturday
unnecessary’.
rich suit “looked eveniug.

disguised in ado ble faced domino, possibly
intending to signify that the legal fraternity
can look both
ways at once. Sam Locke, as
a sailor boy, in his white duck suit
looked
the character to perfection,
barring the fact
that Sam’s suit was immaculately clean and
spotless, which is rather unusual with the
bold tar of real life. The ladies who masked
were Miss Hattie Clarke
(v\ho wore a very
rich costume of green satin, trimmed with

casions.

comet.

Canton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O. F., is drilling every Wednesday evening, preparatory
to going to Hock.and, June 4th, to attend
party by
the annual field day of the order.
Canton
very funny as a college girl graduate in an
banquet. Lx-Gov. .John I). Long struck
Lafayette of Rockland lias engaged Belfast
Oxford gown and cap.
His coiffure with its
the keynote on the Presidential
question, Psyche knot was indescribable, as was also Band, 25 men, for service throughout the exd Mine out in strong terms for the
and Sanborn’s Orchestra, 11 men, to
lion. the congress boots which
graced his feet. ercises,
B P‘*ed as the next National
Represen- II. L. Woodcock had a very unique and furnish music for the ball. There will probtiiiiu of the American
people. Gen. S. L. comical domino and attracted much atten- ably be a concert by the band.
‘m

(Friday) evening.
Tuesday evening, Feb. 18th, the Six Associates gave another of the delightful hops
which have proved so enjoyable to those attending. Notwithstanding the bad weather
a goodly number was
present, and the same
good time was experienced as on former ocrow

Leigh-

Hos. 7: D.

Miss

Indications are there will be a large attendance at the variety wedding given by
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Shaw at their residence,
Pioneer cottage, at Temple Heights, to-mor-

ton, pastor. Subject, “Corsair-lights among
the Stars,” the text found in Psalm 19, 1.
The subject was suggested by the reported
approach to our earth of an unrecognized

capital costume, and he

more,

‘., Iss2; Seven Pines. June Lb, 1862;
■] S vi-;i Pinos.
.July 1, 18*52; Second

•,;uio

by.

The costumes were
fancy dress, character, comic and domino.
At 8 o’clock the dancers formed on for the
march, after which there were three dances
before unmasking. It being Leap Year the
ladies had the choice of partners for the
evening. The refreshment room was draped
with flags, and a picture of
Washington
hung over the entrance. The tables were
tastefully laid and adorned with handsome
parlor lamps. Refreshments, consisting of
oyster stew, sandwiches, tea and coffee,
were served during intermission.
The gentlemen in costume were Clias. S. Bickford

couples

brief mention of bis

■war

near

proved

the position will be worthily filled.
Carver requires no introduction to

oh

Father of His Country, whose picture

Tin* Masked Party given by the Unity
Club in Memorial Hall last Friday evening

■1 ami
<

Washington,

Mrs. G. S. Mills, MissEvelyu Havner
Miss Mabel It. Mathews
California,
Connecticut,
Miss Bella Warren, Osborn Lord
H. M. Prentiss
Delaware,
Miss Maud Johnson
Florida,
Miss June Hills
Maine,
Miss Avis Morison
Massachusetts,
Miss Josie Knight
Mississippi,
New Jersey,
Miss Sadie Jones
Miss Louise Ferguson
Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island,
Miss Edna Roix
Texas,
Misses Helen Dunton, Maud Steward, Margaret Hazeltine, Ethel Colby and Mr. Warren W. Knowltou.
Indian Territory,
Miss Edith Stoddard
Fred Poor
Colorado,
Miss Esther Colson
Columbia,
The costumes were all ingenious and appropriate. An amusing feature of the evening was the hatchet game. A picture of a
cherry tree partially cut down was liung on
the wall, and each one after being blindfolded and turned around two or three times,
tried to place a liatcliet in the scarf in the
tree. Very few succeeded, and some put the
liatcliet in dangerous proximity to the head

versiiieation is

<

1, 1896,

been

Mrs. Carrie Hall of Lincolnville visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Drink water,1
the past week.

Baptist church there will be preaching as usual by the pastor both morning and
evening Subject of the morning sermon,
“An Argument for World-wide Evangelization,” Rom. 10: KM5. The subject for the
evening will be “The First Gray Hair.”

of the nex} I ries, and the efforts of all were directed to
An aeiostie on the
tioveiui-i of Maine comes to us from a
solving the greatest number of costumes.
f; lend of Hon. Llewellyn Powers in West
Following is a list:
i.«vds.

Miss Mary Kendall of Belfast has
spending a few days with her friend,
Mae Wight.

At the

name

tl

terson

Rev. Geo. S. Mills preached a powerful
and patriotic sermon at the North Church
last Sunday, appropriate to Washington’s

A novel sociable was held at the North
church parlors last Friday evening, all the
exercises having reference to the day, Washington’s birthday. Many of those present
were dressed to represent States or Territo-

his death has been received with

of

news

reputation

wide

Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Currier of C mden
spent Sunday witu Mr. and Mrs. W. E Pat-

elder of Rockland District, East Maiue Conference, has been appointed W. F. M. S.
secretary for this district.

was

first annual ball of the Belfast letter
will be given at Belfast Opera
House Wednesday evening, March 4th. The
music will be by Sanborn’s full orchestra,
who will give a concert before the dauce.

lina, Feb. 18th, and died the 22nd. He
was born in Shirley, Me., Aug. 25, 1850,
a

Mrs. Eliza Brown is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. David Kent, at. Rock port.

Ogier, wife of the presiding

Mrs. W. W.

patrons.

Edgar \V. Nye, (Bill Nye,) was stricken
paralysis at his home in North Caro- Capt.
won

m.

The Free Baptist quarterly meeting will
with the Jackson Mills church
convene
March 6-8.

The

with

and had

Nortliport News.
*
Town meeting next Monday.
Mrs. L. Harmon of Belfast visited friends
here the last of the week.

S. L. Hanscom will preecli at Poor’s

Mills next Sunday at 2 30 p.

carriers

American army.

pendent

to the

Churches.

good, except on the bridge,
and the ride was greatly enjoyed. The eveu_
ing was very pleasantly passed with social birthday. By general request the sermon
converse, refreshments, etc.
will be printed in full in the next issue of
There is little to add to what has already The Journal.
been published concerning the Knights of
At the fourth of the Unity Sunday evenPythias hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 19th. ings uu World Helpers, March 1st, the subIt was as complete a success as its prede- ject will be “Religious Liberty.” The papers
cessors, and that is saying a great deal.
will be on Roger Williams, William Ellery
The Belfast Band was never heard to better Channing and Theodore Parker. The readadvantage than in the concert which pro- ing will be from “Channing,” by Whittier.
ceeded the dancing.
At the Unitarian Church Sunday morning,

sleighing

The more grain a farmer raises, the less
hell he laises.
[Atchison Globe.

Booth Tucker has been

Rev.

The Shakespeare Club had a sleigliride to
East Belfast, and spent the evening, Monday,
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. herman. The

Maine increased their

savings hank deposits last year

The

Thy supper and apron sale at the Baptist
vestry last Friday was a success, or rather
two successes, both departments being well

Journal Pub.Co.

FILSBUBY,

Season.

The fortnightly sociable of the Methodist
Aid Society v\as held last evening (Wednesday) with Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Pettingill.
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Republican'
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46 Cedar Street, Belfast.
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The final meeting of the City Council of
1895-6 will be held next Monday evening.
The annual meeting of the Monroe Cheese
Co. will be held at the Town House in Monroe, March, 7, 1896, at 1 o’clock p. m.
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visit of two weeks.
and A. L. Condon are haultlie foundation of their new
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er

Mrs. A. I. Brown, who has been confined
the bouse two weeks by bronchitis, is
somewhat improved at this writing.

I>r. Gardner Ludwig’s will has been filed
in the probate office. It is dated February
12, 1896, and, revoking all other wills, leaves
is a iist of letters remaining in
liis entire property to his legal heirs.
[Port1' st Office for the week ending !
land Press.
(Icutlemen— Mr. J. F. Berry,
Dr. L. W. Hammons recently captured a
kins.
sea bird in an unusual place.
The bird is
a fall of .“*4' in the temperature
known as the grebe, or devil-diver, and is
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blizzard accompanied by
Something
Steamer Notes. The Penobscot was devery vivid lightning visited this section about
layed by storms last week. She left Boston :: o’clock last Thursday morning. The wind
Wednesday forenoon at 11.HO o’clock but I blew a hurricane, for a few minutes, driving
when off Boothday that night was obliged to I the snow about
furiously. There was one
put in and anchor on account of a heavy Hash of very sharp lightning, but no thunder.
gale. Thursday morning she started out Other places in the State report a somehut was obliged to put back on account of
what similar blow, and Bar Harbor had
the heavy sea and did not. get away from
three or four almost identical during the
Booth hay until Thursday night at 9 HO. She
night and Thursday forenoon.
arrived in Rockland at 1 a. m. Friday, and
The School Committee. The final meetlaid until daylight.
As she eoaled-up while
ing of the School Committee for the current
waiting at Rockland she made a quick trip
municipal year was held Monday evening,
up the river and was back at Belfast on the
with a full attendance except Messrs. MeriH
m.
return trip at
p.
am and Rack lilt.
The petition of T. H. FerThe next meeting of the Waldo County
nald for permission to use brick school house
Veteran Association will he held at Winterin East Belfast for holding Good Templars'
1S9<>.
If stormy, the next
port March
meetings was laid on the table until next
Thursday. Comrades, once more we sound meeting. The resignation of Mrs. Rena
the call to meet with the comrades of Win- I Slioles as teacher of the second division of
terport. Well do we remember our last the North Primary school was received and
meeting with this Post; how well we were accepted. Miss Ida B. Roberts of the Head
treated; and now let us show them our ap- <>f the Tide school was recommended for the
of

a

■

Men. The family ;
of Brooks is a re- preciation by giving them a rousing good
(
the fact that the father and j meeting. Comrade Billings will meet with
all railroad men. Mr. Mc- us and explain the home at Windermere

Railroad

bis

hard-wood floors in some of the rooms,
moved the bath room to a more convenient
location and piped it for hot and cold water.

steam

Me Taggart

Chills, Diarrhcrn, Dysentery,
Cholera, and all Bowel Complaints.

North Primary position, Miss Gertrude Ferthe Head of the
n of Citypoint for
Tide school, and Miss Alma Robinson for

jhi.
*i*

Pain-Killer1*

Si-ain»A.iiiu

■*jjr

Pain-Killer USFiSSa&m
MADE. It brings speedy
permanent

and
relief
In all cases of Bruises, Cuts,
Sprains,
Severe Burns, 4c.
18 the wel1
»d
trusted friend of the
Mechanic, Fanner, Planter, Sailor, and
In fact all classes wanting a medicine always at
hand, and safe to use Internally or externally
with certainty of relief.

Pa in* Killer
iT
„,IIW

Three counters will be devoted to the

display of

IS RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by Ministers, by
Mechanics, by Nurses in Hospitals.
BY EVERYBODY.

Pa in* Killer

,a

Medicine Chest la
AiiiC'/ Itself, and few vessels
leave port without a supply of it.
I8"No family can afford to be without this
Invaluable remedy In the house. Its price brings
It within the reach of all, and it will annually
save many times Its cost in doctors’ bills.
Beware of imitations.
Take none bu* tfag
genuine “Pseky Davis."

I). B. Southwrorth and C. W. Lancaster
will receive 25 head of Iowa horses about
March 9tli, which will he on sale at the Belfast Livery Co.’s stable until March, 14th,
when an auction sale will be held. These

ALONE.

*

Bicycle

%j
beauty, durability, strength

famous for
and -peed.

Cost, $100.

rii'i nix." unless abused, needs no repairs
a
</<»n>iderai'ie saving!
Kvery ’y6 improvement, including r-inl' u-'-ed joints, large and dust-proof bearings,
1. tri e1 hub- and hanger, adjustable handle bar, etc.
v;' Ciii. •’/:’£ //■' —mailed free.
.s' n /
A

our

be purchased abroad.

can

“Phoenix”

The annual meeting of Masonic Temple
Association was held Tuesday evening, Feb.
25th. The old board of directors and officers was re-elected, as follows: Directors,
Hiram Chase, N. F. Houston, S. H.
Mathews, H. L. Kilgore, Robert Burgess.
(.’«»!. Chase is President aud A. C. Burgess
clerk. The Association has been in existence 21
years and with two exceptions
caused by death, the board lias remained
unchanged. Mr. Mathews has succeeded
the late A. B, Mathews, and Mr. Burgess
succeeded the late J. Y. Cottrell.

just arrived, enabling

customers to select and
control the patterns at 25 per cent, less than they

It Is
the Best

Hussey.

Dress Goods, IN PATTERNS ONLY,

Spring
have

A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, celj
ebrated “Veterans’ Day” Monday evening, j
by exercises in memory of Lincoln. The !
plan, in buying a wheel, to avoid the
program included an address of welcome by
new and untried makes.
Buy one that
W J. Havner; recitation by W. W.Sbavv;
has stood the test of time.
For seven
address on Lincoln by Walter Hobbs; readour
be-sure-you-are-right-anding magazine article on Lincoln by O. J. years
then -go-ahead
policy has made the
Dickey; and history of Lincoln by U. G.

gus

,

Cramp/,

*

*

MAGNIFICENT DISPLAY OF

for

Fancy Silks,
will meet

*

■

Waists,

your eye on this occasion

We have been

quietly disposing of

yTC
(w> for the past year, and

accumulated stock
prepared to show you

are now

our

ELEGANT NEW GOODS

j

Vf

prices within reach

at

of all.

—

...SHALL SELL...

STOVER BICYCLE MNFG. CO.,
575=577 Madison Ave., New York.

I

r

arrange the building on Washington street
occupied by B. F. Brown as a livery stable.
m
j
The building is 85 feet long, 35 feet wide
Park (as before) satisfactorily to all.
years of age. and began railBring ; the Citypoint school. Adjourned.
and 2 stories high.
It is proposed to raise
wives
and
half
more
than
a
aud
do
not
fornglaud
sweethearts;
century your
New Advertisements. B. C. Dinsmore this 2 12 feet, to give light and room in the
the
still strong and active anti is
get
picnic basket. [Secy.
lias just completed taking stock and an- basement aud to build an addition 35x65
0♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦0
Brooks section of the Maine
The Debating Club had another amusing nounces liia annual mark down sale to clear feet, 3 stories
high, with a flat roof, on the
ad.
His son James was in the
session last Thursday evening. The proup the accumulation of odd lots and sizes. north end, thus giving a building ,‘15x150 feet
j
la
Maine Central until a few
gram was a town meeting, with 19 articles
These must be disposed of within the' next with 3 floors and a basement. The plans for
when he moved to Dakota. The
in the warrant.
The principal officers were two weeks to make room for spring goods, the proposed alterations have been submitarc all
now in the employ of the
as follows: Moderator, E. S. Pitcher; Clerk,
aud prices have been made to suit the ted to carpenters for estimates.
John and William are hag- (J. J. Dickey; Treasurer, C. E. White. Sev* »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 0
emergency. See advt. for particulars. In
North Belfast. Mrs. E. W. Mitchell and
ai rht* Belfast branch and Sideral articles in the warrant were passed, this connection it may be well to state that
Mrs. Eunice Higgins entertained the Ladies’
slant station agent at Belfast,
OVER 200 PAIRS OF
hut two or three drew out spirited discus- Mr. Irvin T. Dinsmore has been admitted to
Aid Society at Good Will Hall Wednesday
s in Pittsfield and is
foreman of sions. The principal article was the
moving partnership with his father in the retail
evening, Feb. 19th. At. this meeting a quilt Ladies’ Fine French Kid
\\
tlit 1 Robert and Norman are
of the Public Library to City Point, which
business, a deserved recognition of the capa- was
disposed of by auction, the proceeds of
; his crew the latter a cook.
was carried.
A rattling speech was made
bilities of one of Belfast’s brightest young
..AND..
which, together with other funds amounting
John
Dollnff.
It
men-Of
course
almost
was
to
business
voted
raise the :
everym>
Boats.
Jacob Loritig of by
to $5.00, were donated to the Girls’ Home...
and
salary of the pound keeper to $5(31 27. The body will do some papering this spring
Dongola Button Boots
is in frame a large sized surf
A party of determined ladies braved the
next meeting will he private, for members
the advertisement of Carle & Jones, 21 Main,
new schooner in H. M. Bean’s
rigors of the fierce wind and intense cold of
To be sold at ONE-HALF original cost.
A paper will be presented on the life
street, will be of general interest. They
It is about 11 years since he !; only.
Friday night to attend the drama, “The Deaof
Thomas
Jefferson.
as
well
as
have
curtains
room
aud
i "his description, the last one !|
papers,
con,” at Morrill, five miles away. They were
Frederick Billings in IKK").
Chat. Cobbett & Tucker have painted curtains on spring fixtures at only 17 cents. well
pleased with the entertainment, and of
-nder, the stern differing only and lettered H. J. Morrison’s delivery wag- _Hon. Fred Atwood, Winterport, repre- course “wrer’u’t cold a
bit.”_The pupils of Ladies’ French Kid Button
sents the Capital Fire Insurance Co., of
’he i-ow f«>r the hanging of the
on..
A. C. Burgess has enlarged the office
Miss Roberts’ school gave an entertainment
N.
II.
See
statement
of
this
reid be
feet long, 7 feet beam at his store-Last week Jackson & Mc- Concord,
Opera Toe,
Friday evening, consisting of a spelling
liable company.... Burkett’s sale still conIntosh bought of li. it. Paul of Waldo a pig
roomy,staunch ami safe.
and music. The prize for corShoe. For this sale,
match,
§5.00
essays
tinues.
He is offering ladies’ underwear,
M
of Viualhaveii has finished
5 months' old that dressed 259 pounds....
$2.00
rect spelling was awarded to Caro Hatch.
dress patterns auil silk
sT1 r boat named Genie W. ,Iones
George T. Read has received two bicycles of hamburgs, novelty
The essays treated of the anatomy and
for
at prices that must tempt buyers.
waists
b eks of Provinretowu, Mass.,
the 1890 model....]). C. Greenlaw shipped a
hygiene of the body, and exhibited a Ladies’
Dongola Button,
car-load of cattle to Bangor Tuesday morning. Call and examine Burkett’s bargainsiK-dter for other parties nearly
knowledge of the subject such as is seldom
a new aud beautiful
Starrett
has
this
week
••f about tin* same size.
■•■Will Quimby has the boss calendar at
It is reC. S. Toe,
witnessed in young children_Mrs. R. S.
the Savings Bank.
do has a contract for two small
It is from the Waverley line of wrappers in several styles and prices,
is in Freedom in attendance upon her §4 00 Shoe.
For this sale,
Gay
t- ks of about
V7 feet keel to be
Bicycle Co., and the figures are large enough a new line of prints, and a specialty in invalid sister, Mrs. Sarah Barlow’.
$1.50
white quilts at 118 cents.
Special sale of
to be read easily across the new bridge_
uoag summer.I. F. Burkett
at 5 anti 8 cents for Friday, Feb.
ginghams
handsome 14-foot rowboat this
The newest thing in belts, with gold and
How’s This!
Ladies’ Dongola Oxfords,
& Cottrell, 12 Main street,
* now at
work on a second one
sterling silver buckles—the first in town- 28th.Staples
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any
have
in
a splendid line of high grade goods
dimensions.
C. 5. Toe,
may be seen at Locke’s jewelry store....
of
case
Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Letter carrier JI. H. Carter, Jr., is having a for the spring of 181H3. Among their spec- Catarrh Cure.
Oxford. For this sale,
Items.
$1.25
Soli. Jordan L. Mott arialties are the Monarch shirts and the Guyer
short vacation. Percy R. Follett, substitute
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
58c.
-’1st with phosphate from New
hats. They have everything in the furnishWe, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
carrier, takes his route.
in

f,"

THE best rem.
cdy known for
lekness, Sick Headache, Pain in the
aok or Side, Rheumatism and Neuralgia.

entertainment.

Another Shoe Factory Plan. The latest umve looking tow ards the establishment
of new industries in Belfast is the proposition of a shoe manufacturer to buy and re-

'

Pain-Killer

Andrew S. Fahy has made a number of
improvements in his boarding house, No. 15 are all good horses, thoroughly acclimated,
Spring street, this winter. He has laid new aud are to be sold at reasonable prices.

aud 79 names were
box before. Pergranted to J. H. Healey & Co.

stationary

We have in type for next week’s issue a
letter from J. W. Laug, Esq., of Bowdoinham that will be read with interest by liis
many friends in Waldo county.

the affair.

N. Y.

the summit.

not in the

a

yg

Capt. John Moore and Cbas. T. Richards
celebrated Washington’s birthday in a
double sense.
Each finished sawing and

years,

and maintain

Syracuse,

CO.,

It * very remarkable remedy, both tor IN*
TERNAL, and EXTERNAL use, and wonm
derrul in its quick action to relieve distress.

A sociable is to be held this Thursday
evening at No. 10 Hall Citypoint. An
The Committee on House and Supplies of autograph
quilt will be disposed of by
the Children’s Aid Society are requested to
guessing at the number of seeds in a pumpmeet at the Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. rooms kin.
A good supper will be provided and a
Feb. 28th at 2 p. m. [Per order Chairman.
short musical programme will conclude the

engine.

:iint.ii

o•

was

MERRELL-SOl'LE
tuu...

tants, which gives Belfast 100. There were
27 names in the box that had not been drawn

in the fish market.

c

On the receipt of your name and address and the name
of this paper, we will mail you post free ••Mrs. Pupkins'
a hook by n famous humorous writer.

Xj.

fast

A large number from Belfast attended the
annual supper and entertainment of the
Methodist society of Searsport Tuesday
evening. Several large 4-horse teams and
many smaller ones carried the party. Our
Searsport correspondent gives a report of

t/Thanksgiving."

The c rimes aud sentences of these

weather last week caused

stormy

hours
of wearisome work and gives the
: family all the mince
pie they can
desire at little cost. A package makes
j two large pies. loc. at all grocers.
Take: no substitute.

The Municipal Officers met Saturday evening and revised the jury list for the ensuing
two years. The number of names in the
box required by law is 2 for each 100 inhabi-

S

J1

MINCE MEAT
the housewife long

:

three years and six months.

ct-ny,

sea-

the Seaside Inn, Seal Har,ready has a goodly number of
.i.
His plan is to make some
direction of modern liuproveseason, and to keep fully up

NONE SUCH

j saves

Mrs. Cowan,
prisoners are:
murder,
life; George James, breaking and entering,
three years; James Barbour, compound lar-

it

ss

w’eek there were several trials of the
horses on the strech on Northport
Haroldson was the acknowiedged
avenue.
winner whenever he appeared.
Last

puddings.

I

GIGANTIC SALE

M.

Miss Charlotte T.
Sibley will lecture
March 6th under the auspices of the Baptist
Y. P. S. C. E. on “Constantinople, the City of
the Goldeu Horn.”

uses.

Such Mince Meat, a pure, wholesome, cleanly made preparation for
mince pies, fruit cake and fruit

was

injured.

Barbour.

up the

meiit is

eye

2 P.

smelling and
delicious tasting contents are duplicated in quality and flavor in None

Steamer Penobscot on her trip down river
Monday had among her passengers Assistant
Warden Cushing of the Maine State prison
with three prisoners en route to Thomaston,
Mrs. Mary Cowan, George James aud James

1 Bangor Whig & Courier.

;ss

be devoted to other
Its former delightful

can now

Accident. Fred Patterson met with a
peculiar and painful accident last Thursday.
He attempted to remove the shell from a
dynamite cartridge, with the usual result,
the thing exploded. The end was blown off
the thumb ami two fingers of his left hand,
and two fingers of his right hand, the palm
of the right baud was badly burned and his

boy skipped.
H. Wells has been engaged by
Marshall Post, G. A. R., to deMemorial Day address. Tlie MeTlie

_4it.

It

The Chautauqua Literary and Scientific
Circle will meet with Mrs. Mary E. Hubbard, No. 4 Park St., Monday, March 2nd, at

jar

rarely seen away from the water. This one
was caught near Dr. H.’s residence on Wilson’s Hill, half a mile from the bay and at

Belfast bookstore a few
asked, “Has the Golden Days
\o." said Amos, “but here comes
Tercel

FAMILY

SHOULD KNOW THAT

George A. Bailey has sold his trotter Jack,
2.36, to Joseph Tyler, who intends to work
him for more speed the coming season.

Church street.

a

EVERY

to

i.

AT SI.50 EACH.
The sleeves

somewhat smaller than the extreme
of them sold from $10.00 to $15.00 each.
are

style,

but all

1

«■

rued.*

>No

■

R. R-Sells. Sardinian and
arrived last week with pliosA. Ivnowltou. The Sardinian
hhoom during the heavy blow

.1

Monhegan-Sells. MiantonoEdith and Jonathan Cone
Friday

■>-<
l'

with

hay

for

Boston,

and

Webster for Mt. Desert_ReveWoodbury was in port last Frihours... Sell. Mary Brewer arrivfrom Boston with general cargo.
Faunie Whitmore, Captain Cainp-

:a
■

lumber from Mobile
S5 50 in Spanish gold_
Pecker, which arrived some time
b.-nsacola, Fla., from Cienfuegos in
bartered to load phosphate rock
•irtered to load
:*-gos

tc
•1

at

Harbor, Fla., for New Orleans.
'in Pensacola Feb.
17_Capt.
North port was in command
stic at the time of her loss, in

k of
1

Trask,
-masted

her

regular

master_

schooner in the yard of

Bath is approaching corupleprobably be launched next
w i 11 he about 1S(X)
tons and the
■m r rigged vessel afloat.
Capt.
k Lizzie Carter will command
•Jonathan Cone parted her cable
m r in Owl’s Head
Bay Friday,
ashore on Monroe’s Island. She
ami wet the lower tier of
hay in
a i, and
strained her so that some
a
hales in her hold were wet. She
«t

!* an,l arrived at

Rockland Sunday.
mte, who shipped the cargo, went to
Monday and looked after his innthe matter-Sch. Olive T. Wliitnan for
Philadelphia with a cargo
arrived at Brunswick, (ia., Feb. 22, in

v

having

lost and split sails... .Sch.
Capt. Warren, from Darien,
11, for Camden, Me., arrived at
u‘i Haven
Saturday. Sunday mornspanker caught fire from the stovebile lying on
top of the after house,
‘s
ruined.
Fortunately no further
m
was
incurred, and the sch. proceed1
Luis (L Rahel at Charleston, S.
lurks Island, reports that bark
Havener, Hichborn, with a cargo
'1
bragged ashore at East Harbor, T.
1

gers,

I

j.

■

When the Rabel sailed from
“'bind the Havener was
being strip<ie<>rge T. Osborn left Monday
"-w to
bring to Belfast bis schooner,
1,1,1
Briggs. She will go on the
ra,lway for reclassing-Sch. Sarah

1

u

1

n
'1

s

loading hay at Shales’

for Boston.

Complimentary Supper. Mr. Frank B.
Knowlton gave a complimentary supper to
the Belfast
City Council at the Revere
House last Saturday evening. The municipal officers held a business meeting in the
evening, from which they adjourned to the
hotel.

There

were

present at the

supper

Knowlton, the Mayor, Aldermen, members of the Common Council, clerks of both
boards, City Solicitor, and Mr. Payson of
Mr.

The menu was one of Landlord Jones’ best, and was prepared and
served in a manner that reflected credit on
the house and its management. Following
is the menu:
Ox Tail Soup
Queen Olives
Celery

ing line of the latest and best-See advt.
auction sale of horses March 14th at the
stables of the Belfast Livery Co.The
Windsor Hotel, Belfast, is offered for sale.

of

It is centrally located and has a good run of
business. A good chance for the right man.
For further particulars address Windsor
Hotel, Belfast-A competent girl wanted
to do housework. Apply to Geo. S. Chase,
•hi Cedar street, Belfast.

for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and financially able t> carry out any obligations made by

All of

Narrow widths and odd pairs,
For this sale,

their firm.

Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 50c.
4wt>
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.

Small Sizes,

our

75c., $1.00, $1.25

Sparks. The passenger train
Burnham half an hour one evening last week to wait for a passeuger who
telegraphed that he was coming ou the train
from Bangor. When that train arrived the
man decided not to come to Belfast that
night. Maine Central officials are proverbially accommodating, but this is imposing on
good nature. It has been played several
Railroad

was

held at

times

during

the

different

past year
ductors in the State. It not only delays the
trains and consequently other passengers
and the mails, but there is considerable
extra work connected with it.
First, the
conductor to whom the request is made telegraphs to the general office in Portland,
from whence orders are telegraphed to the
conductor whose train is to be held.
If
other trains are on the same line as the waiting train all must be notified and instructed
in order to make the proper crossings....
The down trains Friday and Saturday evenings were late on account of slight accidents
delaying the train on the main line_The
paymaster’s train made its fortnightly trip
over the branch
Saturday_The freight
train made an extra trip Sunday to haul out
on

con-

accumulated freight. The extra business is
chiefly in hay, pulp wood, phosphate and
produce.

Our Motto

:

“Better than Others’ ‘Best.’

”

Child’s Kid Heel Button,
$1.25 Shoes.

NUTRIOLA

NUTRIOLA

SKIN FOOD.

Contains the
ments

For Birth Humors, Acne, Complexion, Pimples, Freckles, Flesh
Worms, Chapped Skin, Sunburn,
Roughness, Chafing,Calling,Eczema, Scald,‘Burns, Ulcers, and all
sores.
Makes the roughest skin
soft as velvet. The only genuine

same

the human

chemical ele-

body is compos-

NUTRIOLA
LAXATIVE
GRANULES

ed,of. It gives nature power to reFor Constipation, Costiveness,
generate the whole system—build j or Chronic
Diarrhoea, Performs
it new. It has cured
Consump-j actual cures. They are a nourishtion in its second stage. It has ing Laxative. Instead of sickand irritating like pills
cured the worst cases of Kidney ening
that contain soap and croton oil,
and Liver Trouble. It banishes they restore a natural condition
Skin Food made. (lives immediate
Indigestion, Constipation, Head-1 to the whole Alimentary Canal.
relief in the worst form of Salt
The /on</cr taken, the /css reIt has
y magic.
Rheum or Eczema. Sold under a ache, etc., as
quired. Just the reverse of other
guarantee. If not.aC we claim, cured the worst cases of Female Laxatives. One box will do more
your money back. Ye suffering Weakness. What it has done it is toward restoring you to health
sons and daughters of Adam ! use now iloiiu/.Aiui will vontinu to do. than one ton of Liver Pills.
It
NUTRIOLA SKIN FOOD, or suffer Don't try it unless you want to get won’t cost much to know whether
well.
we tell the truth or not
—just as you please
Price reduced for N. E., from
Price reduced in N. E., from
Price reduced for N. E., from
50c. to 40c. per box.
I $2.00 to $1.00 per box.
35c. to 25c. per box.

For this sale.
62c.

Forsyths

Corn Cure,

15c.

County,

and

agents, the leading dealers in medicines in every town in Waldo
by R. H. Moody, Belfast. 74-page book Free.

our

Matchless for Dairv
ivitctien, and Table.

No

concern

priced
self.

workmen,

work.

See

equipped for all kinds of lirst-class, medium or low
line, (g0,000 Rolls) get our prices and tigure it up for yourthe largest line of CUHTAINS to bo found in the

our

We also have

Please call and examine

county.

(50 patterns)

tains

and know how to do it.

in Belfast as well

PAPERS,

stock.

our

in livt minutes.

5c.

See

-<121 Main

We

CURTAINS,

can

show

our

device for

our new

CARLE eft;

entire line of Cur-

showing curtains.

Spring Fixtures, 17c.

on

JOIVES,
Belfast, Maine>

Street,

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
FRANK R.

L. A. KNOWLTON, President.

WIGGIN,

Cashier.

Solicited

May 4, 1894.
$41,089.54
May 7, 1895.
$110,325.50

July 24, 1894.
$59,180.29
July II, 1895.
$123,085.58

2, 1894.
$74,532-52
Sept, 28, 1895.
$140,147.48
Oct.

19. 1894
$79,480.5V.

Dec.

Dec. 13.189*

8100,838.17

These figures are taken from our sworn statements to the Comptroller
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest payable January 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the first three days of every month draw interest from the/Irff
of that month. This department offers much greater security to depositors than Savings Banks, inaa
much as every deposit is a loan to the hank, and all deposits in our Bank are guaranteed by twice tb*
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo County, our vault has all the latest improve
ments in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering greater security to depositors than auyothcr[equipped with extra

nY REMNANT
BARGAIN SALE

Belfast.

Wall

pair.

Papers

At 3c.
3

pairs,

20c.

pair given

away with every pair of
RUBBER BOOTS.

Roll

a

Nett) and

Rend this advt. carefully,
and then come in and see if
A-T we can
furnish the goods, "'r

Ai

beautiful designs for

season

are

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33,000.

Is now open.
Early buyers secure GREAT RARGA1XS.

coming

Open

the

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From

1 to 4 P. M.

being received,

DEPOSITS

and will be sold at the very lowest

SOLICITED.

41tf

Notice of Appointment of Assignee.

prices.

Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the 29th day of'January, A D. 18%.

At

F.H. Francis &, Co.

Worcester

Have the Papers, the

25c.

Ai
Sold by

CARLE & .TOINTES

2 pairs, 15c.

A

ft

>

Lambs Wool Soles,
8c. per

Spring?

.OF.

15c. per pa:r, 2 pairs,

NUTR10LA C. P. SOAP.

this

Paper

Creepers,

■

Permit us to say, ladies, that Nutriola C. P Soap is ju-t what you have long desired—a chemically
pure toilet soap. Pure enough to eat. It contains no coloring matter, no rancid soap-grease to poison
and cause skin disease; no alkali or acid; nothing but puritv. It is antis ptic, soothing,cooling,
cleansing, healing. Its only perfume the delicate odor of oriental oils. It is change! ss and economical, for "just a touch” is sufficient. It is a soap for the teeth. A soap for baby A soap for the hath.
A modern toilet soap. A revelation to soap users. It is far better than the best you ever saw before.
Please give it an actual test. If you are not positive it’s the finest soap you ever saw, take it back
where you bought it and yet your money. Th test sha’n’t cost you anything. Ask our agents for it.
Price reduced from 35c. to 25c., or three cakes for 65c.

to

Going

bank in this county.
We still have a few $5.00 SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES. All our boxes fare now
1 yf►
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.

which is the only safe and reliable
cure in the market and never sold
less than 25c. For this sale,

Ice

GEO.W.BURKETT.

Feb. 28. 1894.
DEPOSITS:
$30,353.09
March 5, 1895.
$83,978.53

For this sale,

We

style.

Remnants in every department of our stock will be measured
and sold at a great sacrifice in prices.

INDIVIDUAL

Dongola Button,
§1.50 to §3.00 Shoes.

of this winter’s
shall sell them at half their value.

Deposits

Misses French Kid and

the Assessors.

Salmon with Tartar Sauce
Corned Beef
Leg of Mutton, Caper Sauce
Ham -with Jelly
Tongue
Sirloin of Beef, Dish Gravy
Prime Rib of Beef, Brown Sauce
Turkey, Cranberry Sauce
Pork, Brown Sauce
Green Duck, Apple Sauce
Lobster Salad
Oyster Pat; ies
Chicken Croquettes
Boiled and Mashed Potatoes
Tomatoes
Peas
Corn
Turnip
Chow Chow
Worcestershire Sauce
Tomato Ketchup
Halford Sauce
Pickled
Cucumbers
Mixed Pickles
Baltimore Pudding, Brandy Sauce
Wine Jelly
Green Apple Pie
Mince Pie
Orange Pie
Fruit
Tea
Coffee
Milk

$1.00

West &

g@“Only 18 Jackets left

WINDSOR HOTEL

A. CLEMENT.
Belfast,

Opposite

National Bank.

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

BELFAST, MAINE,

For

Sale.

A rare opportunity to! buy or rent a first-class
Hotel. This is the only Hotel in the city, located
in the heart of the city*, convenient to all travelers
and public in general. Terms cash. For full par-

ticulars, address,
3w9
WINDSOR HOTEL, Belfast, Me.

Fitting
Hie

of Glasses and Diseases of

Eye

at

d Ear

SEARSPOIIT,

a

Specialty.
MAINE

13tf

undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as Assignee of the estate of BEYTERLY S. STABLES of Belfast, in said County of
YY’aldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared
an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Co.irt
of Insolvency for said County of W ildo. 2w8
ALBERT L BLANCHARD. Assignee.

THE

H H LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

that

MAKE the Kid*
neys strong and

the sounding of the seventh
there were great voices in heaven,
saying, the kingdom of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his
Christ, and He (Christ) shall reign for
ever and ever. When is this to take place?
At the sounding of the seventh trumpet
of the third woe; and the 14tli verse says
it follows quickly after the second woe is
past, which we have seen will take place
at the overthrow of the Turkish govern-

healthy.

ment.

cause the
kidneys to filler

If the 15th verse had read the kingdoms
of this world are become the kingdoms of
Great Britian we would then understand
John to mean that when the Turks come
to their end and all the troubles of the
nations settled, that Great Britian would
occupy and control the world, including
the Turkish territory. But we see it does
not say that all the kingdoms of this world
will become the kingdoms of Great Britian, but says that they will become the
kingdom of our Lord and his Christ, and
we know of no reason why it should not
be so understood; as it is the plain teaching of all the scriptures that Christ is to
reign as king over this earth of ours, and
that not a spiritual reign but a literal one,
as we will see farther ou.
We will now notice more testimony on
this same subject as found in the 2d
chapter of Daniel, where he told Nebuchadnezzar his dream and the interpretation of it.
Daniel explained to him that
the image symbolized the four kingdoms
or governments that would bear rule over
the world,
lie tells him that his is the
first such kingdom and in another chapter
Daniel tells us the second such government would be the Medo-Persian and the
next or third the Grecian, and describes
the fourth so minutely and extensively
that it would be almost a waste of words
for him to have called it by name (The

Register of

at

Water

Deep

Vessels.

How Are

our
Does Your Back Ache ?
C

Jd-

II

~

HODDS

it|Y|

r\v
-»

a

PdraEllS THEY

a;i uric acid ami

KidrievPiS?&^Purft£c,l^

*
the blood.
Cure Rheumatism, Gout, Eczema, Ana?mia, Pimples, Bad Blood, Bright’s !)is=
ease, Malaria, Backache, Kidney Pains,
Dropsy, Pain in the Abdomen, Frequent
Urination. Infiamation of Kidneys, etc.
Are not a secret remedy, hut cont-*.in
h igh Iy con cen t rat ed extracts of Asp ir=
agus, Juniper Berries, Buchu, Corn
Sik, Pareira Brava and Uva Ursa (all
C
kidney healers) and are scientifically

j

jI

f

compounded.
Dr. Hobbs Sparagus Kidney Pills are
fc endorsed by physicians and druggists.
50 cents a box. 'Valuable Book Free,
fc Hobbs Medicine Co., Chicago or Saa Francisco

I he
t>K

IIOW

Eastern

WI 1,1.

THE

[Continued
In

;
i

j

Question,

TURKISH

DISPOSED

|

EMPIRE

BE

OF.

from last

J

week.]

lust article we learned by the
word of God that the Turkish
government is t•» be driven out of Europe
into Palestine and there come to an end
or destroyed.
Now we will see by the
same authoiity what will become of the
Tink's dominion.
W «■ have now come to a point in our
subject which is of great importance to Homans.)
eve 1 y<•tie.
It is as much so ro the reader
The prophet says that this fourth, or
as it is to the poor Armenian.
In consid- the Homan government, would be divided
ering this great question it should ever he and ruled by different kings and it is durborne in mind that we are not giving the ing the
reign of these kings that the God
ideas of different people on this subject; of heaven is
going to set up a kingdom
but it is what God lias revealed to His which shall never be
destroyed.
We can not ask for anything any plainer
people Enough his prophets, and for this
reason the reader should
lay aside all than this line of symbolical prophecy; and
prejudice and preconceived opinions and how perfectly it. agrees with what John
receive the word of God with reverence. has to say «>n this
subject. Notice their
1 presume nearly all who read these arti- nature, order and location.
The first, or
cles know the predicted outcome of this Babalonian
kingdom, was a literal kingquestion, but are following them along jj dom, and covered all the then known
hoping to find something more congenial earth. But that nation was broken down
to their own mind.
To all such we would i| and the second, or Medo-Persian
kingsay that if you were in the right place ij dom, was established on and occupied
God's word would ever be acceptable, no Ij the same
territory. When the Medomatter how much they conflict with our Persian
kingdom was broken down the
likes or dislikes. Even mail’s theology : Grecian took its
place and ruled over the
should be laid aside for the plain teach- same dominion, and when the Grecian
I
ing of the word of God.
; kingdom was destroyed the Homan took
If we should go on now and say that its
No one will deny but that
place.
the present trouble and perplexity of tlie these four
governments were literal and
nations will be finally settled and the gov- were located on this same
globe on which
ernments will soon settle down to the enwe live.
We can understand that the
joyment of peace and prosperity, and will fourth kingdom, or government, was to
thus continue for thousands of years or be divided, and it was
duiing the time
countless ages, and in tlie meanwhile when these divisions were ruled
by sevwill
be
converted
to
Christ and eral kings, when the God of heaven is
everyone
Christ's
be
to
“break in pieces and consume
thereby
kingdom
established, going
am: so on, this is what would
please the all these kingdoms and establish His own
people generally, but we tiud no such kingdom.” Just as literally as the Grelanguage in the Bible, nor any language cians broke down the Medo-Persian govw hereby we could draw such conclusions.
ernment and established their own on the
Tin- Scriptures are so plain on these same
territory, so will Christ break down
things that they can not be interpreted in the nations of our globe and establish His
the above manner.
own kingdom, and rule it in
person, and
W »• have traced this 11th chapter of this is to take
place when the Turkish
Dai iel from the third year of the reign ! governrm nt is ended.
o’
In the 8th chapter of Daniel we have
King Cyrus, noticing the rise and fall
of tin- greatest kingdoms and some of the more
testimony on this subject. We have
minor ones when they were connected here these same four kingdoms
symbolizwith Cod’s chosen people.
The last na- ed by four beasts and we read in the 23d
tion we noticed was Turkey, and as we verse that the fourth beast shall be
(or
have already shown in the 41th verse, the shall represent or
symbolize) the fourth
prophet says, “he shall come to his end,and kingdom upon the earth, and in the denone sha'l help him.”
And the prophet’s scription of this government there are
next words an*, “and at that time
(the some very important facts connected with
time when lie shall come to his end as our
subject
,iu>t mentioned) shall Michael stand up,
[TO UK CONTINUED. ]
the gicat prince which standeth for the
« hiiili
u <-f thy people, and there shall be
History from the Maine Daily Journal.
a time o
trouble, such as never was since
then u .is a nation even to that same
We had the pleasure this week of looking
time: ami at that time thy people shall he
over a hound volume of the Maine
Daily
delivered, everyone that shall be found
wiit:e!i
tlif hook.
And many of them Journal for the first year of its existence,
that s op n the dust of the earth shall beginning Jan.
1832.
It was published
ttwakt
>onie T<»
everlasting life, and some at Augusta by Eaton & Severance, as an
to shame ;,mi everlasting contempt.” The
as they
themselves stated.
piopii. ;
language is so simple and plain experiment,
It is not bigger than many hand bills gotthat all who wish to can understand it.
ten out uow-a-days by our
clothing dealHe "imply states that the Turkish govers. and gave little promise of
being the
ernment will come to an end, and when it
does the resurrection and judgment will progeuator of our esteemed Daily Kennebec
Journal
with
its metropolitan equiptake place.
1 wish to add that this resurment <»f perfecting presses,
.type-setting
rection and judgment that Daniel and
own
art
department, etc. Neverfiually all the liibie writers speak of is machines,
theless
the
Maine
Journal
contained
Daily
not
the spiritual affair of our modern i
much of interest besides legislative mattheology, hut is a literal resurrection j
for which purpose it was primarily
of dead people.
We have seen what \ ter,
Among other things was a
Daniel says will follow the downfall of published.
curious discussion over the matter of
the Turkish government.
Now we will
see
what the Revelator says on the constructing a boom at Brown Island,
below this city.
It was argued that
same subject.
We examined what John just
a boom would interfere with the
tides,
had to say about the Turks in the Oth
cause ice dams and freshets,
endangering
chapter of Revelations. We found that
in
lives
Hallowed
and
Besides
Augusta.
the period of time from the Turks coming
into Europe until they gained power over it was held that it would obstruct navigation.
these
But
fears were
superstitious
tin Creek Empire is called the sounding
of the fifth trumpet and first woe and overcome and the Brown Island boom is a
the period of time from when they got fixture even to this day. From booms ;
control over that Empire until they lost we change the subject to digging potatoes
in January, so that we infer that while
their power to maintain their own govthis season is uncommonly late the season
ernment was called the sounding of the
of
1832 was yet later, for on the authority 1
sixth trumpet, and second woe; and then
lie adds in the 11th chapter 14th and loth of this old paper Miles Cobb of Searsmont,
was “at it,” digging
potatoes, “on the
verses. “The second woe is past; and, be20th of January.”
Among the death
hold, the third woe cometh quickly. And
the seventh angel sounded; and there were notices in this old volume we select the
the following:
“In Hallowed, Capt.
great voices in heaven, saying, the kingHenry Melius, aged 80. Capt. M. was
doms of this world are become the kingone of the party who assisted in
throwing
doms of our Lord, and of bis Christ; and
overboard the tea in Boston harbor.”
A
lie shall reign forever and ever.”
headed “A New Disclosure”
brief
article
loth verse.
“And the nations were anis
in
view
the
of
late
significant
unpleasgry, and thy wrath is come, and the time
It says:
“The
of the dead, that they should be judged, antness with Mr. Bud.
Loudon
for
Metropolitan
January, in an
and that thou shouldest give reward unto
article relating to a recent work by the
thy servants the prophets, and to the
confidential friend of Mr. Canning, re- |
saints, and them that fear thy name, small
veals the important fact, ‘that the famous
and great; and shouldest
destroy them
passage in President Monroe’s message of
which destroy the earth.”
Does this language need any explana- 1823, against the interference of the Holy
tion? No, to an unbiased mind it does not. Alliance in the affairs of the American
To every candid reader it is plainly this: Continent, was sent forth to the world by
That when the second woe is passed, or virtue of a full understanding between
him and Mr. Canning, that the ground
the Turkish government comes to an end,
then the third woe will come quickly, assumed was to be maintained, if neceswhich is the great battle that the nations sary, by tlie combined force of British
and American arms.”
Here is a phase of
are preparing for, and have been for some
time.
This is the time of great trouble the Monroe Doctrine that Mr. Salisbury
that Daniel speaks of, and some time dur- evidently is not conversant with. Such
eminent authority, quoting one of the
ing this great war or trouble God’s peoEnglish statesmen of his time,
ple will be delivered. The living will be foremost
taken out and away from this last great would naturally lead to the inference that
the
present premier is either wilfully or
struggle of nations. The dead also will be
the case when
raised, brought back into life and receive ignorantly misrepresenting
their reward with those who have never he stated that England has never redied.
This reward is eternal life, or in cognized the validity or binding force of
other words, the receiving of immortality. the doctrine ascribed to President Monroe.
Then comes the destruction of the wicked, This issue of the Maine Daily Journal
followed by the reforming or renewing of might prove a valuable index to the Venezuelan Commission and to his Lordship
our globe, this
very globe on which the
In the last number of
nations now live, including the territory Salisbury himself.
volume one of the Daily Journal the
occupied now by the Turks. Then on
this renewed territory will live the people editor greatly laments over the threatened
loss of territory in the north-eastern part
w ho have been
loyal to Christ in all past of the State.
It says, “The secret is out,
ages, and Christ will be their king. Then
and not till then can it truly be said that and the territory is lost! It has virtually
the kingdoms of this w'orld are become been given up to the President, to be by
*
*
the kingdom of our Lord and his Christ. him transferred to great Britain.
We may get
This is the testimony of every Bible The territory is gone.
‘thirty pieces of silver,’ or possibly a tract
writer.
Now we will go back and compare Dan- of land somewhere on the head of the
the
iel’s and John’s testimony.
Daniel says Arkansas or Red River, beyond where
the next thing after the Turks come to President sends the Indians; or we may
their end there is going to be a great na- get nothing at all, just as the general
Whether thie
tional trouble out of which God’s people government shall please.”
will be delivered, followed by the resur- wras before or after the ‘‘Madawosky war’
Time and spac<
rection.
J«>hn says, “as we have just we are unable to state.
us going farther in this very in
seen, the nations will be angry, the dead prevent
review.
What
we
have alread'
be raised and the reward and punishment teresting
to
is evidence that Patricl
given.” Please notice the angel did not broughtwas light when he
right
suggested tlia
reveal to John the doctrine of eternal tor- Henry
the proper way of judging the future i
ment or universal salvation.
And also notice that John explains or by the past, and he might have adde<
that the proper place to study the past i
says more about our reward than Daniel
its truthfullne8S and vividness is in th
does; for the reason Daniel has explained files of an old
newspaper.
[Hallowel
that part quite thoroughly in the proceedNews.
ing chapters. John says in the 15th verse -our

prophetic

■

j

Children Cry for

Pitcher’s Castoria.

Abner Coburn, G A Nicliols, sailed from
New York Feb 12 for Yokahama.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at New
Y'ork Jan 23 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at Shanghae Feb 3 from New York.
Alameda, Chapman, at Sydney, NSW, Dec
14, for sale.
Belle of Ratli, C Curtis, sailed fiomNew
Y'ork Oct 28 lor Slianghae.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at New
Y'ork Jan 12 from Baltimore.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Hong Kong Feb 13 for New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Jan 23 for New York.
Gov Rome, Nichols, cleared from Philadelphia Oct 25 for Hiogo; spoken Dec 3, lat 22
S, Ion 29 W.
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at New
York Feb 13 lrorn Boston.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrived at Liverpool Feb 0 from San Francisco.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, sailed from San
Francisco Feb 4 for Honolulu.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, arrived at
San Francisco Jan 1 from New Y'ork.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
York Jan 27 for Sbangliae.
Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 30 from Karluk.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
from New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong;
spoken, Dec 10, lat 8 N, Ion 29 W.
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, at Hiogo Jan
25 for Phillipiue Islands and Delaware
Breakwater.
May Flint, E D P Nicliols, arrived at
Bristol, E, Feb 14 from Sin Francisco.
R R Thomas, C G Nicliols, sailed from
lliogo Jan 7 for New York.
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, cleared from New
Y’ork No\ 20 lor Anjer lor orders.
S P Hitchcock, Gales, sailed irom Honolulu Nov 9 lor New Y’ork.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from London Feb 0 for New York ;tpassed Dover 12th.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed Irom San
Francisco Jan 5 for New York.
St David, Carver, sailed Irom New York
Nov 2 for Amoy; spoken Dec 8, lat 18 11 S,

Sheriff’s

well.

BARKS.

W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
Hong Kong Get 21 for New York; passed
t Helena Jan 7.
Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, at Montevideo
Jan 5 for New York or Boston.
Amy Turner, C (J McClure, sailed from
Hong Kong Jan 13 for Baltimore; passed
Anjer Jan 28.
Beatrice Havener, Hicliborn, at Point-aPitre, Jan 13 for New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, at Demerara
Jan 22 from New’ York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Washington, D C, Jan 15 from Port Spain.
Edward Kidder, J H Park, from Juniu
Adam

at

Valparaiso, leaking.

Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
Colombo.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Jan 3 for Buenos Ayres.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Newcastle,
NSW, Jan 20 for Molleudo.
Havana, Rice, cleared from Philadelphia
Jan 31 for Havana.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, at New
Y'ork for Costa Rica.
Henry A Litchfield, arri ved at Savannah
Feb 15 from New York.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at New
York Jan 25 from Brunswick, Ga.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
from

New York Get, 15 for Hong Kong;
spoken Get 27, lat 35 30, Ion 48 05.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed
from Boston Jan 15 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Feb3 from

same stood in 1888. to what is called the saw
mill south line: thence In said line
westerly, to
A committee appointed
the last New
the shore ot the harbor above mentioned: meanto look into the subject
ing the property known as the “Tide mill proper- York
ty” south of said sawmill south line: being the oi‘ good roads has made a valuable
report,
same property described in a deed lrom Ha rah
117 pages of printed matter.
The
and Hezekiah Harriman to said John L Panno
dated Nov. 22, 1888, leeonled in Waldo Countv average cost of taking produce to mark t
of Dtetls, in Book 218. Page 281
iu
New
York
at
is
[
$1.5(5 per ton
present
The fourth lot or parcel of real estate
being-i lor each six
the average haul, or
situate*, in saio Stockton Springs, in said Cotmiv
of Waldo, bounded and described as foil, ws, to 20 cents per mile.
The
estimate
per ton
|
wit: Beginning in the east line of the mill
road, ! per mile on a good macadam road is 7
so-called, at northwest corner of land of Mrs. A.
cents, and il all the roads of the State
S. Costigan; thence north, 81
degrees east, “hv I
the annual saving
compass," 27 rods and 20 links to land of Ellen ! were of this
M Panno; lienee north, 19 degrees west. 37 rods in the haul, without
to wear and
I
and 5 links to land of Mrs E. F.
Staples; thence !j tear, would be about
As
south. 84 degrees west. 20 rods and 12 links
! matters
by
the
farmers
the land of said Mrs. Staples to the road before 1
pay an annual
mentioned; thence southerly by said mill road, I; road assessment of
It is the
32 rods to first bound; containing five acres and
opinion of tlie committee that the State
130 square rods, more or less,
being the same should at once
the
work
of
coll vexed to said John L. Panno bv William
road
imBern
by deed dated May 3. 1870, recorded in said Wal- provement,
agreeing to pay one-third
do Registry of Deeds, Book 152, Page 390.
of the cost, tlie counties to
pay tlie other
Dated this fifth day of Febiuarv. A. D. 189(5
two-thirds.
•3\v7
SAMNEL O. NORTON, Sheriff.

J

Registry

miles,

description
regard
$10,000,000.
stand,
$3,000,000.

1

by

Diseases of Children is"‘%»
published by the nifrs. of the old standard »*
remedy—True’s l*in W orm Elixir.
A

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Rosario Jan 3 for Boston.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Salem Dec 20 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Bermuda Feb 7 from Norfolk.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, cleared from
New Orleans Feb 12 for Charleston.
John C Smith, Kueelaud, sailed from Boston Jan 13 for Apalachicola; spoken Jan 21,
lat 28, Ion 72 19.
John J Marsh, Drink water, sailed from
Rockport Nov 11 for Port au Prince.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
Bangor Nov 27 for New York.
Linah C Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived
at Brunswick, Ga, Jan 29 from New York.
Lucia Porter, Grindle, cleared from Mobile
Feb 12 for Kingston, Ja.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, sailed from Havana Jan 9 for Apalachicola.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Perth
Amboy Feb 17 from New York.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Cienfuegos Feb 15 from Newport News.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at New
York Feb 8 from Apalachicola.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
Feb 8 from Navassa.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Boston Feb 14 from Pensacola.
Absent-Minded

iJj^P

book

what

^

it will receive a copy free. Tells
to do for all the disorders of children.
Send address to

Dr. J. F. TRUE &

FOR EITXIKR
This remedy being injected directly to the
Neat of ttioNe diseases
of the Genito-Urinary

Man.

Cl
w

Organs, requires no
change of diet. Cure
guaranteed in 1 to 3
days. Smal 1 piain pack*
TT
H IT1 a«e* hy “ail, 91.00.
U £%. JElSold only by
__

R. H.

MOODY. BELFAST.

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and GO cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

151 S. Western

Mold

THIRTY

begin

LADIES DO YOU KNOB I
DR. FELIX LE BRUM'S

■

sTTeriffs

Welt Shoes have

BOSTON.

!

sale.

WALDO 88.
Taken on execution in favor of tlie SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK and against JOHN L.
PANNO and ELLEN M. PANNO. both of Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo, and w ill be
sold by public auction on the eleventh day of
March, A. I). 1896, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
at the office of Geo. E. Johnson in Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, all the right, title and interest
which the said Ellen M. Panno had on the first
day of November, A. I). 1894, at seven o’clock
and fifteen minutes in the afternoon, when the
same was attached on the original writ, in and to
the following described lot or parcel of real estate
situated in said Stockton Springs, to wit:
Beginning at the southeast corner of Nellie Colson’s home lot; thence north. 20 degr- es east, ten
and one-half rods to the northeast corner of said
Colson’s home lot; thence north, 64 degrees west,
nine rods to the mill road; thence north, 40 deeast, 14 rods; tlierce nor* h, 34 degrees east,
4 nxls; thence north, 62 degrees east, 4 rods to
a town way, “say Louder Brook road;” thence
north, 83 degrees east, 22 rods to a cedar stake
marked 1868; thence south, 70 degrees west, 24
rods to the bank of the tide mill pond; thence
westerly by said mill pond to first named bound,
containing eight acres, more or less; being the
same real estate conveyed to the said Ellen M.
Panno by Nancv Berry by deed dated January 29,
1887, recorded in the Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Book 221. Page 72.
Dated this 6th day of February, A. D. 1896.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
3w7

pleasures of life frees
comfortable feet. Wearers

QOODYEAR SHOE MACH’Y CO.,

I Pennyroyal Pills

(he

original and only
UtLNCH, safe and reliable euro
on t io market.
Price,
nent
by mail. Genuine sold only by
B. H. MOODY, BELFAST.
arc

One of the

why.

CHICAGO.

several letters to mail last week, don't

the world has

I remember it.”

it?”
“I—I must confess

gives them health. It will

How do you

a postal card addressed to
myself
among the lot, and it hasn’t yet reached me.
It only costs a cent and I find that it is a
very effective way of keepiug check on the
rest of my mail.
Now, dear, it you will
hand me the letters I’ll run out and post
them myself.”
[ Washington Star.
I wo

Lives saved.

A foppish young man, with a football crop
of hair, was walking along Chestnut street
the other evening, when a little urchin asked him the time. “Ten minutes to 9,” said
the masher. “Well,” said the boy, “at 9
o’clock get your hair cut,” and he took to
his heels and ran down Tenth street. The
masher ran after him, and in turning the
corner

came

in

contact with

Castoria

destroys

out

People.
Old people who require medicine to regu
late the bowels and kidneys will find the
true remedy in Electric Bitters. This medicine does not stimulate and contains no
whiskey nor other intoxicant, but acts as a
tonic and alterative.
It acts mildly on the
stomach and bowels, adding strength and

giving tone to the organs, thereby aiding
Nature in the performance of the functions.
Electric Bitters is an excellent appetizer
and aids digestion. Old People find it just
exactly what they need. Price fifty cents
per bottle at A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug
.Store.
“Oh, papa,” said a little seven-year-old
Milwaukee girl the other day, pointing to

workmen who were on the roof of a
very high building, “see those little brownies
up there!” “Those are not brownies, my
dear,” replied the matter-of-fact parent,
“those are big men, like me, and they look
little because they are up so high.” “If they
were up twice as high would they be twice
as small?” pursued the little one.
“Yes.”
The juvenile brain was at work some seconds before reaching the logical conclusion :
“They won’t amount to much when they get

some

way up to

When

heaven,

Baby was stole,

When she

was a

will

we

they, papa?”

gave her

Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
When she became

Worms.

Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
Castoria

Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

cnres

Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.
Castoria

Constipation

cures

and Flatulency.

Castoria neutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas
Castoria does not contain morphine, opium,
Castoria assimilates

or

or

poisonous air.

other narcotic

property.

the food, regulates the stomach and howels,

giving healthy and natural sleep.
Castoria is put up in one-size bottles only.
Don't allow any
that it is

“just

good

as

It is not sold in bulk.

sell you anything else

to

one

and “will

answer

on

the plea

every

or

promise

purpose.”

See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.
The fac-simile

signature of

Children

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

exmo !’Don’tLet

^

Constipation

■

You will find

a

Kill You.

PURE, 5URE CURE

in

Gandy Cathartic Cure Constipation.
So nice to
take,

mild,

so

effective.

so

Please buy and try Cascarets to-day.
Ten cents puts a box in your pocke
They work while you sleep. If not pleased, buy no more.
Get free sample and booklet from your druggist or from us
by mail for the askin
Cascarets sold by all druggists, loc. 25c, 50c. Address nearest office.

STERLING REMEDY CO.,

_THE

D A o
MO'Tn
WV
I VDHV

Chicago.

Montreal, Can,

New York.

Toller™ Ilabil nr money re
led
Makestrong. Sold and Kuaruntcul by a 11 d rtursrisi >. ti.-t.
cures

Maine Central R. R.
TIMK-TAHLK.
On and after Nov. 4, LS!>5, trains c.nner; mg at
Burnham and Waterville with througu tt tins inland from Bangor, Waterville. Port land and ({.»>■
ton will run as follows
FROM

2 Trips

A M
7 2"

Brooks
lvnox

17 25
17 3.i.
7 49
8 03

1* M

1*

1 25
tl 8"

3
t3
t3
4
15
5
5
•;

1 4"

151
12 03
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 5"

Waterville

9 16

Boston
Boston,

E D.
D.

25

l-i
32

5"
15 !

7 15

5 35
9 20

1 40
5 58

I’ M

A M
5> 00
s 30
J* M

Steamers leave Belfast, weather ami ice ;
tiim. as follows:
For Camden. Rockland and Boston, Mm
and Thursdays at oihoutii::>n
For Searsport, Bm-ksport and Winterport
u.liU a.
and
at
uil>"Utt
nesdays
Saturdays
upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
RETURN INC.

TO BELFAST.

E- D
Boston I
Boston,
J w D.

7 4">

Portland.

1100

W'aterville.

7 10
7 50
8 12
Knox. 18 25
Brooks.
3 50
Waldo
t9 02
Citypoint. t9 15
Belfast, arrive. 9 25

n

days

4 30
1 40

A

7 15
A M

I' M

A M

A M

Burnham, depart.
Unity.
Thorndike.

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at
From Roeklami,'.-mdiing at Camden, We
amt Saturdays at about 5.i>0 a. m
From Bm-ksport. Mondays and Thursday

120

6 10

Bangor

9
9
9
f9
9
+10
flO
10

00
20
30
37
53
06
19
25

I

SKKVU

;;-j
55

AM

4 15
420

jw

Week Is Bosto

M

3 13

r M

Portland. 12 25

a

M'llNTKK

BELFAST.

Thorndike
8 12
Unity. 8 22
Burnham, arrive. 8 45
Bangor. 11 55

05
25
32
38
50
02
td 15
6 20

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch
Through tickets to all points West and Nortliwt st. via all routes, for sale by F. K Pkowlky
PAYSON Ti’PKEK.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, anti Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.

M.

FRED W. POTE, Agent... .Be
CALVIN AUSTIN, Cen’l Supt.Bo
WILLIAM H. HILL, Ceu’l Manager.Bo

5
5
5
i5
5
fd

tFlag station.

Belfast, and Castine Route.
j

Winter

Effect Oct

Arrangement—Iu
1, 1895.

8TKAMKR ( A8TI\K, weather
mitting, will run every week
in connection with B. N B. S. Co as follows
Leave *West Brooksville at 7.2i> a. m. < a>
7.45 ; Hughes Point, 8 30, Ryder’s Cove,
Lime Kiln, 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30

•Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays
days.

Returning,

leave Belfast

at

2.00

r.

*

and

m.,

1

above named

landings.
Passengers going East take

FOR FARMERS.

very

of breath said: “You see that
brat running down the street? He
asked me the time; I told him ten minutes
to 9” aud he said: ‘At 9 o’clock get. your
hair cut.” “Well,” remarked the policeman,
“what are you running for? You’ve eight
minutes yet.” f Philadelphia Record.
much

a

Castoria allays Feverishness.

policeman,
“What’s up?”

young

as

child’s medicine.

a

nearly knocking him down.
asked the policeman.
The masher

It

In it Mothers have

something which is absolutely safe and practically perfect

AM

Mrs. Phoebe Thomas, of Junction City, 111.,
was told by her doctors she had
Consumption and that there was no hope for her, but
two bottles of Dr. King’s New Discovery
completely cured her and she says it saved
her life. Mr. Tlios. Eggers, 139 Florida St.
San Francisco, suffered from a dreadful
cold, approaching Consumption, tried without result everything else then bought one
bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery and in
two weeks was cured.
He is naturally
thankful. It is such results, of which these
are samples, that prove the wonderful efficacy of this medicine in Coughs and Colds.
Free trial bottles at A. A. Howes & Co.’s
Drug Store. Regular sizes 50c. and §1.00.

Children like it.

their lives.

save

A M

that it is.

know?”
“I put

speak of it without guessing.

It is harmless.

known.

ever

—.

“But this is the first time you have remembered it since I gave them' to you, isn’t

to

ns

It is unquestionably the best remedy for Infants and Children

“William,” she said gently, and yet in ac- Pinpoint.
reproof, you remember that I gave Waldo.

you?”
“Y—yes;

and Children.

years* observation of Castoria with the patronage of

cents of
you

Infants

millions of persons, permit

The farmers of Maine whose property is unincumbered by mortgage are giving encouragement
to a Maine enterprize by insuring in the

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co..

Old

list, more complete now than ever before.
The stake races are larger than in 1895,
which exceeded the previous years. The
following are arranged: Colt stak s, trotting purses, 2-year-olds, $3(0; 3-year-olds,
$300; pacers, 2-year olds, $300 : 3-year-olds,
$300. State races, trotters, 3 minute, $300;
2 40. $300; 2.19, $400; pacers, 2 50, $300; 2 35,
$300. The conditions of payment on entries
The
the most liheial ever offered.
are
special features of the fair will he continued,
such as a floral parade, a grange parade, etc.

lealer knows

Avenue,

by all dealers.

Fair.

shoe

29

A IMI S urorao-ceiery.
B
C

dates for the Maine State Fair at Lewiston are August 31, Sept. 1, ‘2, 3 and 4.
Large additions are made to the premium

Your

CO., Auburn, Me.

ELIJAH PHILLIPS, South Belfast.

The

'omfortable feet.

!

Stosterei Jersey Ball.

No-To-Bae, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.

Goodyear

I

The BULL EXILE OF BELFAST, No.
41,400,
American .Jersey Cattle Club Register, is at
my
stable in South Belfast for service. Terms
$1.00,
to be paid at time of service.
He is by Corona’s
Exile; be by Maine’s Exile, 20,920, out of Vine
Tree Corona, 54,003 ; Maine’s Exile is by Exile of
St. Lambert, out of Exile’s Success. Vine Tree
Corona is by Butter’s Son, 21,101, out of Vine Tree
Mary, 10,321. Farmers wishing to improve their
stock should give him a call.
3m4

the

>f

tin*

■VERY MOTHER!

“There
Gorham,” says a
up
member of the South Parit George Washington Club, “who used to keep a pig in the
barn cellar and feed him through a spout
from the floor above. One day he remarked
to his wife: “I’ve got to go down and see
what ails that pig ; he doesn’t eat at all lately.
remarked his
“Why, William B. Black
wife, ‘you killed that pig three weeks ago.’
‘I swan,’ said he, ‘so I did. I’d forgotten all
about it.’ One time a man came and paid
him some money while he was milking.
When he got the milking done, he went to
put the money away in a drawer. He opened the draw and turned a whole pailful of
milk into it. [ Waterville Mail.

is

on

asking for

in

State

for

Belfast, depar:.

SCHOONERS.

Maine

by

lilling

Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at New
York Feb 15 from Singapore.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Port au Prince Nov 30 from New York.
1
Rose Dims, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
New York Feb 14 from Brunswick Ga.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Sourabaya Dec 29 from lioug Kong.
St James, F B Clifford, Shaugliae for New
York; passed Cape Point Jan 1.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, cleared from New !
Y’ork Jan 15 for Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived I
at Rosario Jan 10 from Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, at Montevideo Dec 17 for New York.

The

Teachers.

Sale.

Legislature

Havana.

was a man

Women

as

from

An

of

r/fo

Ion 29 01.
Stale of Maine, H G Curtis, at Hiogo Jan
25 for New York.
Ti 1 lie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from New York Dec 22, lor Portland, O;
spoken, Jan 9, lat 8 N, Ion 28 W.
W andering Jew, D C Nichols, at llong
Kong Dec 5 lor New Y'ork.
Wm H Macv, Amsbury, at Yokahama
Jail 24 for New Y’ork via Hiogo.
W’m 11 Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from New Y’ork Jan 22 for Sbangliae.
\V J Rotcli, Sewali C Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia July 27 tor San Francisco;
spoken Nov 10, lat 37 50 S, Ion 88 W. All

Hampton ltoads,

Devotion

Dr. G. Stanley Hall, in discussing The
I Case of the Public Schools in the AtlanI cannot
begin to tell you what your tic
Monthly, pays this tribute to female
remedies have done forme. I suffered
teachers:
for years with
falling and neuralgia
Mr. Hewes has shown that the average
of the
womb, kidney trouble and salary of the American teacher, counting
leueorrhoea in its worst form. There fifty-two weeks to the year, is $5.07
per
were times that I could not
stand, was week for such male teachers as remain in
sick all over and in
the
and
for
I
female
had
$4.07
ranks,
teachers.
despair.
not known a real well
“As a partial index of the disposition of
day for 15 years. our
to
I knew I must do
our
school
population
public
syssomething at once. tem” this is not
I had tried
reassuring. The highest
physicians without receivto the Report
average
salary,
according
ing any lasting benefit. I began the of the Commissioner of
Education, is
use of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
$1,181 per year in Massachusetts, and the
lowest
Vegetable Compound.
$213 per year in North Carolina.
“The average pay of teachers in our pubNow, I have used 9 botlic
schools
furnishes them with the sum
ties; my weight has
of $5 a week for all their expenses.”
In
increased 25 lbs. I
1885 salaries were higher than they are
tell every one to
but in 1889 the average salaries of
now,
V whom and what I owe
American teachers were lower, so
that,
i my recovery, and there
on the whole, we are
just now improving.
are 15 of my friends
The $95,000,000 spent in this
for
country
taking the Compound teachers in the public schools every year
must
be
after seeing what
divided among 308,1X10 teachers,
—more than twice as
it has done for me.
many as in any other
of
the world.
vr/j Oh, if 1 had known country
these
Although
figures take no account
of it sooner, and
of the fact that many rural teachers are
saved all these years of misery.
I
| engaged in other vocations a large part of
can recommend it to
every woman.”—
the year, they are appalling
enough. And
Kate Yoder, 408 \V. 9th St., Cincinthe reason for the displacement of male
O.
nati,
by female teachers, until in many parts of
the country the former seem doomed to
Should advice he required, write to
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., who
extinction, is apparent. At present, the
American school system as a whole owes
has the utter confidence of all inits high quality in no small measure to the
telligent American women. She will
noble character, enthusiasm, and devotion
tell
to
what
promptly
do, free of
of women who make
teaching not only a
charge. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- means of livelihood, l ut in addition
table Compound, which is
easily ob- thereto a mission service of love for their
tained at any druggist's, will restore
work and for children.
To increase this
love is to increase the best part of their
any ailing woman to her normal conservice, and to diminish it is to degrade it
dition quickly and
permanently.
to mere
drudgery and routine. As the
culture of women gradually rises, it becomes more and more evident how
unjust
have been the discriminations
against
COUNTY OF WALDO S3.
them in this field, where in
higher grades
Taken on execution in favor of the SEARS- of
school work their services are becom1*0 it'Y NATIONAL BAN Kami against .JOHN L.
ing no less valuable than men’s.
PANNO ami
ll.,
... 1 ANNO, both of Stockton Springs, in the
County ol Waldo, and will be
sold by public auction on the eleventh
The World’s Shipping.
day of
March, A. 1). 1800, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
at the office ol <»eo. E.
Johnson, in Belfast, in said
Lloyd’s register of shipping in the
County of Waldo, all the right, title and interest
which the said John L. Panno had oil the first dav great commercial nations for 1895
is, as
of November, A. 1). 1894, at seven o’clock and
usual, very interesting.
fifteen minutes in the afternoon, when the same
The total number of ships in these nawas attached on the
original writ in and to the
following described parcels of real estate situated tions aggregates 1,218,000 tons. Great
in said Stockton Springs, to wit:
Britain and Ireland still lead in
turning
The first parcel beginning on the east shore of
out ships, both steam and
sailing.
Cape Jeliison Harbor in line of the late Leonard
The
United
States
turned
homestead
farm
out
a
Staples
; thence easterly by said
tonnage
farm, crossing the town road, to land* of John of 84,877, or not far from the amount
Fred Ellis; thence southerly by said Ellis' land to
launched
We
are
still
by
classGermany.
the homestead farm of Levi S. Ellis; thence westerly by said Levi S. Ellis’ farm to the shore of ed among the three great ship-building
said harbor; thence northerly by the shore of powers of the
world, for no other nation
said harbor to the first named hound, with the
floated over 40,000 tons.
buildings thereon, known as the late Catherine
Panno homestead; being the same premises conThough the British yards floated 950,ven'd to the said John L. Panno by the inhabi- 907 tons, the time is coming when we
tants of the town of Stockton by deed da ed shall
take first rank.
The States borderAugust 2, 1884, recorded in the Waldo County
ing on our great inland seas are rich in
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 205, Page 211.
The second lot or parcel of real estate
iron
and
being lumber,
nearly all that enters
situated in said Stockton Springs, in said Countv
into the construction of ships.
Their
of Waldo, and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the southeast corner of the Stephen commerce is only in its infancy, and when
Cleaves lot, so-called: thence south by the J. F.
the great lakes are connected with the
Hiehhorn lot, so-eal ed, 30 rods to a hemlock
Atlantic by ship canals, we shall float a
stake marked 1854; thence west, 51 rods to the
home lot of the late Henry S'aples; thence north- fleet of home-made ships that will rival
erly by the last named lot 30 rods to a stake- the rest of the world.
thence east by said Stephen Cleaves lot, 51 iods
There are no signs that railroads are to
to first named hound,
containing ten aeies, more
°r Jess; being the same real estate conveyed to
seriously dwarf the world’s water comsaid John L. l’anno by Abide E.
Staples by deed merce.
They will really stimulate it, as
of January 31, 1885, recorded in said Registry.
they have been doing.
Book 215, Page 220.
A life on the ocean wave will
The third hu or parcel of real estate
probably
being situated in said Stockton Springs, in said
County of hold first rank among the proudest and
\\ aldo, and described as follows, to wit
Begin- most ennobling occupations of man. [Bosning on the south shore of Cape Jeliison har- ton
Globe.
bor at the northeast cornel of Ezekiel Harriman’s
land; thence by said llarriman’s land t<» the null
pond, to a line 30 feet from the north line of mill
Good Roads.

8HIP8.

for

The

dear MRS. PIXKHAM:

angel

OF AUGUSTA.

0. E. NASH, Tice President.

E. S- TURNER,

Secretary,

0. W. JONES, Treasurer.
BOARD
HKNKY

ti.

ALGERNON
JAMES E.

OF

DIRECTORS

STAPLES,

CHARLES K.

RANCH,

FRANK L

FULLER,

H

CHARLES H

NASH,
FREER,
BLA1MIKLL.

CHARLES W. JONES.
This compai y is popular because it is meritori
ami has had a marvelous growth. It is the
only Maine company doing business on the divi
dend plan. It is conducted upon the lines of two

ous

of the oldest ami most successful insurance com
panies in the United States, viz: the Holyoke ami
the Quincv of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 184.1 and 1851 respectively,
and have never failed to pay a dividend
All
buildings insured in this company must be surveyed by an agent of the campany, and a plan
made. This is done at the company’s expense
Every person insured is a member of the company during the life of his policy, and is entitled
to its benefits. Dilapidated,unoccupied or neglect
ed buildings, ami those in bad repair, will not be
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protection. Those wishing to insure
for revenue only will have to seek it elsewhere.

J. O. JOHNSON, Liberty,
Agent

for

Waldo

c,

from Belt .st at 2 00 i*. m every Monday
nesday and Friday. Take steamer next day
dings from Castine t<> Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge, .Jonespo'

all la*

Mat hias take steamer Castine from Belfa2.00 i*. m., stop over at Castine, take so
Frank .Jones next morning tor all landings
Castine to Machias.
AC ENTS. H. A. Creer. Belfast: J. R R
Ryder’s Cue; Win. Pendleton, Hughes P"tM. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksvi!
eotf

C.

W. SMALLIDGE. Manai:

STATE OF HA1NE.

Col. HENRY ii. STAPLES, President.

Capt.

steamer

County and Vicniity

< ouri of Inaolven
Waldo SS.
>>I
111 the cast! of EUGENE li STEW Mi
in the County of Waldo and State <d Mail"
solvent Debtor.
Notice i< hereby given that said I'ebtot hain tlie Court of Insolvency in >aid County
tion for his discharge from all hi* debts p"
under the Insolvent laws ..I said State, ami
certificate thereof, and a hejmng upon this ordered to la* had at the I’rotiate < Mlice
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--t March a. 1». 1 soo. at tu-•
clock 11. h.noon, when and where you may attend am
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petitioner should not be granted.
Attest
JIIUK H l>. PAKKI
2\v8
Register of said <

seiuiNti fi e:i^i>

Fire ni larnt Ins. Hj
Policies written upon desirable risks m
old and reliable insurance company
current rates.
Prompt and equitable

t

justment of losses.

fKED ATWOOD.

Ageu

Winterport, Dec. 17. 1895.—3ui52

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams* Indian Pile Ointment wif
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Pii«
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at onDr. W'iicas a poultice, gives instant relief.
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for !'
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing «
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by diuggist
bv mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M'F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland
1 y 48
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
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I'lie
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POKTEK
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of
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MAKES

SOME ADDITO THE LIST.

CHEWDAjfC

Literary

News and

Notes.

Short stories by Kipling and Robert
Barr, and poems by Robert Louis Stevenson and
Eugene Field, are promised in
McClure s Magazine for March.
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pany,
78
337,808
In causing a copy of this and final account of administration of said estate
:
fessiou for that of merchant
persons
neighbor the remains were laid to rest in have read it will be a mark of ignorance. part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- order to he published three weeks successively in for allowance.
Total amount of liabilities, except
•din Bangor.
j
Mayor, Represen- the
school
should
have
it
as
a
reader.”
Its
value
is
tle.
incalculable.
Be
That
sure
the
notice
thereof
he
and
Ordered,
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
given, three I capital stock and net. surplus.£5,243.769 28
family lot in the beautiful little ceme- Every
His poem at Bangor
Senator.
The Rev. Dr. Ii. Heber Newton says, ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, Surplus beyond all liabilities.
2,211,17383
try northeast of the city.
<
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
take no other kind.
elebration, Sept. 30, 1869,
“Characters
live
in
and
Iyr46
move
like
huit,
Thus has ended a long life of toil and
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be Aggregate amount of
He has writ■ogant production.
liabilities, inman beings, and not like the manikins of
and
show
held
at
on
the
second
of
if
March
the
Belfast,
noon,
cause,
a
have,
Tuesday
any they
why
usefulness,
quiet unobtrusive life, yet
“What kind of a tie do you admire most?”
cluding net surplus..
••: poems.
£7,454,943 11
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
Another critic, Wm. O. M’Dowprayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
a firm,
he asked, as he made his regular call.
unyielding one for right as God history.” “When the
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
said account should not he allowed.
Bebecca Palfrey—Daughter of
Scull x. Field, Managers.
bronze monument of
ell,
says,
him
to
see
the
“The
she
answered
E.
truthA true copy. Attest:
GEO.
gave
marriage tie,”
JOHNSON, Judge.
right. [Gridley, 111., Nathan
/l ean
K. B. Cowlks, Ass’t Manager.
Palfrey, minister at Belfast, j
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
llale, in the City Hall Park, New fully, and without hesitation.
Feb. 14.
*74, was a writer of much poetic Advance,
FIELD & WEST. Agents, Belfast. Me.
7
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
York, shall have surrendered to the forces
Look out for colds at this season.
of time, the Nathan Hale of this book will
Keep 'TTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate,held at Belfast
well and strong by taking Hood’s
Snow in Massachusetts.
Tf
on the second Tuesday of February, 1896
•••'lge W. Patten, U. S. A.—Was
continue to be an inspiring influence touch- yourself
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- Hamburg=Bremen, F ire insurance Co.
Sarsaparilla, the great tonic and blood puri- DAVID BRACKETT and C. S. BRACKETT, Exec
fast, on the second Tuesday of Februarv,
Newport, R. I., Dec. 25, 1807.
heart.”
OF HAMBURG.
utors on the estate of CYNTHIA ELLINGWOOD,
fier.
Postal Inspector W. B. Snow has recently ing every
1890. ROBERT D. McCOBB. Administrator with
d at Brown University in 1825.
late of Winterport, in said County, deceased, hav- the will annexed on the estate of ANDREW Mc- Incorporated in 1854
General Greely’s article in the March
nding officer of the Military Post closed two eases at Adams and Gardner
Papa. “I wonder why it is that when we ing presented their first and final account of ad- COBB, late of Lincolnville, in said County, deCommenced Business in 1854.
■1
ion, and married there.
He was which, although they have caused him conRadies’ Home Journal upon “The Per- drop a slice of bread it usually falls with ministration of said estatt for allowance.
ceased, having presented his first account of ad- F. (). Affeld, H.C. Bi'uhenukui;ku, Vanagers.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three ministration of said estate for allowance.
the
buttered
side
down?”
line taste and skill and wrote siderable
work, have also furnished him sonal Side of Washington” will show that
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
His Little Boy. “I guess it’s for the same weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
lu 1867, Hurd and Houghton
Capital Paid up in Cash, $300,000.
with some amusement. As is always the Washington was largely influenced by his reason that when we fall in winter we won- printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons we* ks successively, in the Republican Journal,
>
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
a volume of his
in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
entitled
but also that he steadily der
poems
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
printed
environments,
.case in changing the site of a postoftie e, the
the
ice freezes with the slippery
why
held
at
on
the
second
of
March
Belfast,
s
Tuesday
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
of the Border.”
He died in whole village is shaken to its roots and these tended toward the higher standards of the side
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March Stocks and bonds owned by the comup.” [Harper’s Round Table.
where he resided many years, two villages indulged in something of the present
said
market
account
should
not
be
allowed.
pany,
as
his
and
value.‘..$1,260,675 Oft
show cause, if any they have, why the
age, especially
next,
regards
Loans secured by collaterals.
kind. The town’s weekly papers made the
If the hair is falling out and turning gray,
1S.S2 on 1883.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
said account should not be allowed
20,000 00
habits and ideals.
Of the first election in
Cash in the company’s principal office
A
true
Attest
the
of
most
of
the
skin
need
the
copy.
and
excitement
and
did
E.
some
glands
GEO.
credit- which he
stimulating
JOHNSON, Judge.
Flijah R. Sabine—He settled in ;
actively participated General color-food, and the best remedy
Jerf.’h D. Parker, Register.
| and in bank
'.
33,71068
A true copy. Attest:
and stimuden as a Methodist minister in 1815. 1 able work in rising to the imp >rtance of the
writes: “In his younger days lant is Hall’s Hair Renewer.
1.0H)0ft
| Interest due and accrued.
Jere’h I). Parker, Register.
case and handling it in
;|s
metropolitan fashion. Greely
i Premiums in fine course of collection..
107,338 31
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
Bepresentative to the General ; The inspector
Washington extended at his first election
found his chief amusement.,
the
of
“He
on
the
stood
at
the
of
the
second
Waldo,
of
she
1816
County
17-18.
He
SS.—In
Court
of
top
Tuesday
steps,”
Probate, held at Bel
Massachusetts,
however, in the attempts of the editors to the usual post-election hospitality, which,
February, A. D. 1896.
fast, on the second Tuesday of February, Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
father of Lorenzo Sabine of East- make a play of words on his name.
said, in telling about it afterward; “and I
the company at their actual value. $1,422,723 99
[Boston in those days, consisted in the minimum mustered up enough courage
certain instrument, purporting to be the last 189(5. WILLIAM I). PENNELL. Executor on tlie
to say: ‘You
Francis M. Sabine of Bangor, Traveller.
amount
of food with the maximum 1 know this is
estate ol FRANK W. PATTERSON, late of Belwill and testament of SOPHIA R. CALI)
LIABFLITI ES DECEM BKIt 31, 1895
leap year.’
a most
in
said
fast,,
late
of
amount of spirits.
in
said
elegant and successful poet
WELL,
Bellast,
of
deceased,
We find him paying
County,
having
presented
Waldo,
County
Net amount of
“Yes. What then?”
unpaid losses and
his first account of administration of said estate
ntcd many poems.
deceased, having been presented for probate.
He died in
an account for such an entertainment for
claims.
“Then
he leaped and I haven’t seen him
86,065 00
NOW IS YOUR TiriE-^=7
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons for allowance.
i.
Am >unt required to safely re nsure all
Georgia, whither he had gone
some four hundred voters, where the acsince.”
That
notice
thereof
he
interested by causing a copy of this order to
Ordered,
given, three
outstanding ri-ks
797,697 94
"•alth, in 1818.
be published three weeks successively in the weeks successively in the Republican Journal, All
count was three shillings for food and
other ilemands against the cornThe usual treatment of catarrh is very
u v L
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
ingdon (Bradbury) Savage
viz: commissions, ct<
thirty-seven for liquors. The capacity of
pan
17,870 72
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to he
iu
in
the average drinker may, perhaps, be unsatisfactory, as thousands can testify. may
York, April 2, 1817,
held
at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
within
and
for
said
on
the
secBelfast,
local treatment is positively necesCounty,
Total amount of liabilit ies, except capProper
'f Jeremiah
and
sisand
show
if
next,
cause,
Bradbury
any they have, why the
placed at three quarts at a sitting, as de- I sary to success, but many, if not most, of ond Tuesday of March next, at ten' of the clock said
ital stock and net surplus.
901,633 66
account should not he allowed.
ue Bion
rived from this account, which covered the remedies iu general use afford but tem- before i.oon, and show cause, if any they have, |
Bradbury. She marSurplus beyond capital. 521,<* *0 33
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
why the same should not be proved, approved
A illiam T.
one
of
(a
Bangor
Savage
A true copy. Attest:
hogshead
punch, one barrel of porary relief. A cure certainly cannot be and allowed.
Aggregate an mint of liabilities, in
d.
She was gifted as a writer
Jkhf.’h 1). Parker, Register.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
punch, forty gallons of punch, nine bowls expected from snuffs, powders, douches and
chiding net surplus.$1,422.723 99
id poetry. She died in ErankA true copy. Attest:
of punch, forty-five gallons of wine and washes.
Ely’s Cream Balm, which is so
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelFIELD & WEST, Agents. Belfast, He.
7
Jere’ii D. Parker, Register.
J in. 1, 1S72.
Her husband
commended, is a remedy that comon the second Tuesday of February.
forty-seven gallons of beer. Washington, I highly
fast,
bines the important requisites of quick
w ho was not
Y17ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- 189(5. ,1. R. MEALS, Executor on the estate of
holarship in Bowdoin College
surIns
present,
Fire
&
expressed
Harine
Insurance Co.
Springfield
THAN
action, specific curative power, with
M
named the “Mary Langdon
fast, on the second Tuesday of February, IGNATIES CESHMAN, late of Morii 1. in said
prise at their moderation, and wrote his safety and pleasantness to the patient.perfect 1896.
OF sPKI.WiPIKI.il. MASS.
DANA B. SOUTH WORTH ami JOHN G.
County, deceased, having presented hi- final acii'Jaiship.”
agent that lie feared he had not been libExecutors of the last will and testa- count of administration of said estate, together Incorporated in I84t>.
BROOKS,
cc|,"niT''
•a
eral enough, and expressed the hope that
May (Stevens) Mason—Was ABSOLUTE
“1 hear you fellows had a good time at ment of MARY E. SOUTH WORTH, late of Bel- with his private account, for allowance.
Commenced Business in 1851.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Kastport, June 17, 1844. In her
he had not neglected those who had voted that little banquet.” “Good time? When 1 fast, in said County, deceased, having presented weeks
A. W. DAMON, President.
-NO CHANCE FOR LOSS.
their tirst account of administration of said essuccessively, in the Republican Journal,
ts she was a mature and
S. J. HALL, S cretary.
in the opposition.
“His reflective mind rode in to business the next morning the tate, together with the private account of JolinG. printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
grace:, r of
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
A SECURITY REDEMPTION
and acute observation soon noted the rav- conductor tried to make me pay excess bag- Brooks, Executor, for allowance.
poetry. At the bedside of
Capital Paid up in Cash, $1,500,000.00.
gage on my head.”
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
father, Samuel Stevens, in
ages made by drink, and doubtless conweeks successively, in the Republican Journal, next, and show cause, iI any they have, why the
she wrote that beautiful misFor the benefit of your family was writfirmed that personal moderation which
said
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
account
id
not
slum
he
allowed.
in
Belfast, in said county, that all persons
printed
!,ymn which may be seen iu the
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
never permitted him to run into excess of ten on a small package presented to a sufferinterested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
Real estate owned by Hie company, uner.
A
He
had
true
but
this
Attest:
conheld
at
on
the
copy.
insurance,
second
package
Belfast,
incumbered .‘
Fastport. She married, second,
In the Provincial army, when
Tuesday of March
...$ 134. (MM) 00
any kind.
Jere’h 1). Parker, Register.
tained Adamson’s Cough Balsam and restor- next, and show- cause, if any they have, why the
N feus
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
Mason, a missionary to India, guarantes every share of stock.
general charges of drunkenness wrere made ed him to health after
the said account should not be allowed.
a few doses.
liens)
taking
521,725 00
she went with him.
I). Lothrop
SS.—In
Court
of
at
BelProbate, held
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
against the Virginia troops, there was no
2,565 acres of beautiful cottage sites
Stocks ami bonds owned by the com
fast, on the second Tuesday of February,
A true copy
Boston published a volume of close to Bar Harbor.
Wife—“What a terrible thing it it to be
Attest:
word against Washington personally. He
pany, market value.
2,665,772 < 0
189(5.
SYLVANUS
Executor
on
the
esDAVIS,
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
Loans secured by collaterals
-vms in 1881,
entitled “Cherry
57,096 20
All money from sale of stock goes to
had, moreover, thus early deplored it as a buried alive.”
tate of WILLIAM DAVIS, late of Belfast, in said Cash in the
11 s "f
company’s principal office
Husband—“Yes, and it isu’t such a deliriYeddo.” She died in India,
serious vice, forbade it by stringent orders,
further develop and improve the property.
and in hank.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all County, deceased, having presented his first and
187,193 14
to be buried dead,
ously
pleasant
thing
final
account
of
lss4. Maine has not yet produced
administration
of
said estate for Interest due and accrued.
and applied a hundred lashes to every man either.”
All money from sale of land goes to
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
39,897 82
pay
'•
and taken upon himself the trust of Administra- allowance.
Premiums in due course of collection,
poet who is her superior.
259,461 01
found drunk. Still later he wrote that
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
tor of the estate of
To
the
Sufferers
of
Thomas T. Stone, 1). I).—Was
Rheumatism.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
QUARTERLY AND EXTRA
‘Gin-shops served to ruin the proprietor
Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
1!‘
LOIS HANSON, late of Palermo,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
Waterford, Me., Feb. 9, 1801.
and those who make the most frequent
After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
the company at their actual value...$3,845,145 17
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
at
Bowdoin
some
time
iu
in
I
take
1820.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
m‘led
my practice
great pleas- as the law directs he therefore
College
application to them,’ and in advisiug his
requests all per- held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of March,
at
ure in saying that it is a most wonderful
to
1832
and
ami
show
he
sons
who
if
are
next,
Machias,
indebted to said deceased’s estate
1846,
cause,
nephew
any they have, why the Net amount of unpaid losses and
adds, ‘Refrain from drink,
" r<'
m
claims..
which is a source of all evil and the ruin remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the to make immediate payment, and those who have said account should not l»e allowed.
184,31126
Hudson, Mass., reGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Amount required to safely .re-insure
ind was tlie oldest
only one I have found for the cure of this any demands thereon, to exhibb the same for
of half the workmen of this
Same men
living graduate
Same management that
A true copy. Attest:
settlement to him.
all outstanding risks ..". 1,510,305 23
disease in all its various forms.
JOSEPH A. BANKS.
country.’
vv‘loin College.
He was an elegant
boomed Dana's Sarsaparilla and paid
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
All other demands against the com6m41
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
pany, viz: commissions, etc_
35,919 10
every stockholder in two years $1,329
T
that
he
has
been
concerned,
Beecham’s
8arah
for
Mr.
duly
appointed
subscriber
Sanford—“Is
the
old
who
is
constitalklady
hereby gives public notice To all
i
(Forbes) Woodhull—Was for every $100 invested.
j„
and taken upon himself the trust of Ext cut* r
Total amount of liabilities, except
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
to your father so earnestly your granding
March
of the last wil and testament and codicil thereto and taken
11, 1809. Married
Shares $10 each. You can have 1 or
l:,... "'."“"Sior,
capital stock and net surplus__ 1.730,535 59
upon himself the trust of Administramother?” Freddie—“That’s what she is.” of
10* and
Get the “On
Woodhull of Thomaston,
tor of the estate of
Capital actually pai up in cash.. 1,50<»,'00 00
100. Are you interested? Send postal
i,.'"
inn
your mother’s side?” “Yep, every
'""‘Kor prior to 1830. She wrote
FRANCES
M.
Surplus
beyond capital
late
of
614,609 58
BANKS,
Belfast,
card for complete information.
NOAH Lixscorr, late of Troy,
j.,
time.” [Truth.
bock at your
in the county of Waldo, deceased, by
poetry, much of which was printed.
and
!
giving bond in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond Aggregate amount of liabilities, inas
the
law
he
therefore request ail per- as the law
You make no mistake when you buy Daldirects;
directs; he therefore requests all perHangor, Sept. 24, 1882.
cluding net surplus.$3,845,145 17
PETIT MANAN LAND ft INDUSTRIAL CO.
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
sons who are indebted to said
ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
it.
<Jdeceased’s estate to
Policies written in this old and reliable comgo
make immediate payment, and those who have
(Forbes) Wakefield—Was
1„„, lu
55 Church Street, Belfast, flaine.
make immediate payment, and those who have
dalton’s family pills. Everybody pays so,
7
any demands thereon to'exhibit the same for set- any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for set- pany on desirable risks.
Bangor, Oct. 11, 1817. She mar- or Hancook Building, Devonshire St., Boston.
Annual uki more than 6,000.000 boxes.
and “what everybody says must be true.”
lement to him.
ADONIRAM H. BANKS.
tlement to him.
JOHN W. LINSCOTT.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent, Winterport.
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Searsport Locals.

COUNTY

Mr. H. E. Wentworth,
milkmen, lost a good horse Monday. The cause was indigestion-Mr. Edward Evans lost a fine Jersey cow last Saturday night-The selectmen met at their
office Feb. 24th, to settle up the year’s busiThe Ritchie Dramatic Club presentness.
ed their drama at Morrill Grange Hall, Friday, Feb. 21st, to a goodly audience, consid-

Unity.; Mrs. E. R. Conner of Belfast visited friends here last week.. .Miss Mary Fogg
returned home from Massachusetts Saturday.. .There was a dance at the I. O. O. F.
hall Friday evening, Feb. 21st. Music by
Cookson’s orchestra_S. S. Smith of Newport is to teach a writing school in the village-Mr. Edgar Harding has returned
from Jackson, where he had been for the
past two weeks_Mr. B. B. Stevens has
been quite ill, but is somewhat better-For
the past week men and teams have been
busy harvesting ice from the lake. The ice
is very thick and clear-The Methodist

Waldo Centre.

COHKKSPOMDENCE.

one

the cheek list.

of

our

Morrill. We were glad to see Mrs. J.
Mears at church last Sunday, alter
F. J. Blather was in town Sunday.
being confined to the house for three
Reading at the Congl. parsonage Friday weeks with illness_Mrs. Alvesta Hatch
evening.
lias been visiting lier sister in Rostov the
Sell. Emma W. Day is loading hay for past three weeks-There is quite an epiPortlaud.
! deinic of colds and coughs among the chilWalter E. Towers went to Boston Monday dren in the village.Several flashes of ering the weather and travel-Rev. Mr,
vivid lightning were seen by some of our Andrews
by steamer.
preached at the Ryan school house
citizens last Wednesday night-Rev. Uriah
last Sunday_Ben Bucklin and family of
Ella A. Hopkiusl returned Wednesday
Drew preaches here next Sunday at 2 p. m.
Knox are moving into Mrs. Clara Nickerson’s
rom Augusta.
He will not be here in the evening.
house_Miss Lela Payson left for Boston
Soli. A. J. Whitiug is loading kiln wood
of
MontSkarsmont. Mr. Geo. Howard
last week.
or Rockland.
ville closed a very profitable term of school
Sandypoint. Mrs. Annie Cobe of ChiNew
from
in Dist. No. 4 Feb. 13th.
Mr. Howard’s fine
Capt. A. N. Blanchard returned
cago, 111., spent last week here with her
York Monday.
natural ability, combined with his training
grandmother, Mrs. W. P. Watts, who is ill.
H. N. Edwards and wife of Jackson were at the Normal school, make him one of our I
_James Staples, who has been in the emmost
the
last
afterteachers.
On
in town this week.
progressive
ploy of Perkins Bro’s. & Co. at Norcross,
noon a party from North Appleton and some
W. E. Grinnell made a business trip to
Me., lately arrived home-C. F. Snow went
of the people of the district came in to the
Boston the past week.
to Bangor last Saturday on business-Miss
school making a very enjoyable and pleasant
Louise Perkins was in Bucksport several
T. Hamilton left for his home in
W. C
occasion, which will he long remembered by
last week with relatives-Misses
M inneapolis \\ ednesday.
those present... .The singing school taught days
Ethel and Ines Maxtield will arrive home
Fannie E. Smith is visiting E. L. Warren by John Gushee of Appleton closes Thursthis week from Castme, where they have
and family at Bucksport
day.
been attending the Normal School-Mr.
Rev. B. B. Merrill of Brewer made a short
South Montville. Mrs. Sarah Bryant Fred Blanchard has bought Mrs. R. S. Doe’s
visit here last week on his way to Boston.
was called to attend the funeral of her niece
place and moved his family there last week,
Israel (. losson went to New York Monday in Union last week.... Mr. A. L. Pease, who ....The whooping cough is spreading quite
has been quite sick, is out again, but is not ! rapidly-The sociable will meet with Mr.
to go as first otiicer of schooner Sailic 1'On.
able t<> work....Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Clark \ and Mrs. Edward Clifford this, Thursday,
Misses
Nancy and Maude Nichols of
of Camden were the guests of C. E. Gilman ■
evening. All are iuvited-Mr. Ernest
Bucks} it are the guests >>f their aunt. Mrs.
last Saturday. They were on their way to Blanchard celebrated his 21st birthday by
D. Y Mitchell.
Palermo to visit her father.A young giving a party in the hall last Monday even|
Ephraim K Smart of Kings1.* y, Kansas,
tramp called on the chairman of the select- j ing. About sixty were invited. Oranges,
•irriv* <; 1-y train Mommy to attend the funmen of Liberty, C.
M. Howes, a few days ! nuts and candy were liberally distributed
eral oi \Y D. Smart.
and a line time is reported.
ago and demanded a home; and although
Sell*'liners Lizzie Lane and E. L. Warren bis soft strains of music disturbed the
Prospect. Mr. William George lias sold
nailed l.av the past week by A. E. Nickerslumbers of Charles he had not the heart to
the pair of horses lie had last year and
son for the Boston market.
turn him away.
His weight was 9 1-2 lbs.
bought a pair of black ones from the
Y. Turgeou left Tuesday noon for a I
G
Palermo. Hay has been in good demand Frankfort
Granite Company_Most of the
Inif'iv. -s tri| to the west in the interest of
this winter. Buyers have bought and press- work done here this winter is
getting up the
tin N ichois-Monroe Mauf’g Co.
ed many large lots.
These are now being
firewood, hauling pressed hay, and those
F. 11. Mosman of North Heading, Mass.,
shipped over the W. & (L>. R. R., and a large having white birch are hauling some to
who has been in town on a business trip, amount of freight is brought along the line.
Sears port. The price paid is $5 per cord.
leaves lor his home to-day by steamer.
Corn and dour are sold for less than they
Some little kilnwood is hauled at $2 per
lh gree w ork will be performed on several ! can be bought in Augusta-The Ladies’
cord....C. O. Hatch and wife visited their
candidates at Odd Fellows’ Hall Friday Sewing Circle met last week at Mrs. C. E. old home in Morrill last Saturday-In the
Carr’s and quite a large number were pres, storm
evening. A full attendance is requested.
Wednesday night, Feb. 19th, it snowNotices are lip calling a meeting of the eut. Next Thursday they meet at Mrs. Jaue
ed, hailed, rained and liglitned, besides
Wood
h
st two cows last
Memorial Association Monday evening at Soule’s.... Frank
blowing a gale for a short time. .The Stock.30 o’clock to attend to important business. week. One broke its leg and had to he killed
ton hound has just passed over the hill on a
and the other died... .Olena Young has gone
fox track, and the Stockton hunters are staNickerson & Bailey have already received
to Augusta to visit her cousin, Mattie Lisli- tioned
along to get a shot-The country
between four and live hundred cords of
See that your

name

is

on

R.

..

ness.

holds,

Monthly contribution at the Congl. church
next Sunday.
Communion service in the
at 3.30.

afternoon
the

Communion

service at

Harbor church the following Sunday.

The Congregational sociable will be held
this, Thursday, evening, with Mr. and Mrs.
Beamier Sargent, if line. In event of storm,
Friday evening. The hell will be rung if it
s to be held.
The annual town meeting will take place
Monday, March 9th. The warrant will be
put up Saturday. Those desiri g to insert

articles will do well to interview the selectmen

to-day, Thursday.

Among the arrivals at the Searsport House
the past week were: E. W. Burbank, Portland. William Andrew ('lark, Belfast,
Frank Elden Crowley, Belfast,
Fisher
Parish, Portland, W. E. Bowden, Boston, F.
T. Foster, Portland, G. P. Lombard, Belfast,
M. S. French, Boston, II. L. Russell, Rockland, C. U. Phinney, Portland, F. J. Cayting,
Bangor, P*. L Nickerson, Rockland, W. S.
S'pin :. Bui!alo, J. H. Vickery, Bangor,
(

has.

Mnal), Boston, E. W. Could,

Vi.iow Hall

was

at tin annua! supper and
tin- M- C odsst Society hist

Nearly
iiumli't

hundred

a

and

1

w

ami stnl there

utmost

to

ae-

large audience

*date the

O'li.ia

taxed to its

j
Bangor.

came

in attendance
entertainment of

J

Tuesday --veiling.

1

from

Belfast-.

enty supper J iokets were sold
f« .<d left
The entertain-

was

It consisted of

reading hy
Miss Minnie Keihert, songs hy Nancy and
Matul
Millie
Nichols,
Coleord, Jennie
l nit is, little Mabel S.ivary and
M. Kane,
ment

w

good

as

(

concluding with the operetta, entitled “Sun
Flower Chorus.”
The First Baptist Choral Association of
Belfast will give a onoert at the Congregational church Friday evening, March 13th.
This

association

consists

of

twenty-four

hers. It was organized ten months ago
and has since been under the constant instruction of Mr. E. S. Pitcher. This concert

mem

will prove

a rare

treat to all lovers of music.

The program will consist of several chorus

Harding, Mass., speaker and
medium, will lecture at the Baptist
< butvh
Friday evening, Feb. 28th, at 7
o
iook.
If stormy, postponed until SaturMay .‘veiling. All are invited-The enterHolt

her a surprise party on her eightieth
birthday, which occurred Feb. 22nd. The
ollowing were present: Mrs. Julia Blanchard, Mrs. Emily J. Simonton, Mrs. Sally H.
Eaton, Mrs. Mary Mosuian, Mrs. Rebecca
Cyphers, Mrs. Amanda Catlin, Mrs. Desire
Harris, Mrs. Abiah Merithew, Mrs. Julia A.
Nichols, Mrs. Catherine Park. The united

the company amounted to 82(5 years,
an average of over 75
years. After lunch
the ladies indulged in pleasant reminiscences
ages of

of

by

gone

da vs.

Obituary. Died in Searsport, Feb. 21st,
William D. Smart, aged 77 years. Mr. Smart
was born in
Prospect, now Searsport, Nov.
3t>, 1818, and was one of eleven children of

Knight

and

Mary (Cass) Smart, only

two of

whom survive—BethshebaJ. Merithew' and
M. Bassick. Mr. Smart wras married
three times. Four children were born to him
by his first wife, two of whom are living
—Ephraim K. of Kingsley, Kansas, and
Willian
1). of Searsport.
His daughter
Emily was lost at sea when Capt. Peleg
B. Nichols’ bark, the Sarah A. Nichols,
was cast aw’ay.
Bertha E. died in Malden, Mass., in 1877. Mr. Smart was a

Mary

life-long Democrat,

and

having

a

very

re-

tentive

memory it was a pleasure to hear
lnm tell of the old campaigns. His
brother,
Ephraim K., died in Camden Sept. 29th,
1872, aged 59 years. He was representative
in Congress from this district in 1848, ’49,
’51 and ’53; collector at Belfast, 1853 to 1858,
and was the Democratic nominee for Governor after that.
The home of William I>. is
one of the landmarks of
Searsport, as he lived at the corner of the Mt. Ephraim and
Swanville roads, where he had a fine farm, j
He was always deeply interested in advances I
in agriculture. His funeral
nesday.
NORTH

took

place

Wed-

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mrs_Geo. C. Seavey of this place is visiting in Belfast.
w

Mrs. Hollis Black is confined to the house
ith rheumatism.

Local fishermen are not meeting
much success on Swan Lake.

with

Mrs. Callie Dow and Mrs. Lydia Flowers
have made Granite Grange a present of a
nice chair for the use of the Master.
Patrons Androscoggin Mutual Insurance
Co. have made no assessments for the past
year ending Feb. 20th. How is that for the
Grangers? A. Stinson, agent.
Granite! Grange is still prospering, with
new members coming in at
every meeting.
The grange numbers more than two hundred members, with an attendance of nearly
one hundred each evening.
The programs
are interesting and beneficial.

I

tamment

given at the Band Hall under the i
of

Hope people,

on

Tuesday

evem

Feb. 18'h, for the bent lit of Mr. George
Athen was a success.
The net proceeds
were about $22.
mg,

The private school at the
school house is ail assured thing. It
is expected twenty-live scholars will attend.
The school is to be taught by Ernest L.
Bartlett, and will begin March 2nd. Mr.
Bartlett is a first-class teacher, and gives excellent satisfaction... .The meeting of the
Waldo Bee-keepers Society was held last
Thorndike.

Station

Potatoes are 12 cents per bushel. It takes
four bushels of potatoes to buy one bushel
of corn or meal....The sch< ol taught by
Harry Rich was considered to be one of the
very best in town, and the teacher and
scholars

were spoken highly of by the
supervisor-Bert Hogan of Long Island, Mass.,
called on Mrs. II. S. Higgins, Feb. 23rd_
Mrs. Myra Rich of Brooks is visiting her
brother, J. R. Gross-Mrs. Benj. Ames returned from Bangor, Feb. 22ud_Harvest
Moon Grange will hold its next meeting

Saturday evening, Feb. 29th.
Monroe.

Leslie Knowlton,
dangerously sick last week, is

now

ing,

in

and if

nothing

new

sets

reported as
improvwill

soon

be about-Miss Phebe Shaw of Etna will
spend her school vacation this spring with
her sister, Mrs. C. C. Whitcomb
.Joseph
Palmer is on the sick list and threatened
with a fever-Mr. Barker Piper and his
daughter Mrs. Cooper and family have moved from Connecticut recently to the old
Nathaniel Wildes farm. Mrs. Piper came a
year ago to live with her sister, Sarah
Wildes, who was not able to live alone, and
now all her
family in Connecticut have joined her-George Snow, who takes
up his
residence in Monroe, has been robbing hen
roosts lately.
He was arrested and taken
to Brooks before atrial justice and fined SI
..

costs-Quite a delegation of Monroe
Odd Fellows will attend, by invitation, the
installation of a new lodge at Hampden Feb.
26th-Mr. Joseph Pattee, first selectman,
and

has been a sufferer from sciatica for the past
three weeks and was unable to meet with
selectmen to close up business-Mr. Jefferson Neallv, accompanied by his daughter,
Mrs. Freeman Ritchie, attended the G. A.
R. and W. R. C. meetings at Bangor last
wreek. Mrs. Palmer was elected President of
the National W. R. C. and Mrs. Ritchie
Treasurer. Mrs. P. was Senior Vice President last year. Our Monroe ladies have
been quite highly honored and are well fitted for the offices-The Silver Grays have
a dance Monday night March 2d at the Town
Hall-Franklin Chase has a flock of
chickens hatched out this week. Ten out of
12 eggs hatched.
Who can beat that this
cold weather?-Mrs. Hurley and Miss
jI Hurley have arrived to visit their uncle and
aunt, Mr. Charles Sargent and Mrs. Gilmore.
Mrs. G. has been put in a chair for the first
time this week since her fall. Mrs. Hurley
will remain and the young lady will stop tw o
weeks with her uncle and aunt. As Mr.
Sargent is 96 years old and Mrs. G. 80, and
they live alone, it is very pleasant for them
to have
their niece
remain-Lindley
Bowen, A. H. Mayo’s clerk, is on the sick
list-Miss Augusta Neally is visiting Miss
Geneva Grant in Frankfort.

|

Boston,

It

run

of the

io

troubled me so
I could not
and could

A NEW AND BEAUTIFUL LINE OF
j

heart.) Tw0
badly!
sleep

J

WRAPPERS^

«I

In Several

hard-|TLE8

*y keel> :lbol',t '“y work g LIKE
days. About this time,Jj
1 got a pamphlet tellingl
1
about

A

Styles and Prices. Call and

Have you

tried a bottle at
I had not taken
once.
one bottle before I was
4
much better, and could
sleep and eat well. Af- BANK
ter taking two bottles, I
LHEtK
was as well as ever and
could sleep as I did WITH
when I was a child. I
cannot sav too much for EVERY
medi'
bottle

!
1

them.

in White Quilts at 98c.

Specialty
See them in

see

window, they

our

seen our new

are

full sized.

line of

and I

where he has been stopping the past year....
On account of a severe storm the old folks
ball did not come off. It will take place
later....Dr. Emerson will leave in about a
week for Baltimore. We are sorry to lose
him, for he has endeared himself to the peo- j
pie and he will be missed.Mrs. Geo.
Whitten has been very sick, but is recover-

riiRpo

PALPI-

!

TiTinv
NATION

OP
THE

:

HEART

^PRINTS ?
^

a.

Evelf.th,
Me.

Farmington,

stock at two

Scates fledical Co., Westbrook, fie.

middle of March-Dr. Blanchard
Richmond soon to practice dentistry-Business at the railroad station is
booming. The yard at present is completely
blockaded with wood, bark, logs, hay and
pulp wood. From three to six car loads are
shipped daily_Mrs. Eben Dodge is very
sick. L. B. Fogg is improving.
the

~

They
and

are very

are

desirable

going rapidly.

FOR FRIDAY, FEB. 28,
We offer at a special sale all the ftlNnilAMQ in

5c?“erVaIUaMe
Chas.

ing slowly... .A. F. Pendleton is in town....
Samuel Kelly will not start for Montana until

palpita

year ago 11
down, had I

Dr. Swan’s Nerve
and Blood Tonic

very able sermon_Lizzie Webster has
gom> to Portland to have her eyes treated.
is at home from

became

a

RE-inights,
LI EVES

a

-Virgil Harding

“About

cash the check.

“1!!”!!"!"?

prices,

our

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦5 and 8 Cents. ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

will go to

There

BECAUSE

I
;
ii

j
!
:

i

!

the first time

figure,

and

styles that will be included in this

chance to buy Ginghams at
feel sure that everv one
will improve the opportunity.

a

we

H. A. 3TARRETT, Main
Belfast

Price Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY

FOR THE JOI KNAL.

Pra

Produce Market.

t’

Paid Producer

50 d75 Haw | v ton, 0 OOu 12 00
Apples, p bn,
3 a4
4 a
dried, p tb,
f>j Hides. [ > tt.,
5 //7
1 85 a 2 n-| Lamb, f lb,
Beans,*pea,
30,//45
medium, 1 do a 1 75 Lamb Skins,
4 a 5
lb.
yel'w eyes 1 4< >a 1 60 M niton,
Butter, p lb,
I'd a 20 Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 30//32
25//3o
5 a 7 Potatoes,
Beef, p it.,
4 1-2// 5
50a 55 Round Ho<r,
Barley, p bn,
10 a 12 st raw. t> ton. 5 00a 0 oo
Cheese, p !t>,
31 a 13 Turkey, fc> lb.
14//10
Chicken, p lb,
2a4
Calf Skins,
50 a 1 00 Tallowy
0 a7
14a Id Veal, t> lb,
Duck, p lb,
13 \\ ool, unwashed, 14 ./ 1 5
Eggs, p doz,
8a. 1 <> Wood, hard, 3 5o«5 00
Fowl, p lb,
14a 1 d> Wood, soft, 3 00o-3 50
Geese, p lb,

IT

CURES

good

DON’T FORGET THAT WE ARE SELLING
WINTER GOODS AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Wixterport. Tlie j>riiii.iry school, Miss |
Nancy Merrill teacher, closed last Friday |
3c
3f
3c
3C
with exercises that were creditable alike to
j
scholars and teacher.
Supervisor Porter !
was present and his council was very appropriate. Miss Merrill in place of cards gave
the scholars a fine treat.
She is very popu
lar as a teacher and is specially adapted to
the care of children. Their attachment is
mutual and she has a motherly care over
them. Miss Merrill was born near her school
and it must give her much satisfaction to
*
3C
3f
3C
3c
know that her work is appreciated by all in
the district, anti the 25 or more Christmas
she
received show how scholars
presents
feel toward her. Such work as hers commands more salary than .she receives. .School
closed in Dist. No. 13, Feb. 21st after a very
successful term taught by Miss Blanche
Shaw of Winterport. This school has been
called by some a very trying one,but a pleasant teacher makes pleasant pupils and kindEven after Doctors and other
ness rules far better than the rod.In the evenMedicines have failed.
ing this school was joined by Mrs. Thompson’s and an entertainment was given at the
Grange Hall, White’s Corner, consisting of
songs, dialogues, recitations and tableaus,
New Sharon, Dec. 5,1895.
followed by social games, which were much
1 have had stomach
Gents
trouble. Have used your Sarsaenjoyed by all present. Miss Shaw will be
and
Nerve Tonic and it
welcomed
the
of
this
parilla
diswarmly
by
people
lias helped me. 1 believe it to be
trict if she should return in the spring. .The
a good blood Tonic.
village schools closed Feb. 21st after an inSimon Greenleaf,
teresting term of 12 weeks. In Mr. Lord’s
Deputy Sheriff,
d< partmeut, after the examination, some exFranlflin County, Maine.
cellent essays were given by the 1st class.
The 2d and 3d classes gave some fine reeitatious. (Many visitors were present and expressed themselves as well pleased with the
advancement made by the school. The exDalton’s Family Pills have no
ercises closed with able remarks by F. M.
Porter and Ellery Bowden. In Mr. Carleton’s
equal IN THE WORLD. Ihey
and Miss Harlow’s schools exercises approdo not gripe. Strong statement,
priate to Washington’s birthday were held.
A notice of Miss Merrill’s school is given
isn’t it? A free sample will
above by another correspondent.Mr.
prove it.
Robert Thompson, who has been very ill with
pneumonia, is recovering-Miss Bertha]
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Weed is very iil with congestion of the brain
and but little hope is entertaiued of her recovHer brother George came home from i
ery.
Boston on Sunday’s boat and will remain
bark St. James, Hong Kong; sell. 1). 11. Rivers,
for a few days... .Mrs. Walter Haley is imColoord, Havana; sld, soli. R. F. Pettigrew, Portsproving— .Capt. J. L. Ehlredge rode out f >r mouth; old, soli. .Etna, Chipman, Jacksonville.

MSgffi.
HerVe Tonic

like to stay at home these
Some days now not a team

new

many
It is a

low

IT IS

to

are

cut.

*

Retail

Retail Price.

Market.

DO a 1 <>0
Beef, corned, V ft*. 7 «N Lime, j> hbl,
IN Oat Meal, fc> lb, 3 1-2*4
Butter, salt,
box,
2 1-2*3
44 Onions, f) 1b.
bu,
Corn,
Cracked Corn, V> bu, 44 ()il, kerosene, gal. 13* 15
4*4 1-2
441 Pollock, |> lb,
Corn Meal.
bu,
7*8
1b,
14r/l*‘> Pork,
Cheese, t> lb.
1 20
Cotton Seed, j* cwt, 1 2<>; Plaster, |> hbl,
03
b a i>j Rye Meal,
fh
lb,
Codfish, dry.
DO.* 05
Cranberries,
qt. SaK'j Shorts, |4 ewt,
5*0
Clover Seed, £> It). 13 a 14 sugar, fc> lb,
4i>
Flour. ):> bid, '} 7b u 4 7f>| Salt,L, 1> bn.
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85.tr,3 <>() Sweet Potatoes,4*4 1-2
2 1-2*3
8 a 11 Wheat Meal,
Lard fc> tt>,

a

St., Belfast, Me

A Few Facts
For

Sensible People
Who Aim to
Save Money.
want bargains
their worth in use.
that look bigger out of the si
than they do in, come and
you
IF prove

0111

-?£-

-g3-

V

SPLENDID

BORN.
Grant. In Sandypoint, Feb. 19, to .Mr and Mrs.
Fred Grant, a daughter.
Hutchins. In Penobscot, Feb. 9. to Mr. and
Mrs Aury F. Hutchins, a daughter.
Morin
In Somerville, Mass., Feb. 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Morin, son.
Montgomery. In Camden, Feb. 12, to Mr. and
Mis. C. O. Montgomery. a s< n.
Mu unit. In Lineofnville, Feb. 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert McCobh, a son.
Robbins. In Belfast, Feb. 21, to Mr. and Mrs
Herman A. Robbins, a son 11 1-2 pounds.
Si.monti.n. In New York. Feb. la, to Mr. and
Mrs. Maur ce. F. Simonton. formerly of Rockiaud.

daughter.

Wiooin. In Ash Point, Feb. 13. to Mr. and
William T. Wiggin, a son.
Youno. In I.mcolnville, Feb. 7, to Mr. and
Bennie Young, a r-on.
Yoi no. In Camden, Feb. 14, to Mr. and
Walter Young, a daughter.
Yoi no. In Lairoine, l eb. 8, to Mr. and
Walter Young, a son.

Mrs.

of HIGH
for the

LjNE

GRADE
a

GOODS

a

a

SPRING OF '96.
tits

NOTHING

as well as

a man q
his skin,

next to that our

a

Mrs.

Boston. Fcl). 17. Cl«l. sell. < Hello, Coombs. SavMrs.
annah; 20, sell. George Gurney, Haggart’s Cove
and New York; 22, ar. soli. Winslow .'Morse, WinMrs.
terport: 23, ar sobs. Daniel B. Fearing, Philadelphia; James Holmes, Ryan, Belfast; 24, ar, >ch.
Nahum Chapin, A rev, Weehawken.
Philadelphia, Fell. 13. CM, sell. Daniel B Fearing, Boston; lb, old, soli. S. M. Bird, Merrill, St.
Johns. 1*. R.
Barhows-K uhn. In UN Roekport. In. 12,
Baltimore, Feb. lb. Ar. seh. Spartan, Rookport,
visit
a
large delegation Me.:
Orland .1. Bail*.\v> of Rocky ide and Mrs. 1! n M.
charge of his vessel... .George Avery is hav- from relatives-Quite,
21, ar, soli. Yale, Bost >n ; chi, sell.
r.~—.————
Warren Post and W. R. C. attended
Kuhn of W aldobor-..
Boston.
ing a severe attack of rheumatism-Mrs.
the convention at Bangor last week....Mr. i
HAi'KKTTd 'inns. Ill Castillo. Feb 12. doM-pll
Brunswick, Ga., Fob. 18. Ar, soli. V iola Rep< astim-.
!
!»<ub
ot
Courts.
Mrs
and
Haokett
and
Mrs.
Harlow
Maggie
>u are
attended the Yaw concert.
Rehecea Harriman, Mrs. J. S. Harriman
an
]>ard, Cummings, Boston; 20, sld, sell. Linah ('.
In Thoi.iasoii, Fen la.
HiNoKi.EN-Sumner.
...Mr. H. W. Emerson has gone to New
Kaminski, Philadelphia.
and Miss Hannah lleagan are confined to
Fred Hinckley and >adi C., daughter oi It. t
Norfolk. Fob. 20. ( M, sob Sarah W. I awreuee,
to visit his mother, who is very 1
Hampshire
the house with colds.... Mrs. Jane (Hidden I ill. Mrs. Emerson has
Sumner, botli of Tbomaston.
been visiting friends ! Providence; 22,sld. sdi. W. Wallace Ward, ProvGeo. \
Mahoni:y-Hi-:ai.. In Camden. Feb.
idence.
is visiting her grandson, Freeman Batchelin Belfast.... Mrs. Hubbard Grant, a former
Mahoney and Gnue M. 1 leal, both oj l.iu>-olnvii ie
Feb. 18. Ar, seh. /.adieus SherNews,
Newport
In s>ears)>ort, loPahtkiooi.-Pu.noi.iion.
der, in Belfast... .The Ladies’ Circle met resident, of this place, died of cancer at her man, < 'numbs. Providence; 20, ar, soli. <»ov. Ames,
home, in Ryegate, Vt., last week and her rein. Calvin 11. Paitridge ami Delia Pendleton, both
Davis, Providence.
with Mrs. George Wescott Feb. 19th. Thirty! mams were brought here for interment.
Perth Amboy. Fell. 21. Sld, sch. R. F. Petti- oi Prospect.
Woon-Al.oi s. in Belfast, Fell. .4. by Rev. I
were
and
the
eight
present
program was a Her son Charles accompanied her, and is grew’, Portsmouth.
W. Hanimons. Charles M. Wood and .Miss Martha
New Bedford, Feb. 22. Sld, sch. H. J. Cottrell,
good one. After the program the gentle- visiting relatives here.
,J.
Aldus, both of Belfast.
Haskell, Darien, Ga.
men treated the ladies to hulled corn aud
Charleston, S. C Feb. 23. Ar, sell. Horace G.
milk. Everybody went home feeling well
}lorse, New Orleans.
SHIP N1CWS.
Galveston, Feb. 24. Sld, sch. Carrie E. Look,
repaid for going. The next Circle meets
Pascagoula.
PORT or BELFAST.
Akhy. In Brewer, I-e»». 24, Caroline A., wile •>!'
New London, Ct., Feb. 23.
Ar, sch. Young
with Mrs. Evander
March 4th.
months and 24
Capt. F. G Arey, aged 55 years,
ARRIVED.
Brothers, Philadelphia, for Aiiyn's Point.
I).
E.
Harriman
met with an accidays.
-Capt.
Feb. 20. Sch. Sardinian, Hoklorson, New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ami:s. In South Thomaston, Fel*. 20. ( apt. Mark
Feb. 21. lT. S. Revenue Cutter Woodbury, cruisdent last week while hauling wood. He
Los l’almos Feb. 17. Ar, sch. Herald, Lowell, 1). Ames, aged 68 years and 1 da\
ing; schs. Jordan L. Mott, Speed, New York ; Lady
BLAfKiNtiK'N. In Fresno, California. Feb. G,
was thrown from his sled and was unconFernandina.
Antrim, Murray, Boothbay; Mary Brewer, ThomRio Janeiro, Feb. 17. Sld. harks Francis, Erick- Willard Blaekington. formerly of Rockland, aged
as, Boston.
scious for some time.
It gave him a bad
22 years.
son, Baltimore; Priscilla, Klages, Barbadoes.
Bunker. In Montville, Feb. 25, Miss Lizzie
HAILED.
Anatto Bay, .la., Feb. 12. In port, sch. Belle
shaking up. This is the second accident
Blinker.
Feb. 20. Sch. N. E. Symonds, Peterson, Grand
Wooster, Coffin, for Philadelphia.
that has befallen him this winter-Miss
In Searsmont, Feb. 25, Addie 1'.
Conant.
Manan.
St Kitts, Fell. 11. Sld, soli. Isaiah K. Stetson,
Conant, aged 24 years.
Laura Crockett of Prospect Marsh visited
Feb. 21. U. S. Revenue Cutter Woodbury, cruisTrask, Macoris, to load for New York.
In Thomaston, Feb. 13, B. Webb
(Jounce.
schs. Miantonomah, Ryan, Boston; Fannie
Feb. 13. Ar, sch. Belle Hooper, Hall,
ing;
Curacoa,
Miss Edna Ginn last week.... Be saving up
Cornice, aged 71 years, 4 months and 22 da\s.
& Edith, Ryan, do; Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, do;
Philadelphia.
Cox. In Castfne, Feb. 13. Edward Cox, aged 21
Maria Webster, Turner, Mt. Desert.
Montevideo, Feb. 23. Ar, bark Mannie Swan,
your dimes. A concert will be held at the
7 months and 20 da\s.
years,
Feb. 24. Schs Mary Brewer, Thomas, RockNew
York.
Higgins,
schoolhouse in this place in about ten days.
In Eden, Feb. 14. Mrs. Martha A.
Cousins.
land; Sardinian, Roldorson, do; Lady Antrim,
Demerara, Jan. 25. Sld, bark Carrie L. Tyler*
Some very fine music is being practiced.
Murry, Boothbay.
Tillotson, New York; 30, schs. Maud Snare, Sal- Cousins, aged 73 years and 3 months.
In Rockland, Feb. 14, Lucy I\,
Crockett.
Come everybody and you will surely get
vage, Apalachicola; Feb. 23. Lizzie B. Willey,
AMERICAN
PORTS.
widow of Nathaniel Crockett, a native of North
Rivers, New York.
your money’s worth_Capt. Evander Harr7 months and 7 days.
81
Haven,
aged
years,
22.
New York, Feb. 18. Cld, schs. S. G. Haskell,
Pernambuco, Feb.
Ar, brig Harry Smith,
imau and wife gave a family party last SatIn Hampden, Feb. 12. Caroline
Doane.
Craig, New’ York.
Teneriffe; Norombtga, Armstrong,
H.
urday night. A treat was served during the Richardson,
widow
of
lssae
Doane,
aged 8G years.
Azua; 19, ar, sch. A W. Ellis, Ryder. Rockland;
Freethy. In Surry, Feb. 16. Capt. Bainbridge
MARINE MISCELLANY.
evening... Miss Faustina Harding gave a 20, (rid, brig Havilah, Richardson)
Bahia; 21, cld,
72 years and 3 days.
Freethy,
aged
candy party to some of her friends Feb. 20th. bark Henry Norwell, Charleston, S. C.; 24, ar,
Sch. Yale, from Boston, which arrived at BaltiGrant. In Frankfort., Feb. 10, Wilson Grant,
more Feb. 21, had figurehead damaged, cutwater
aged 54 years, 10 months and 15 days.
twisted and port how badly scarred by her collisIn Deer Isle, Feb. 12, Weston B.
Haskell.
ion with British steamer Southery off the Capes of Haskell,
aged 08 years and 7 months.
the Cheaspeake the night of the 17tli.
Hinckley. In Bluehill, Feb. 18, Hulda, widow
The owners of the ship Isaac Reed, Capt. Waldo, of Robert W.
Hinckley, aged about S4 years.
which sailed from Philadelphia Aug. 7 for lliogo,
Hasson. In Rockland, Feb. 14, Samuel A., son
with case oil, fear for the safety of the ship, as of William F. ami Minnie
Hasson, aged 4 days.
she is two months’ overdue. The ship was built !
Haskell. In Bangor, Feb.22, Rachael l).,wif
at Waldoboro in 1875, and was 1489 tons.
Capt. of A. B. Haskell, aged 41 years, 8 months, 17 days.
Waldo lived in Thomaston.
Knowlton. In Belfast, Feb. 26,| Acenitli E
Newport News, Va. Feb. 18—St. Southery, hence wife of John Watson Knowlton, aged 55 years.
for N. Y., and ihe sch. Yale, from Boston for
Funeral services will be held at her late residence,
Balt, collided last night off Cape Charles, and the 25 Miller street,
OUR SPRING STYLES flEAN V
Friday forenoon at 11 o’clock.
Southery returned here with loss of her smoke
Lewis. In Liberty, Fell. 25, Rt v. James Lewis,
OF BRIGHT, NEW
STOCK
stack, and with her hull somewhat cut into. The a ged about 86 years
^
CLEAN,
FRESH, STYLISH
steamer
is badly damaged. The Yale is now
Lowell. In Fenobscot, Feb. 17, Burt Lowell,
GOODS. THAT IS WHAT Y(
being towed in here.
18 years.
aged
Portland, Feb. 20—The four-masted schooner
McIntyre. In Bueksport, Feb. 17. Rinaldo McWANT. WE HAVE THEM
Jonathan Bourne of Dennis, Mass, (’apt. John
Intyre, aged 19 years.
Rose, overdue from Perth Amboy, arrived here
Martin. In Rockland, Feb. 17, Simon Martin,
this noon. She encountered the roughest passage
a native of Appleton, aged 86 years.
The remains
of any vessel which has arrived here this winter.
were taken to Searsmont for burial.
Twice she was within sight of the lights on Cape
Rose. In Rockland, Feb. 18, Brica K.. <Coom s<
Elizabeth and both times was driven by heavy
an
wife of Charles A. Rose, a native of Islesboro,
gales almost to Nova Scotia. The vessel was
32 years, 7 months and 28 days.
covered with ice, the crew on short provisions aged
a covert
and exhausted, and the vessel badly damaged as
a result of her rough experience.
New Bedford, Feb. 20—Capt. C. A. Haskell
course,
and steward Pinarro of sch. H. J. Cottrell of Deer
Isie, Me., now anchored in the harbor, had a
no
to
thrilling experience in the snow storm and gale
last evening. They had been ashore and star ted
to row to the schooner in their yawl boat, but
when about half way between the shore and the
as to
true
schooner they were hemmed in by floating and
solid ice so that they were unable to proceed
IN tiOLI), STEEL and
either way. They worked with might and main
must
for some time, but at length were compelled •
RUBBER FRAnES,
to give up
and shout for help.
When aid
at length came they were nearly exhausted from
ahaitki) to am
the cold. The police and the crew of steamer
Howard saved the men.
•ISColored dosses,
Loading for Siberia. Ship William J. Rotch
of New Bedford is now loading at San Francisco
TO HU'TI't 1' A
I» S I" |{ K \ T H 11N WEAK I.AFs.
to a
for V.adivostock, Siberia.
For seveial years
I am closing out m\ large stock of optica,
trade between San Francisco and the Russian port
constant
a
lias been steadily growing in importance. Efforts
goods at HAl.r PRICH. Now is your
are now being made by the imperial Russian
Iiortunity to have your eyes tilted for a lit
lie money.
Government to keep the harbor <>t Vladivostok
opened by running powerful tugboats around the
FINE COED KINGS
bay. This breaks the young ice and prevents the
hay from being closed up against commerce for
SKI.I,ISO AT IIKEAT It A Kli.U'six or seven months of the year. The William
Rotch will sail about the last'of this month with
ONLY
is
Sold
not
excelled
C.
Phoenix Rom.
a full cargo, having been chartered.
She takes
or relarge consignments of Leef, flour and other
Belfast, Fel>. 20, 1800!5wH
Hat
on
tlie
market
for
merchandise.
any
Charters. Bark St James (to arrive) 60,000
are
and
Look them
case oil to Macassar, 17 12 ce"ti. Ship Luzon
(to arrive) 50,000 easel oil tr. shanghae, 19 cents.
over.
Bark Rose Innis, New York to Santos, lumber and
l^ OR RENT.
general carg *, p. t. Sch. J. Manchester Haynes,
Havana to Delaware Breakwater, f. o., at or about
The Merchants' Marine Railway of Belfast
8c. Sch Hattie P. Simpson, New York to Bar- ONLY A FEW
OF THAT
offered
for
rent
for one year or a term ot u .>
bados, $3,000 and free wharfage. Sch. Henry S.
Any information desired* as to the plant, its
Woodruff New York to Port-au-Prince,
general
or
condition can be obtained byings,capacity
cargo 50c per bbl., and back, Logwood, p. t.
dressing the Company at Belfast.
Sch. Belle Hooper, Guantanamo N. of H., sugar,
CHARLES
W FREDERICK
Bark
ll^a.13
Henry Norwell, Charleston to New
a
use
or
3w7*
York lumber, $4.50. Schr. Sallie I’On, Cartaret
Secretary and Tieaturei
to Wilmington, N. C., Fertilizer 90 cents, and
it
to
New York Plate (ilass Ins. Co. of New York. A
back to Boston, Staves $16. Schr. Levi Hart,
nua! statement for year euding December
New York to Wilmington, N. C., Fertilizer 90
or you lose it.
left.
Quick
1896. Cash capital, $100,000.
cents.
Schr.
F.
C.
as to
Pendleton, Darien to New
York, Lumber $4.50, option Sound port, $4.62
Assets: Stocks and Bonds owned, Cash at
1-2. Bark Fred P. Litchfield, Baltimore to New
Premiums in course of collection $282,337 47.
someness
York, coal, 65 cents. Schr. Tola, Norfolk to
Liabilities: Cnpaid losses, reinsuiance reset'
Charleston, coal 60 cents. Schr. R. F. Pettigrew,
commissions, etc., $110,300.50; surplus bevoi
Perth Amboy to Portsmouth coal 70 cents. 8ch.
capital, $63,030.97.
;tw8
D. B. Fearing, Philadelphia to Boston, coal, 80
Max Danzigkk, Pres. Maj. A. White, Set y
BAKING
YORK.
POWDER
WALL
cents.
Sch. Young Brothers, Philadelphia to
R»YAL
CO., 10«
ST., NEW
James Pattee, Agent, Belfast.
Allyn’s Point, coal 70 cents.
on

Monday_Charles Haley

has been quite ill, blit is improving_Clias.
Fernald has gone to Bangor to work at his
trade... .Mrs._J. W. Miller is visiting her
sister, Mr*. Moses Snow-Harry Thompson returned
from
Houlton Monday....
Capt. d. F. Hutchings and Mr. and Mrs. j
Martin Delano went to Or land last week to ;

|

MONARCH SHIRTS

We have them in all shies

MARRIED.

colors.

Da\light,

c-

—

I

!

auspices

Thursday. It was quite w’ell attended and
selections, with solos, duets and quartets considerable interest was shown. The next
interspersed. Remember the date, March meeting will be held March 20th_Charles
13th.
Bagley has loaded 28 cars of pulp wood,
Friends of Mrs. Harriet H. McGilvery each car containing from 8 to 9 cords_
gave

seem

Swaxyille. Mrs. G. T. Nickerson and j winter days.
her son Albert T. were in Hampden last goes by for the day. The grocery man comes
week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Gree- around once a week to get the eggs and sell
ley.... Mr. and Mrs. Clarington Hurd of what is most needed. Now what all the
Winterport were in town last week, the people want is to have the mail delivered at
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Peavey_ their residence, as is done in some other
Mrs. Ezra Knowlton is still very sick_ countries. Such an arrangement ought to
John Roberts and Guy Peavey were in Lib- come about here. These farmers have only
a
now to do the work and chores,
erty last week looking at a grist mill_ just pattern
Alonzo Holmes is doing brisk business at and the time required once or twice a week
his mill cutting spool-wood_John Peavey to get the mail on every farm amounts to a
good deal in a year. The government has
is having his paving hauled to Citypoiut_
done some things to try to help the people
Frank Seekins has moved his bai n near bis
that have come to naught; but delivering
new house, which is almost
completed_ the mail is
something that will always help.
James Robertson and sons and “baby
If Prospect had the money that Fort Knox
Louise’’ have, returned from Roxie, where
cost the interest would deliver the mail to
they have been for the last few months....
every house in town.
Hun. A. E. Nickerson is loading a vessel
Prospect Ferry. Capt. W. C. Harding
with bay at Searsport.
arrived home from Providence, R. I., Feb.
Centre Lincolnville. Mr. D. G. Hun20th, and will remain with his family while
ter is confined to the bouse by illness....
his barge, Belle of Oregon, is discharging.
Messrs. Heal & Harkness at their machine
Capt. H. has been away from home 25
shop are manufacturing patent Moor-jacks months-Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Avery of
for Spencer Merrow of Camden.... Miss
are visiting their brothers,
Gertrude Crane of Camden spent Sunday in Montpelier, Vt.,
B. C. and G. A. Avery of this place_Chas.
town.... Master Miller Ross visited friends
Banks arrived from East Berlin, Vt., Feb.
in Camden and Rockland last week....Mr.
22d, and it is hoped be will stop with us
Maries Sy lvester is oil the sich list. ..Dr.
j s .me
time-George Silver is at home from
A F. Miller ami wife of Camden visited at
j New York for a few days-Capt. A. S.
N. I>. Ross’one day last week.... Mrs. NetWilson lias returned to New York to take
of
tie

Four

people

I

cure you,

minnASthat

quarterly meeting was in session here Saturday and Sunday. The pulpit was supplied
Sunday by Presiding Elder Ogier, who gave

|

spool wood and expect, if the sledding
to nearly double the quantity.

If it don't

| F,

|

■

looking

for

ebXTRA FINb HA'

|

|

DIED.

llarriman,
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;Staples* Cottrell.

You are Anxious
for the Health
of your Family.

4*

12 Main Street, Belfast

ACH

alum bakattempted imposition of
attack
ing powder upon you is
the
health
of
Of
upon
your family.
grocer would knowingly sell injurious food

Hats £ Caps.
Spoetades ul Eye Class;:

his customers; but he has himself been deceived
the
character of alum powders by their

manufacturers,

the

be held

responsible

SPRING STYLES,

for

Stiff

damages.

Forewarned,

her

who

family,

and solicitous for the health of

the housewife will be influenced

watchfulness and

against

the

Baking Powders sold at a lower price
than Royal, either wholesale
almost invariably made from
tail,

alum, and therefore inferior and danhealth.

Royal Baking

Powder is free from alum, lime,

is
absolutely pure. Its
for
aids
digestion,
safeguard health,
actually
and relieves from all anxiety
the whole-

ammonia, and

of the food.

Soft Hats,

Superior

Caps.

stubborn resistance

danger.

gerous to

|

Hats,

WILCOX STIFF HAT
by myself,

by
beauty

HtHVEY,

style,

durability.

......

VlECES

Bargain

59c. Underwear

Dwight P. Palmer,

Masonic Temple. Belfast, Me.

Marine

Railway

